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Abstract
This thesis presents an analytical and computational approach to modelling par-
tially ionised, spatially-inhomogeneous and recombining plasmas. The specific con-
text for this study is astrophysical plasmas, the early Universe in particular. Two mod-
els are investigated in detail: a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) plasma model to simu-
late partially ionised plasmas; and a fully electromagnetic/kinetic model, used to study
recombining plasmas.
The first section further develops an existing computational model of a partially
ionised plasma as a mixture of two cospatial fluids: an MHD plasma and a neutral gas.
In order to model the interaction between the plasma and neutral gas populations ab
initio, a collisional momentum exchange term was added to the momentum equation of
each fluid. The model was used to investigate the combined response to dierent wave
modes driven in the plasma or the neutral gas. The momentum coupling between the
plasma and the neutral gas leads to complex interactions between the two populations.
In particular, the propagation of plasma waves induces waves in the neutral gas by
virtue of the collisional momentum exchange between the velocity fields of each fluid.
This means that the normal wave modes of each independent fluid are modified to
produce a combined, hybrid response, with the intriguing possibility that neutral gas
can not only respond indirectly to magnetic fluctuations but also generate them via
sound waves.
This model is used to examine an existing observational method known as the
‘Chandrasekhar-Fermi method’ (CF53) for the diagnosis of magnetic fields in astro-
physical plasmas. CF53 is commonly applied to objects such as nebulae and molec-
ular clouds which are partially-ionised plasmas. It assumes that the gas motion can
be used to infer the magnetic field strength, given coupling between Alfve´n waves in
the plasma and the thermal motion of the neutral gas. Computational results show
that this method may need to be refined, and that certain assumptions made should
EUAN DAVID BENNET ix
be re-evaluated. This is consistent with reports in the literature of CF53 under- or
over-estimating the magnetic fields in objects such as molecular clouds.
The second part of this thesis concentrates on the non-equilibrium evolution of
magnetic field structures at the onset of the large-scale recombination of an inhomogeneously-
ionised plasma, such as the Universe was during the epoch of recombination. The
conduction currents sustaining the magnetic structure will be removed as the charges
comprising them combine into neutrals. The eect that a decaying magnetic flux has
on the acceleration of remaining charged particles via the transient induced electric
field is considered. Since the residual charged-particle number density is small as a re-
sult of decoupling, the magnetic and electric fields can be considered essentially to be
imposed, neglecting for now the feedback from any minority accelerated population.
The electromagnetic treatment of this phase transition can produce energetic elec-
trons scattered throughout the Universe. Such particles could have a significant eect
on cosmic evolution in several ways: (i) their presence could influence the overall
physics of the recombination era; and (ii) a population of energetic particles might
lend a Coulomb contribution to localized gravitational collapse.
This is confirmed by a numerical simulation in which a magnetic domain is mod-
elled as a uniform field region produced by a thin surrounding current sheet. The im-
posed decay of the current sheet simulates the formation of neutrals characteristic of
the decoupling era, and the induced electric field accompanying the magnetic collapse
is able to accelerate ambient stationary electrons (that is, electrons not participating in
the current sheet) to energies of up to order 10keV. This is consistent with theoretical
predictions.
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“If knowledge can create problems,
it is not through ignorance that we
can solve them.”
Isaac Asimov
“Very simple was my explanation,
and plausible enough - as most
wrong theories are!”
H. G. Wells, ‘The Time Machine’
1
Introduction
1.1 Plasmas
Plasma is usually described as the fourth phase of matter, after solid, liquid and gas.
The name was first coined by Irving Langmuir in 1928, who had noticed unusual elec-
tron oscillations during his experiments with ionised gas. The definition came about
as follows (Langmuir 1928):
“It seemed that these oscillations must be regarded as compressional
electric waves somewhat analogous to sound waves. Except near the elec-
trodes, where there are sheaths containing very few electrons, the ionized
gas contains ions and electrons in about equal numbers so that the resul-
tant space charge is very small. We shall use the name plasma to describe
this region containing balanced charges of ions and electrons.”
Subsequently, the name plasma has become the accepted term for any quasi-neutral1
collection of charged particles with suciently high number density such that electro-
magnetism is the dominant force, and collective eects are a significant part of the
1charge quasi-neutral: although the individual particles that make up the plasma are electrically
charged, over length scales longer than a characteristic length (see section 1.5.1) the system as a whole
is neutral.
1
1.1: PLASMAS
dynamics.
The most intuitive example of a plasma is that of a gas that has been ionised ei-
ther by heating or by electric discharge: electrons have been removed from the neutral
atoms, leaving a mixture of positive ions and electrons. Plasmas are all around us to-
day, whether produced by man-made devices such as lightbulbs and television screens,
or found naturally in the upper reaches of Earth’s atmosphere and out into the Solar
system and beyond. The most obvious and important plasma to everyday life is found
in the Sun. Most of the matter in the Universe exists as plasma, meaning that plasmas
are truly ubiquitous.
Plasmas are fascinating because their behaviour can be very complex, often sur-
prising and sometimes very counterintuitive: the dynamics tend to be dominated by
long-range collective eects rather than individual particle-particle interactions such
as those common in gas dynamics or gravitation.
1.1.1 Types of Plasma
The most common kinds of plasma are electron-ion plasmas consisting of electrons
and positive ions. This includes any kind of positive ion, for example Hydrogen plas-
mas which are made up of protons as the positive species, and electrons. Practically,
electron-ion plasmas would usually have a number of dierent positive species, either
by mass or ionisation level. For example, in the plasma of the early Universe it is
believed that the positive ions were almost all Hydrogen ions, but that a small percent-
age ions were Helium nuclei (twice-ionised) and that an even tinier percentage were
Lithium or Beryllium nuclei. Similarly, a Chlorine plasma would have ions with a vari-
ety of positive charges - some Chlorine atoms would lose just one electron (to become
once-ionised, an ion with a charge of +1) but some of the atoms would become more
ionised, losing between two and all of their electrons.
More exotic kinds of plasmas also exist in nature and in the lab. An extremely
common example is dusty plasma. This variant electron-ion plasma has an extra kind
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of particle present - dust. Dust is a generic term for a group or clump of atoms or
ions. Dusty plasmas provide an important opportunity to improve our understanding
of many situations, including stellar and planetary formation. Another example of the
importance of dusty plasmas is in fusion research, where it is essential to understand
the interaction between the plasma in the tokamak and potential contaminants that
could be introduced from the device itself (Tsytovich et al. 2008).
It is also possible for a plasma to have positive and negative ion species, with
applications such as negative ion beams or even the formation of neutral beams used
in tokamak heating (Freidberg 2007).
A much rarer kind is electron-positron pair plasma. It has been postulated (da
Costa et al. 2011; Diver et al. 2010) that such plasmas may exist around pulsars, which
are rapidly rotating neutron stars resulting from a star that has exploded in a super-
nova. Pair plasmas are very unusual because the mass of the positive charge species is
equal to the mass of the negative charge species, leading to quite dierent theoretical
results from those for conventional plasmas. Unique dynamics and instabilities are in-
troduced, not least because of the possibility that an electron-positron collision could
result in annihilation as opposed to the more conventional recombination reaction usu-
ally encountered in, say, an electron-proton collision.
Plasmas in Nature
As a rule of thumb, most material observed in space that emits light or other electro-
magnetic radiation of its own accord is a plasma. This includes stars, nebulae, accre-
tion disks, pulsars and interstellar dust, to name just a few examples. These examples
cover a wide range of temperature and density regimes even within a single object: for
instance, the Sun’s photosphere (the visible surface, i.e. where the plasma becomes
optically opaque) is observed to have a blackbody temperature of around 5; 800K and
a particle number density of order 1023 m 3, but the corona (the optically-thin outer at-
mosphere) is a much sparser, hotter plasma with around 1; 000; 000K temperature and
a number density of order 1015   1016 m 3 (Aschwanden 2005). Pulsars are home to
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Table 1.1: Typical physical properties of natural plasmas.
Type of Plasma Temperature/K Number Density/m 3 Magnetic Field/T
Solar photosphere 6  103 1023 10 4
Solar corona & 106 1015 10 2
Earth’s ionosphere 102 109 10 5   10 4
Lightning 105 1021 10 5
Interstellar medium 103   104 102   105 10 10   10 8
Pulsar atmosphere < 106 1011   1014 108
Neutral Hydrogen cloud 10   102 108   109 10 7
some of the most extreme environments, and physics, in the Universe. Magnetic flux
densities of order 108 T have been inferred from observations, far stronger than the
magnetic fields found in any other natural plasma. Table 1.1 shows the typical orders
of magnitude of temperature, ion number density and magnetic field strength observed
in various naturally-occurring plasmas2.
A great deal of the Universe is made up of relatively low-temperature, low-density
plasma. Section 1.2 below will discuss in detail these specific plasmas, with which this
thesis is primarily concerned.
The terrestrial environment also hosts naturally-occurring plasmas, the closest and
clearest example of which is the ionosphere layer of the Earth’s atmosphere. The iono-
sphere is present because the radiation from the Sun ionises the gas in the Earth’s
atmosphere, and it is practically important because radio signals can be reflected by
the plasma in the ionosphere in order to communicate around the world. The iono-
sphere also interacts with the Earth’s magnetic field, and changes depending on Solar
activity. Other terrestrial objects including the planets Venus, Jupiter and Uranus, and
Saturn’s moon Titan also have observed ionospheres. Lightning is another extremely
2Pulsar atmosphere number density was estimated using the Goldreich-Julian formula (Goldreich
and Julian 1969), although it has been shown that this may drastically underestimate the density (Lyu-
tikov 2007).
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common natural plasma, on Earth and elsewhere. It is caused by the discharge of static
electricity that builds up in the atmosphere due to collisional ionisation between atoms
and molecules.
Lab Plasmas and Applications
Plasmas are now extremely common in everyday life, with the most obvious examples
being modern lightbulbs (including fluorescent and energy-saving bulbs) and televi-
sion screens. When it comes to industrial applications, it is now dicult to name an
industry where plasmas aren’t used in some shape or form. Particularly important uses
of plasmas are in the surface modification of materials, such as the etching of silicon
pathways in microchips for computers, and for sterilisation of food and water. Many
new applications are currently in development.
In pure research terms, there is a very wide field of study of plasmas, incorporating
not just physics but also chemical and electrical engineering, chemistry, and biology.
Research into fields as diverse as laser fusion and magnetic drug delivery, and every-
thing in between, is exciting, innovative and ultimately will make a positive impact in
everyday life.
1.2 Astrophysical Plasmas
The most abundant plasmas in the Universe occur naturally. In fact, the vast majority
of the matter in the Universe is low-temperature, low-pressure plasma. Much of this
can be seen in infrared images of nebulae, molecular clouds and galactic spiral arms, to
name a few examples. In terms of elemental abundance, the most common plasmas are
largely populated by ions of atomic or molecular Hydrogen, with a small proportion
of heavier elements. Localised regions may contain larger concentrations of particular
elements, for example in nebulae which are the result of a supernova. In most cases, the
density and temperature regimes are quite dierent from those of the plasmas generated
in the lab on Earth.
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1.2.1 Low-temperature Plasmas
Away from hot, dense regions such as stars, the majority of plasmas are only partially
ionised; i.e. along with positive ions and electrons, a significant population of the
plasma is neutral gas in the form of atoms or molecules. Nebulae and molecular clouds
are good examples of dense partially-ionised plasmas. The interstellar medium (ISM)
is a very low-density (lower range around 105   106 m 3), low-temperature (low range
of order 102   104 K) plasma. Assumptions can be and are made so that, for example,
molecular clouds are modelled as entirely plasma, or the ISM is considered to follow
neutral gas dynamics, but subtlety is lost. At some stage, arguably one that has already
been reached, the precision of astrophysical observations will surpass the precision of
such assumptions. When that happens, the modelling techniques must be refined in
order to gain new understanding.
As an example, consider the ongoing problem of understanding how large-scale
structure in the Universe first formed. There is a disparity between the predictions
made by popular models of galaxy formation and the true observations. For example,
in the most popular “cold dark matter” model, it is predicted that galaxies and larger
structures grew over time from small overdense perturbations. However, the interpre-
tation of observations suggest a top-down hierarchical process could have taken place,
with the largest structures forming first and then gradually smaller structures (galaxy
superclusters, clusters, then individual galaxies) forming from fragments as perturbed
regions collapse under self-gravity (Carroll and Ostlie 2006; Benson 2010). Unfortu-
nately theories of top-down structure formation have their own problems and are not
fully supported by observations either: under these theories it is predicted that the Uni-
verse reionised much later than has been observed because the first stars would not
have formed until later. Therefore there is scope to improve both kinds of structure
formation model by considering plasma and electromagnetic eects which have until
now been largely neglected.
A key assumption of all current popular models is generally that the dynamics
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are entirely dominated by gravity, and electromagnetic or plasma eects are generally
considered to be unable to challenge this dominance. However, modern observations
show that coherent magnetic structures exist not just on a galactic scale, but on scales
as large as galactic clusters. It is therefore crucial to develop understanding of the
plasmas on galactic scales which must be responsible for sustaining these large-scale
magnetic fields.
The partially-ionised nature of most astrophysical plasmas naturally makes mod-
elling slightly more complex, as there are interactions in each of the ionised and neu-
tral populations that are mutually exclusive, but there are also interactions between the
populations.
1.2.2 The Early Universe
The currently accepted paradigm of the early Universe, big bang theory, states that after
an initial singularity at the beginning of the Universe, an initial “soup” of fundamental
particles, probably electrons, quarks and gluons3, came into existence. According to
the most popular description of the early Universe, although for as yet unexplained
physical reasons, an extremely short period of exponential expansion known as infla-
tion is believed to have preceded this epoch within the first 10 32 seconds of all exis-
tence. After the inflation period, the standard model says that the Universe continued to
expand adiabatically, and as it cooled atomic nuclei formed during the process known
as primordial nucleosynthesis. From the elemental abundances observed today, this
is predicted to have happened within the first 20 minutes. At this stage it is thought
that the Universe was a fully-ionised plasma, with the ion population consisting of
around 75% Hydrogen ions (protons, with traces of Deuterium and Tritium ions), 25%
Helium ions (-particles), and trace amounts of Lithium and Beryllium (Carroll and
Ostlie 2006). For a nucleosynthesis model to conform to current observations, no other
3This soup would have been a very unusual plasma, containing multiple ion species with non-integer
charge.
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heavier elements should have been created at this time.
The predictions of the current big bang model, along with the popular cosmological
CDM4 model can be compared with observations to infer these details about the early
Universe. No direct observations can be made currently, since the earliest possible
epoch of the Universe that can be observed is of order some 500; 000 years after the end
of the predicted inflation period. This is the cosmic microwave background (CMB),
isotropic radiation observed today that has travelled uninterrupted over billions of years
across the Universe.
The Epoch of Recombination
The microwave background is the most compelling piece of evidence supporting the
big bang/CDM model of the Universe. As it covers the entire sky isotropically and
is very homogeneous, the CMB is thought to be a direct observation of an epoch in
the early Universe known as recombination, or decoupling. Prior to this epoch all of
the plasma in the Universe was strongly coupled to the dense photon population5 by
Compton scattering. The plasma was fully-ionised, in the sense that the rate of ioni-
sation was very much greater than the rate of neutralisation. The accepted picture of
the recombination epoch is that as the Universe expanded and cooled, eventually a tip-
ping point was reached where neutralisations in the plasma significantly outnumbered
ionisations. Recombination is thought to have begun around 380; 000 years after the
end of inflation, and within about 100; 000 years of the beginning of the process the
ionisation fraction of the Universe dropped from 1 to 10 5, which is similar to the
ionisation fraction of many technological plasmas. This significant change meant that
not only did the photons and baryons become decoupled (with the photons travelling
on across the Universe to be observed today as the microwave background), but that
gravity became the dominant force over all others in the Universe. A plasma with
ionisation fraction 10 5 would still behave like a plasma however, and electromagnetic
4Dark energy, cold dark matter.
5Theory suggests that photons outnumbered baryonic particles by a factor of 109.
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eects would continue to influence the dynamics.
In the literature, it is generally assumed (i) that global recombination of the entire
Universe “happened quickly” in the sense that the timescales involved are extremely
rapid compared to normal cosmological processes; and (ii) that the electron-proton-
photon fluid is a magnetised plasma with “infinite conductivity”. Hence in the liter-
ature, a simple ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) description is normally used to
simulate the epoch of recombination (Subramanian and Barrow 1998a,b; Durrer et al.
1998; Jedamzik et al. 2000). It has been argued recently, for example by Teodoro et al.
(2008) and Diver and Teodoro (2008), that while MHD is a successful theory in certain
situations, it compromises too much of the electromagnetism to provide a full descrip-
tion of the plasma during this transitional epoch. As these articles point out, there are
several issues with timescales, MHD’s neglect of the displacement current, and elec-
trical conductivity of the plasma. For example: as recombination began the plasma
would have had very high (tending towards infinity) conductivity, but since the ioni-
sation fraction fell by 5 orders of magnitude during recombination, it certainly would
not retain this convenient characteristic by the end of the transition. It is also impossi-
ble (without cleverly adapting MHD theory) to reconcile the slow, fluid timescale that
limits the resolution of MHD theories with the relatively rapid dynamics of plasma
recombination which happens on atomic timescales - the basic theory simply cannot
model any eects that act on timescales shorter than the fluid timescale.
1.3 Magnetic Fields in Astrophysics
It is perhaps self-evident that since most of the Universe is plasma, magnetic fields
must also be very common. Indeed, recent developments in astrophysical theory and
data are beginning to show how important magnetism is in all kinds of areas. For
example, within the Solar system the Earth’s magnetic field protects all terrestrial in-
habitants from harmful energetic charged particles coming from the Sun and further
afield. The Sun’s magnetic evolution appears to be related to its 11- and 22-year ac-
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tivity cycles. Localised magnetic “reconnection” events are currently one postulated
explanation for the coronal heating problem, i.e. the fact that the Sun’s surface has
a temperature of less than 6000K but its atmosphere is at over 1 million K. Finally,
the Sun’s magnetic influence reaches the outer limits of the Solar system, where the
magnetopause acts in a similar way to the Earth’s magnetic field.
Magnetism is also very important in pulsars, which observations have inferred to
have extremely strong magnetic fields of up to 108 T, even up to 1010 T in some extreme
cases known as magnetars. The pulsar radiation mechanism, i.e. beamed synchrotron
related to the electron-positron pair plasma in the pulsar atmosphere, depends on the
strong magnetic fields. Other astrophysical objects including moons, nebulae, and
molecular clouds have also been observed to have magnetic properties of some kind.
1.3.1 Magnetic Fields and Large-Scale Structure
It was reported in the late 1940s that the light from distant stars was observed to be-
come up to 5% linearly polarised as it propagates in the interstellar medium (Hall 1949;
Hiltner 1949). Spitzer and Tukey (1949) suggested that the alignment of “needle-like”
dust grains with large-scale magnetic fields could be responsible. The Hall and Hiltner
data was used by Davis and Greenstein (1951) to further develop this theory, suggest-
ing that if dust grains have the shape of an elongated ellipse, and if the grains are
composed of a few percent Iron, then the major axis of each grain will experience a
torque due to paramagnetic relaxation. This torque would eventually, over timescales
of millions of years, align the grain with a weak coherent background magnetic field.
The idea of large-scale magnetic fields in the interstellar medium was first developed
by Fermi (1949) as part of his explanation for the origin of cosmic rays.
Since these early theories were formulated, it has indeed been discovered that mag-
netic fields coherent over very long scale lengths are present in our galaxy. Studies have
shown that magnetic fields of magnitude 10 11   10 9 T exist over very long coherence
lengths of order 106 pc, i.e. on galactic cluster scales (see Vallee (1997) for a review).
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These steady-state fields must be sustained by conduction currents in the material that
the galaxies are composed from, but at present there is not a clear explanation as to
how the magnetic fields were first induced (see Widrow (2002) and detailed references
therein). This poses several potential challenges to theoretical models of large-scale
structure formation. Currently it is a great challenge to formulate a theoretical model
describing how magnetic fields are first induced (see below), and it is even more chal-
lenging to explain how this happened over galactic coherence scales after the first
galaxies formed.
An alternative is to suggest that coherent large-scale magnetic fields existed before
the physical structures formed around them. It is certainly reasonable to assume that
the early galactic plasma would follow magnetic influence while present-day struc-
tures were formed. Transport of charged particles in magnetic fields is anisotropic,
with equilibration parallel to the field direction generally faster than that perpendicu-
lar to the field. Therefore even extremely weak magnetic flux densities could have a
significant eect, given the timescales involved: structure formation would have taken
hundreds of millions, if not billions, of years, and even a small anisotropy could bias
the eventual outcome. There is a slight incompatibility between this notion and the
currently accepted cosmological paradigm which states that it is non-luminous dark
matter which clumped into large scale structure before the ordinary luminous matter
followed it. Since the dark matter is assumed to interact only with gravity the magnetic
fields would have no influence on structure formation under this paradigm.
For now, the disparity between theory and observation exists. Large-scale structure
formation models currently neglect electromagnetism, but magnetic fields observed in
close relation to observed large-scale structure probably originally predate the matter
structure. Either way, the general assumption for how the magnetic field came to ex-
ist is that it was amplified by “magnetic dynamo” from an initial, tiny, “seed field”.
Currently no physical process has been identified that can achieve such an eect, and
generally the initial seed field is thought of as a mathematical initial condition, rather
than as a physical electromagnetic phenomenon (Widrow 2002).
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1.3.2 Electromagnetism in the Early Universe
Many theories now predict that large-scale magnetic fields were present in the very
early Universe, including during decoupling (Battaner and Florido 2009; Giovannini
2004, 2006, 2010; Kosowsky et al. 2005; Kahniashvili et al. 2001; Mack et al. 2002).
Some have even suggested that gravitational wave observations (or lack of) could pro-
vide limits on any stochastic magnetic fields which could have existed during decou-
pling (Caprini and Durrer 2002, 2005; Maartens et al. 2001). Various theories have
been proposed that attempt to explain the initial induction of these fields (Grasso and
Rubinstein 2001; Ichiki et al. 2007; Cho et al. 2009). Takahashi et al. (2008) provide
detailed calculations showing that since photons scatter preferentially with electrons
rather than protons, this will result in non-zero charge separation and relative motion
between the electrons and protons. Ultimately it is this deviation of motion, hence
conduction current, that induces magnetic fields in the plasma. The resultant mag-
netic fields tie electrons and protons to the conduction current, circulating in opposite
directions to each other.
In this thesis it shall be assumed that the Universe was initially magnetised pseudo-
stochastically into “magnetic domains” which could potentially be related to density
perturbations in the early Universe, as shown by Ichiki et al. (2006, 2007). Each do-
main could be up to kilo- or even mega-parsecs in diameter and would have sustained
within it a coherent, roughly uniform magnetic field in a particular direction, with the
total field over the Universe summing to zero in order to satisfy the cosmological prin-
ciple of isotropy. No assumptions are made about how the magnetic domains formed,
only that they do exist.
In this “steady-state” scenario, the boundaries between magnetic domains would
necessarily be formed by regions of conduction current, sustained by the circulation
of charges in the plasma. In electromagnetism there is another kind of current that
can contribute to inducing magnetic field, that is the displacement current. This is a
particular aspect of electromagnetism which will be investigated in chapter 5 in the
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context of these magnetic domains during decoupling.
1.3.3 Cosmic Microwave Background Experiments
The cosmic microwave background (CMB) was first discovered accidentally by ra-
dio astronomers Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson in 1964. A background bolometric
temperature of the Universe had been theorised as early as 1941, and the concept of
background radiation with temperature of around 5K was first hinted at by Alpher
et al. (1948), but Penzias and Wilson (1965) were the first to discover it observation-
ally. Famously, they originally suspected that their 3:5  1:0K signal was caused by
interference from “white dielectric material” that had been left in their detector by a
flock of pigeons. After cleaning their telescope, the signal persisted, and was found
to be isotropic across the entire sky. Theorists Dicke, Peebles, Wilkinson and Roll
identified the signal as the CMB (Dicke et al. 1965), and in 1978 Penzias and Wil-
son were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics. Further implications of the microwave
background were first described by Peebles (1965).
The CMB is often described as “the afterglow of the big bang”. The cosmological
epoch of recombination decoupled the abundant photon population from the baryonic
matter, and those photons are what is observed today as the CMB (Peebles 1968).
The frequency of the photons observed today is much less than their frequency when
decoupled - the photons have been redshifted by the expansion of the Universe. This
is completely analogous to the Doppler eect.
COBE
During the 1980s, a number of ground- and balloon-based experiments were carried
out to study the CMB. One of the major diculties for these experiments was ther-
mal interference, so in 1983 the Soviet satellite RELIKT-1 was launched. Among the
many advantages of a space telescope, the major benefit for CMB experiments is that
less cooling is required than for a detector inside the Earth’s atmosphere. The next big
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breakthrough came when the NASA satellite COBE (COsmic Background Explorer)
was launched in 1989. The FIRAS instrument (Far InfraRed Absolute Spectropho-
tometer)on COBE measured, for the first time, the blackbody radiation curve that had
been theoretically predicted, with a corresponding temperature of 2:7K (Mather et al.
1990). COBE also discovered that the CMB is isotropic to 1 part in 105, i.e. the small-
est fluctuations in blackbody temperature are of order 100; 000 times smaller than the
overall temperature.
WMAP
NASA’s follow-up experiment WMAP (Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe, Ben-
nett et al. (2003)) launched in 2001 and produced even more spectacular results in-
cluding narrowing the theoretical limits on the age, composition and expansion of
the Universe to unprecedented precision (Larson et al. 2011). The precision of the
anisotropy measurements in WMAP improved by an order of magnitude on COBE’s
measurements, but the instruments on WMAP measured the fluctuations in a dier-
ent way. Rather than bolometrically measuring the full blackbody spectrum as FIRAS
on COBE did, WMAP has five dierential radiometers with central frequencies rang-
ing from 23GHz to 94GHz. The radiometers measure tiny dierences in the power
received by two telescope beams pointing in opposite directions. The blackbody tem-
perature is measured in this fashion by comparing a blackbody radiation curve fitted
to the measurements from the five frequency channels to a theoretically perfect black-
body. WMAP’s detectors are also sensitive to polarisation which has provided other
important results (Komatsu et al. 2011).
PLANCK
The European Space Agency (ESA) PLANCK satellite, a next-generation microwave
background explorer, was launched in 2009. With nine frequency bands increasing
the spectral range covered to 30 - 857GHz, higher resolution, and an order of magni-
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tude better sensitivity, PLANCK will allow significant advances to be made PLANCK
Science Team (2005). In particular, the unprecedented precision in polarisation mea-
surements is expected to bring insight into magnetic fields both nearby and in the early
Universe. Early results were published in late 2011 in a catalogue including Planck
Collaboration et al. (2011a) and 25 other articles.
1.3.4 Observational Techniques
In astrophysics, gathering data is very dicult, since the only source of information
is a very limited number of photons. Interpretation is even more dicult: unlike lab-
oratory experiments, the observer has no control over the initial conditions of their
“experiment”. Fortunately in the modern day, there are many sophisticated observa-
tional methods that can yield a surprisingly large amount of information.
Doppler Velocity Measurements
The Doppler eect occurs when an observer measures a wave (light or sound) emanat-
ing from a source that is moving in the observer’s rest frame. The observed frequency
and wavelength of light shifts depending on the relative velocity of the source and ob-
server. If the source is moving towards the observer, the light is blue-shifted, i.e. the
observed frequency is higher than the emitted frequency, and vice versa for light that
is red-shifted (Carroll and Ostlie 2006).
This eect is a powerful diagnostic tool for astrophysics, whereby the light ob-
served from distant plasma emission can be interpreted to give insight into the condi-
tions under which it was emitted. For example, consider a single spectral line such as
the Hydrogen Balmer  line (H) - produced when the electron in a Hydrogen atom
makes the transition from the third to the second energy level, and is an excellent indi-
cator of the presence of ionised Hydrogen6. The wavelength of the H spectral line is
6The cascade of transitions of a newly captured electron down to the ground energy state of a recom-
bined atom includes the H emission approximately half of the time.
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very specific:
 = 656:281nm (1.1)
Therefore if a cloud of plasma is observed to be emitting spectral lines with wave-
lengths spread around  with a particular profile, this wavelength dispersion can be
used to find the root mean square velocity of particles in the plasma, i.e. the average
thermal velocity.
Linear Polarisation Measurements
In a transverse electromagnetic wave such as light, the direction of the electric field
vector of the wave is always perpendicular to the direction of travel. The direction
of the magnetic field vector is perpendicular to both the electric field vector and the
direction of propagation. Consider a wave travelling in the z-direction - the electric
field vector will point either in the x- or y-direction, or some superposition of the two.
The nature of the transverse wave means that the electric field in the direction of travel
must be zero (in vacuum). Ordinary, unpolarised, light contains a superposition of
waves with electric field vectors aligned in all directions perpendicular to the propa-
gation direction. Light that has been polarised generally means that all of the electric
field vectors of the waves point in the same direction (figure 1.1).
Linear polarisation in astronomy is generally thought to happen in the presence of
magnetic fields, hence observing the polarisation of detected light can be a powerful
diagnostic tool. There are two types of light polarisation in vacuum to be considered;
E modes and B modes. In astronomy, E mode polarisation is thought to occur due to
scattering and is common to most of the Universe. The general assumption is that dust
grains will align along even weak coherent magnetic fields (see section 1.3.1 earlier).
Then when unpolarised background starlight passes through the dust, the polarisation
corresponding to the direction of the magnetic field (i.e. the direction that the dust
grains align along) will be preferentially absorbed, leaving a net polarised signal in the
direction perpendicular to the background magnetic field.
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(a) Unpolarised light (b) Polarising filter (c) Polarised light
Figure 1.1: (a) Ordinary light is unpolarised, composed of a superposition of electromag-
netic waves with electric field vectors aligned in any direction perpendicular to the propagation
direction. (b) A polarising filter only allows a single polarisation of light to pass through, re-
sulting in (c) polarised light, where the electric field vectors of all waves in the superposition
are aligned along the same direction.
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One very useful eect that is commonly used in astronomy is Faraday rotation
- this occurs when polarised light propagates through a magnetic field parallel to the
direction of propagation. The polarisation vector actually rotates by an angle (known as
the rotation measure) related to the magnitude of the magnetic field and the frequency
of the light. Faraday rotation is particularly useful as a diagnostic for measuring the
line-of-sight magnetic field in objects that have sources of coherent light behind them,
e.g. Andersson and Potter (2005) used three pulsars located behind a molecular cloud
to obtain precise measurements of the magnetic field in the cloud.
B mode polarisation is much less common and has currently never been observed:
Physically, B-mode polarisation is related to shearing such as the eect of gravitational
waves on matter, and would be observable as a curl in a vector field depiction of linear
polarisation. It is believed that B mode signals in the microwave background could
indicate the eects of primordial gravitational waves in the very early Universe, caused
by cosmic inflation. Indeed, some theories have been formulated that put an upper
limit on the strength of such gravitational waves, due to the non-detection of B mode
polarisation so far (Caprini and Durrer 2002, 2005; Maartens et al. 2001).
1.4 Plasma Modelling Techniques
There are several approaches that can be used to model the physics of plasmas. The
most complete method is full kinetic theory, which has the unfortunate drawback of
being horrendously complicated. Kinetic theory essentially considers in turn the in-
teraction between each particle and every other particle in the system, with the related
electric and magnetic fields calculated self-consistently as the calculations progress.
Other modelling techniques include cold plasma theory, which models the plasma to
be a pressureless fluid, i.e. fully electromagnetic but not thermodynamic. Another
commonly-used model is magnetohydrodynamics (MHD); MHD compromises on the
electromagnetism but provides a framework for modelling in the fluid limit with full
thermodynamics.
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1.4.1 Kinetic Model
The true description of a plasma can only be made when the motion of each of the
particles is known (Dendy 1990). However, since any realistic plasma would require
billions of particles to be tracked to allow a full solution, such a solution is currently
computationally impossible. The best approximation to the true behaviour of a plasma
comes from kinetic modelling, in which the plasma is assigned a distribution function
fs. For a three-dimensional system, a 7-dimensional distribution function
fs = fs(t; x; y; z;wx;wy;wz) = fs(t; r;w) (1.2)
is required. A full solution allows the position co-ordinates in configuration space
r = (x; y; z) and the velocity co-ordinates in phase space w = (wx;wy;wz) of each
particle to be tracked (for each species s, at each time t). The distribution function itself
represents the number density of particles in phase space. The distribution function
is normalised by total number of particles in the plasma N, which can be found by
integrating over all phase space:Z Z
fs(t; x;w)d3rd3w = N (1.3)
The evolution of the distribution function can be found by solving Boltzmann’s
equation:
@ fs
@t
+ w  @ fs
@r
+ as  @ fs
@w
=
 
@ fs
@t
!
c
(1.4)
where r, w and as respectively are the position, velocity and acceleration co-ordinate
vectors. The term on the right hand side is the Boltzmann collision term and describes
how collisions between particles alter the distribution function. The three terms on the
left hand side respectively describe the changes to the distribution function with time,
in position space and in velocity space. To account for the eects of external electric
and magnetic fields, the Lorentz equation
as =
qs
ms
(E + ws  B) (1.5)
can be substituted for the acceleration term. Solution of these equations represents an
enormous computational challenge.
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Equilibrium Solution
For the case where the plasma is in thermal equilibrium and there are no external fields
present, equation 1.4 reduces to  
@ fs
@t
!
c
= 0 (1.6)
This represents the equilibrium case, where the plasma is in thermal equilibrium as
well as ionisation equilibrium i.e. the ionisation interaction rate from collisions be-
tween species is exactly equal to the recombination rate, therefore the proportion of all
species in the plasma remains constant.
Considering collisions between a single species, the simplest solution to equa-
tion 1.4 consistent with a net zero collision term (equation 1.6) is aMaxwell-Boltzmann
distribution (or ‘Maxwellian’) as follows:
fMB(w) = n
 
m
2kBT
! 3
2
exp
 
 m(w   w¯)
2
2kBT
!
(1.7)
where n is the number density, m is the mass and w is the velocity of the particles in
the distribution. The mean, or root mean square (rms) velocity is w¯. The distribution
temperature is T and kB is Boltzmann’s constant.
General Solution
For a distribution containing two species which are not in thermal equilibrium, most
appropriate form for the collision term in this case7 for the right hand side of equa-
tion 1.4 is the Boltzmann collision term:
 
@ fi
@t
!
i
=
Z
( f (1)
0
i f
0
i   f (1)i fi)iijv(1)
0
i   vijdv(1)i (1.8)
for binary collisions between the same species i, where fi = fi(t; r; v) is the distribution
function of particles, f (1)i is the distribution function of the same type of particle but
with dierent velocity (the superscript (1) is included for clarity), and primed quantities
7i.e. for binary collisions in this context. Other forms of the collision term such as the Fokker-Planck
form exist and are used, for example, in cases where there are multiple collisions simultaneously.
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represent the distribution function of the particles immediately after the collision. For
example, particles in a distribution have function fi = fi(t; r; v) before a collision and
distribution function f 0i = fi(t; r; v
0) after the collision. ii is the cross-section of the
same-species collision.
Generalising the Boltzmann term (equation 1.8), the collision term for collisions
between particles of species i and a dierent species j are given as follows: 
@ fi
@t
!
j
=
Z Z
( f 0i f
0
j   fi f j)i jjvi   v jjdv j (1.9)
where i j is the cross-section term for collisions between particles of species i and
species j, and i , j. For example, in a partially-ionised Hydrogen plasma, electrons
can collide with other electrons (use equation 1.8), or with protons or neutral atoms
(use equation 1.9). In thermal and ionisation equilibrium, all collisions transferring
energy one way are matched by collisions in the opposite direction, so the net change
to the distribution function is zero. In this case, both equation 1.8 and equation 1.9
reduce to zero, returning equation 1.6 for the overall collision term.
1.4.2 Magnetohydrodynamic Fluid Model
Given the computational scale of the full kinetic description of plasma, it is perhaps
not surprising that several alternative descriptions have been developed. These de-
scriptions contain simplifying approximations that are usually valid within a particular
range of physical conditions. For example, ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is a
fluid approximation which is successful and valid as long as the plasma satisfies the
following conditions (Dendy 1990):
1. The plasma remains in thermal equilibrium, i.e. the particle distribution is ap-
proximately Maxwellian. This means the timescale between collisions must be
shorter than any other timescale in the plasma.
2. The plasma must have high conductivity, and the magnetic diusion timescale
must be longer than any other timescale. There are resistive approximations of
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MHD which relax this condition.
3. The system must evolve over timescales no shorter than the fluid timescale. It
is only valid to consider low-frequency, long-wavelength perturbations. For ex-
ample, the fluid model is meaningless over timescales as short as, say, the ion
cyclotron frequency. This is the most commonly violated restriction on MHD.
Single-fluid ideal MHD
The fluid model is found by deriving the moments of the kinetic equations. Fluid
models can be at most 4-dimensional, i.e. over position space and time. To find the
moments, the Boltzmann equation (1.4) must be integrated over the full velocity space.
The zeroth moment gives the continuity equation, or mass conservation law:Z  
@ fs
@t
+ w  @ fs
@r
+ as  @ fs
@w
!
d3w =
Z  
@ fs
@t
!
c
d3w
) @ns
@t
+ r  (nsw¯s) = 0 (1.10)
This is the standard fluid continuity equation. The first moment of equation 1.4 can be
found as follows: Z  
@ fs
@t
+ w  @ fs
@r
+ as  @ fs
@w
!
wd3w =
Z  
@ fs
@t
!
c
wd3w
) nsms
 
@
@t
+ w¯s  r
!
w¯s + rps   nsqs(E + w¯s  B) = 0 (1.11)
Equation 1.11 is the equation of motion, or the momentum equation of the fluid.
To close the system of equations, an energy relation must be assumed. The adia-
batic gas law is one possible relation: 
@
@t
+ v¯s  r
!
(ps[nsms] ) = 0 (1.12)
with the constant  = 5=3.
After further derivation, the complete set of single-fluid ideal MHD equations is as
follows:
˙ =  r  (w) (1.13)
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w˙ + (w  r)w =  rp + J  B (1.14)
B˙ = r  (w  B) (1.15)
p / a (1.16)
where , w and p are the plasma density, velocity field and pressure respectively, J is
the current density and B is the magnetic flux density. The adiabatic constant a = 5=3
governs the equation of state, and the usual dot notation indicates a time derivative.
These equations describe the equilibrium case (i.e. ionisation and recombination re-
actions in the plasma are balanced), therefore there are no source or sink terms in the
continuity equation 1.13, and no net ionisation/neutralisation terms in the momentum
equation 1.14. The collisional aspects of the plasma are represented by the scalar pres-
sure, and the fluid is inviscid.
1.4.3 Multi-fluid Models
Single-fluid ideal MHD is a simplified model in which fluid elements are plasma, and
since there is no charge separation in the reduced electromagnetism that is included
in the model, the concept of populations of ions and electrons is not compatible with
MHD. However, it is possible to model multiple populations in the fluid limit. As a
general example, consider a partially-ionised plasma containing three populations: this
ternary mixture includes electrons, ions and neutral atoms. Assigning the subscripts e,
i, and a respectively to denote each population, it can be shown by finding the moment
equations (exactly as for equations 1.10 and 1.11) that the multi-fluid equations are as
follows:
 Continuity equations
˙e + r  (we) = S e
˙i + r  (wi) = S i (1.17)
˙a + r  (wa) = S a
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 Momentum equations
w˙e + (we  r)we =  rp + neqe [E + (we  B)] +  e
w˙i + (wi  r)wi =  rp + niqi [E + (wi  B)] +  i (1.18)
w˙a + (wa  r)wa =  rp +  a
where ns and qs are the number density and charge of each species. The S terms in
equations 1.17 are sources or sinks of each species. These are only non-zero in a non-
equilibrium system where ionisations and neutralisations are unbalanced. The   terms
in equations 1.18 represent momentum transfer between populations e.g. when ions
and neutral atoms collide this can transfer momentum from one fluid to the other. The  
terms may also include the eect of ionisations and neutralisations, in non-equilibrium
models where these are taken into account.
Assuming ionisation equilibrium8, then S s = 0 and the   terms include only the
momentum transfer due to collisions between the fluid species. The   terms depend
only on the fluid densities and the dierential velocity between the species. For exam-
ple, the momentum exchange between the ions and neutral atoms (and vice versa) is
given by:
 ia =  ai = i

jwi   waj (1.19)
where  is analogous to a coecient of friction. The form of equation 1.19 is the result
of using the Boltzmann term (equation 1.9) as the collision term in equation 1.4 while
integrating to find the fluid equations.
1.4.4 Two-Fluid Partially-Ionised MHDModel
By following through the derivation of a ternary mixture in section 1.4.3 (see also
Jancel and Kahan (1966)), the equations describing a binary mixture of MHD and
8i.e. ionisation and recombination reactions in the plasma are balanced, and the dierence in chemi-
cal potential means that collisions between the plasma and neutral gas do not change the relative densi-
ties of either fluid.
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neutral gas can be derived9:
 Continuity Equations:
˙ =  r  (w) (1.20)
˙ˆ =  r  (ˆv) (1.21)
where respectively  and w are the plasma density and velocity field, and ˆ and
v are the neutral gas density and velocity field.
 Momentum Equations:
w˙ + (w  r)w =  rp + J  B +   (1.22)
ˆv˙ + ˆ(v  r)v =  rpˆ     (1.23)
where J is the current density and B is the magnetic flux density. The plasma
pressure is p and the neutral gas pressure denoted by pˆ
 Other equations: To complete the initial set of equations, the magnetic field
equation is required, and each fluid has an adiabatic equation of state:
B˙ = r  (w  B) (1.24)
p / a (1.25)
pˆ / ˆa (1.26)
The adiabatic constant a = 5=3 governs the equations of state. The usual dot
notation denotes a time derivative.
Now the   in the momentum equations is of the form shown in equation 1.19, specif-
ically   = =jw   vj and accounts for momentum transfer between the plasma and
neutral gas, facilitated by collisions between particles of each species. The terms are
9In MHD theory there is no charge separation, therefore no electron population can be considered:
the ion equations lead to the MHD equations.
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equal and opposite in each equation so that any momentum lost to one fluid is trans-
ferred to the other, and vice versa. In this fluid limit, it is the dierential motion of the
velocity fields which provides the transfer of momentum, eectively via friction.
Notice that this model was derived assuming ionisation equilibrium (as shown in
section 1.4.3) which is required in order to satisfy the basic assumption that in MHD
there is no charge separation. Therefore the source and sink terms are all equal to zero.
This partially-ionised plasma model will be used in chapters 2 and 3.
1.4.5 Cold Model
Cold plasma is another approximate model that covers a fairly wide parameter range.
Formally it is valid for all length scales, as long as random, thermal motion is negligible
and the plasma can be considered to be pressureless. The full set of linearised cold
plasma equations is (Dendy 1990):
@ns
@t
+ nsr  ws = 0 (1.27)
msw˙s   qs (E + ws  B) = 0 (1.28)
J = snsqsws (1.29)
where qs is the charge of particle species s and J is the current density. These equations
are supplemented by the full set of Maxwell’s equations, i.e. unlike in MHD, a cold
plasma is fully electromagnetic:
r  E =  @B
@t
(1.30)
r  B = 0J + 1c2
@E
@t
(1.31)
r  E = c
0
(1.32)
r  B = 0 (1.33)
where E is the electric field, B is the total magnetic field, J is the current density, and c
is the density of free charge. 0 is the permittivity of free space, 0 is the permeability
of free space and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
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The cold plasma interpretation allows the detailed study of important plasma prop-
erties such as the various characteristic oscillations discussed in section 1.5.2, and the
dielectric and refractive properties of plasma. Cold plasma theory is mentioned here
for the sake of completeness, but will not be used in this thesis.
1.5 Characteristic Plasma Dynamics
Every plasma has a set of characteristic scale lengths and frequencies. These are im-
portant in whichever regime one is working. Even in MHD, which formally has no
individual charges, the ion cyclotron frequency places an important lower limit on
timescales that the theory is valid for.
1.5.1 The Debye Sphere
The Debye length is the characteristic length related to plasma behaviour - over length
scales shorter than the Debye length the quasi-neutrality condition does not hold, and
eects such as plasma oscillations and electromagnetic inter-particle forces dominate.
Over scales longer than the Debye length, collective eects dominate.
To illustrate the derivation, consider a uniform electron-positive ion plasma in ther-
mal equilibrium, with temperature T . Random thermal fluctuations will aect the elec-
trons more than the ions, because the electrons are far more mobile. Considering a 1-D
slice, this means a zone of electron depletion of some length d will be created by fluctu-
ations. Solving Gauss’ equation (1.32) leads to the expression for the electric potential
 of this region:
(x) =
npqp(d2   x2)
20
(1.34)
where x is the distance co-ordinate, d is the maximum extent of the electron-depleted
region, ni is the ion number density, e is the electron charge, and 0 is the permittivity
of free space.
The maximum size d of the region can be found by equating the maximum potential
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energy with the thermal energy 12kBT (recall this is for one dimension):
1
2
kBT = e(0)
=
ne2d2
20
(1.35)
which can be rearranged to find D, the Debye length:
D = d =
 
0kBT
nie2
! 1
2
(1.36)
This is shown in figure 1.2. Any charge imbalance occurring due to fluctuations in the
plasma will be shielded over length scales greater than D, meaning that the plasma is
quasi-neutral on scales > D. Extending this to three dimensions, the Debye sphere is
the volume within which charge imbalances dominate electrostatically.
1.5.2 Plasma Frequency
Since the plasma shields electric fields over length scales greater than the Debye length,
this means there must be some kind of restoring force that prevents charge separation
over these large scales. Considering a plasma averaged over such scales, the continuity
equation can be used to investigate perturbations to the number density n.
@n
@t
+ r  (nv) = 0 (1.37)
where v is the fluid velocity, i.e. the averaged velocity over the bulk plasma. Since
the electrons are far more mobile than the ions, any perturbation will lead to a charge
separation and hence an electric field E, according to Gauss’ equation (1.32). The
charges in the plasma will be accelerated by this
me
dv
dt
=  eE (1.38)
where me and e are the electron mass and charge respectively. Then assuming the
perturbation n1 to initial number density n0 is small, the system to be solved consists
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Figure 1.2: Consider a small region of length 2D in a plasma as shown in the figure above.
D is the Debye length, which is the maximum length scale over which random thermal fluc-
tuations in the plasma can be cancelled out by the restoring Coulomb force in the plasma. The
figure shows: (a) A 1-D slice of a quasi-neutral plasma. The + represent protons and the  
represent electrons. The charge is balanced, i.e. the plasma is locally quasi-neutral. (b) A
random thermal fluctuation aects the more mobile electrons more than the protons, creating a
temporary zone of electron depletion. This charge separation means a restoring Coulomb force
is induced, which then returns the electrons to the depleted zone. Energy considerations show
that the characteristic length of the temporary depletion zone is D, the Debye length. Over
length scales greater than D, any charge imbalance in the plasma is shielded and the plasma is
quasi-neutral.
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of three linear equations:
@n1
@t
+ n0r  v1 = 0 (1.39)
me
dv1
dt
=  eE1 (1.40)
r  E1 =  n1e

(1.41)
which combine to one equation,
@2n1
@t2
+
n0e2
0me
n1 = 0 (1.42)
Equation 1.42 is an expression for simple harmonic motion with frequency
! = !p;e =
 
n0e2
0me
! 1
2
(1.43)
where !p;e is the electron plasma frequency. Fluctuations that cause separation will
induce an oscillation at frequency !p;e in the plasma until quasi-neutrality has been
restored. This means that fluctuations made to the plasma with frequency less than
or equal to the plasma frequency will be absorbed by the electron motion. This has
implications for electromagnetic radiation - for light of frequency!  !p;e the electron
motion produces a conduction current that cancels out the displacement current of the
wave, fully absorbing it. This is why plasmas are opaque to radiation below the plasma
frequency. For frequency ! > !p;e, the electrons cannot accelerate quickly enough to
cancel the electromagnetic radiation, therefore the wave can propagate through the
plasma.
1.5.3 Electron and Ion Cyclotron Frequency
Consider the motion of particles in a magnetised plasma with a uniform, constant mag-
netic field B and zero electric field. The motion of a single particle with charge q and
mass m will evolve according to the Lorentz equation
m
dv
dt
= qv  B (1.44)
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Assuming the magnetic field is non-zero in the z-direction only, i.e. B = Bzˆ, the
components of this are as follows:
dvx
dt
=
q
m
Bvy (1.45)
dvy
dt
=   q
m
Bvx (1.46)
dvz
dt
= 0 (1.47)
where the components of the velocity vector are v = (vx; vy; vz). Equation 1.47 says
the particle moves with a constant velocity in the z-direction. The time derivatives of
equations 1.45 and 1.46 are
d2vx
dt2
=  
qB
m
2
vx (1.48)
d2vy
dt2
=  
qB
m
2
vy (1.49)
Equations 1.48 and 1.49 describe simple harmonic motion at frequency
!c =
jqjB
m
(1.50)
This is the cyclotron frequency. In an electron-ion plasma there will be two cyclotron
frequencies - !c;e for the electrons and !c;i for the ions. The solutions to equations 1.48
and 1.49 are the expressions for circular motion, known as ‘gyro’ motion, at the cy-
clotron frequency:
vx = v? cos(!ct) (1.51)
vy = v? sin(!ct) (1.52)
where the  sign depends on the sign of the charge. Note that v? is the component of
velocity that is perpendicular to the magnetic field. The cyclotron frequencies describe
the gyro motion of electrons and ions in a magnetised plasma, and also define important
timescales.
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Larmor Radius
The gyro motion of charged particles in a magnetic field is also known as a Larmor
orbit. The radius of this orbit about the guiding centre is given by
rL =
v?
!c
=
mv?
jqjB (1.53)
This is a characteristic minimum scale length for several plasma eects.
1.5.4 Plasma Drifts
The idea of gyro motion is an important concept as part of understanding the behaviour
of single particles in plasmas. Particles move in orbits around a ‘guiding centre’ -
a point that is not necessarily stationary. Guiding centres have various mechanisms
which make them move, usually when external electric fields are introduced into the
plasma.
E x B Drift
Consider a magnetised plasma with uniform, constant magnetic field B = Bzˆ and
uniform, constant electric field E =  Exxˆ + Ezzˆ, i.e. with components of electric field
parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. Then the particle equations of motion
are
dvx
dt
=
q
m
( Ex + Bvy) (1.54)
dvy
dt
=   q
m
Bvx (1.55)
dvz
dt
=
q
m
Ez (1.56)
The time derivatives of equations 1.54 and 1.55 are
d2vx
dt2
= !c
dvy
dt =  !2cvx (1.57)
d2vy
dt2
=  !c dvxdt =  !2c
 Ex
B
+ vy

(1.58)
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which are second-order dierential equations similar to, but not exactly, simple har-
monic motion. Solutions to equations 1.57 and 1.58 are, using the usual complex
exponential for periodic functions;
vx = v0 exp(i!ct) (1.59)
vy = v0 exp(i!ct) +
Ex
B
(1.60)
In fact, this is the gyro motion derived in section 1.5.3 with an additional drift in the
positive y-direction. The gyro motion no longer describes closed circles - the guiding
centre of the particle motion moves in the direction of the drift (see figure 1.3). This
is known as the E  B drift because the direction in which the guiding centre moves is
the direction perpendicular to both the electric field and magnetic field. The guiding
centre velocity vgc is given by the expression
vgc =
E  B
jBj2 (1.61)
This depends only on the magnitude and direction of the electric and magnetic fields,
and not on the charge or mass of the particle. Therefore electrons and ions are aected
equally by the E  B drift, and the guiding centres of both move in the same direction
at the same speed.
Other Particle Drifts
Other kinds of particle drifts exist in plasmas which have non-uniform background
magnetic fields. The grad-B drift happens in a spatially-varying background field;
positive and negative particles drift in opposite directions perpendicular to the direction
of the field and the field gradient. An eect related to the grad-B drift is curvature
drift, which in practice always accompanies the grad-B drift in curved magnetic field
and acts in the same direction. Understanding these eects is particularly important,
for example, for maintaining magnetic confinement in tokamaks. The tokamak field
configuration means that both the grad-B drift and the curvature drift act to make ions
drift towards the walls of the tokamak, risking the loss of confinement.
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Figure 1.3: The top figure shows the gyro motion of a moving proton and electron in a
constant, uniform background magnetic field pointing out of the page. The particles each orbit
a guiding centre (shown in green), with the proton executing an orbit with a larger radius and
in the opposite direction to the electron. The radii are not to scale.
The bottom figure shows the drift motion acquired by the particles if a constant, uni-
form electric field is present in the direction shown. The guiding centres of both the proton and
electron drift upwards, in the direction perpendicular to both the electric and magnetic fields
(i.e. in the direction of (E  B)) at the same velocity vgc. The gyro motion is still happening,
but the particles no longer move in closed circles. The full motion of each is more complex.
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1.6 MHDWave Modes
Plasmas support many dierent wave modes. The various descriptions of plasma allow
these wave modes to be studied theoretically in dierent limits - for example, cold
plasma theory can be used to derive various high-frequency electrostatic wave modes
such as the plasma oscillation and cyclotron waves. In the fluid limit under MHD,
a dispersion relation can be derived, the interpretation of which reveals three unique
wave modes are supported in the MHD regime. These are transverse Alfve´n waves,
and the fast and slow magnetosonic modes.
The derivation of the dispersion relation begins with the full set of MHD equations
(Dendy 1990). The fluid equations are
@
@t
+ r  (u) = 0 (1.62)

Du
Dt
+ rp   J  B = 0 (1.63)
D
Dt
 
p a

= 0 (1.64)
(1.65)
where  is the total plasma density, u is the bulk fluid velocity, and D=Dt = @=@t+u r
is the advective derivative. The fluid pressure is p, J is the current density and B is the
background magnetic field. For an adiabatic equation of state, a = 5=3 is a constant.
The fluid equations are supplemented by the reduced electromagnetic equations:
E =  u  B (1.66)
r  E =  @B
@t
(1.67)
r  B = 0J (1.68)
r  E = 0 (1.69)
r  B = 0 (1.70)
Equation 1.66 is the ideal MHD perfect conductivity equation, the rest are Maxwell’s
equations, two of which have been reduced from their full form.
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The dispersion relation is derived by considering the response of the plasma to
perturbations of the form
exp(i[k  r   !t) (1.71)
where k = kkzˆ + k?yˆ is the wavenumber vector with components parallel and perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field B = Bzˆ.
Eventually, the dispersion relation can be written in matrix form as26666666666666664
!2   v2Ak2k 0 0
0 !2   v2Ak2k   (v2S + v2A)k2?  v2S kkk?
0  v2S kkk? !2   v2S k2k
37777777777777775
26666666666666664
ux
uy
uz
37777777777777775 =
26666666666666664
0
0
0
37777777777777775 (1.72)
The characteristic speeds vA and vS are the Alfve´n speed and sound speed in the plasma
respectively.
1.6.1 Transverse Alfve´n Waves
Focusing on the ux line of the dispersion relation, the equation
!2 = v2Ak
2
k (1.73)
emerges. This is the dispersion relation of the normal mode known as the transverse
Alfve´n mode, which is an electromagnetic wave completely parallel to the magnetic
field and is dispersionless, i.e. the wave speed does not depend on wave frequency.
The wave mode is transverse because although it propagates in the z-direction along
the direction of the background magnetic field, the perturbations to the plasma velocity
field occur only in the x-direction. In MHD, transverse Alfve´n waves are completely
analogous to waves on a string.
1.6.2 Magnetosonic Modes
Similarly, the dispersion relation in the other directions returns the expressions for
other wave modes. There are two solutions, these are
!2 =
k2
2
26666664(v2S + v2A)   (v2S   v2A)2 + 4v2S v2A k2?k2
! 1
2
37777775 (1.74)
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The positive option of the  gives the fast magnetosonic mode, the negative option
gives the slow magnetosonic mode. Both modes are pressure waves that propagate in
any direction except parallel to the magnetic field, according to the dispersion relation.
The wavenumber term k =
q
k2? + k2k includes components from both the parallel and
perpendicular directions to the magnetic field.
The magnetosonic modes are like any other pressure wave modes, except as they
propagate the magnetic pressure related to the background magnetic field can either
support or oppose the hydrostatic pressure disturbance. If the magnetic pressure is
perturbed in phase with the hydrostatic pressure, the fast mode is the response. If the
magnetic pressure opposes the hydrostatic pressure, the slow mode is implicated.
1.6.3 Firehose Instability
Like any fluid, MHD plasmas are susceptible to non-linear behaviour such as instabil-
ities. One that aects transverse Alfve´n waves in particular is the firehose instability.
Assume that the plasma has a pressure tensor as follows:
p =
26666666666666664
p? 0 0
0 p? 0
0 0 pk
37777777777777775 (1.75)
That is, the pressure p? is consistent in both directions perpendicular to the magnetic
field, but dierent (pk) in the parallel direction. This allows for anisotropic transport
such as that seen in magnetised plasma, while setting the non-diagonal terms to zero
maintains the inviscid nature of the fluid.
The tensor structure also means that there are two sound speeds in the plasma, vS ;?
and vS ;k. There are two possible wave modes supported by the plasma in the parallel
direction to the magnetic field. The first is a transverse Alfve´n wave with the dispersion
relation
!2 = k2(v2A + v
2
S ;?   v2S ;k) (1.76)
=
k2
0
 
B20
0
+ p?;0   pk;0
!
(1.77)
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where the subscript 0 denotes the initial, unperturbed quantity. The other potential
wave mode in the parallel direction corresponds to an ion sound wave, and has a dis-
persion relation
!2 = 3k2
pk;0
0
(1.78)
Consider the transverse Alfve´n mode, given in equation 1.77. Assuming that per-
turbations to the velocity field have the form
v1 / exp(i[k  r   !t]) (1.79)
it is clear that if !2 < 0 then ! 2 C, meaning v1 acquires an exponentially growing
or decaying term. Therefore the condition for stability of a transverse Alfve´n wave is
!2  0. This means that according to equation 1.77, a transverse Alfve´n wave will
become unstable if
pk;0 >
B20
0
+ p?;0 (1.80)
The physical interpretation of this is that if the parallel pressure exceeds the sum of the
perpendicular hydrostatic pressure and the magnetic pressure of the wave, the restoring
force of the wave is unable to slow some of the plasma motion. Therefore each half
wave cycle some of the plasma will continue moving in the direction perpendicular
to the direction of travel of the wave. The result is an Alfve´n wave that will rapidly
disperse its energy into sonic/magnetosonic modes and be absorbed into the plasma.
Picture a real-life firehose which has the water switched on with no-one holding it: the
hose will flail around sending water everywhere. This analogy is where the name of
the instability comes from, as the plasma is perturbed in a very similar manner.
1.7 Thesis Outline
The following chapters can be grouped into two distinct parts. The first part will deal
with partially-ionised, inhomogeneous and recombining plasmas in the fluid limit -
specifically these three chapters will address the propagation of plasma wave modes
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in such plasmas. In chapter 2 a fluid model of partially-ionised plasmas will be de-
veloped, and the computational model will be derived. This model is put into use in
chapter 3, in which results of the simulations will be presented. The results will show
that given the high-precision polarisation data now available, the Chandrasekhar-Fermi
observational method could, with some refinement, be used to interpret the data giving
unprecedented diagnosis of astrophysical magnetic fields.
In the second part of this thesis, chapters 4 and 5 will address the specific issue
of charge acceleration due to magnetic collapse during the neutralisation of a self-
magnetised plasma. The theoretical and computational model developed in chapter 4
will be put into practice in chapter 5, with the results showing that a natural con-
sequence of the epoch of recombination in the early Universe is a persistent small
population of energetic charges. Chapter 6 will conclude, and examine the plentiful
potential for future work.
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“Reality is that which, when you
stop believing in it, doesn’t go
away.”
Philip K. Dick2
Fluid Model of a Partially-Ionised
Plasma
In this chapter a fluid model describing partially-ionised plasma will be developed.
This chapter builds on work originally carried out by Diver et al. (2006) where the im-
portance of partially-ionised plasma interspecies interaction by momentum coupling
was demonstrated. The motivation for this is to analyse the plasma-neutral interac-
tion ab initio without making any assumptions about the nature of the interaction. A
specific example of an assumption to be avoided is the relation of “turbulence” to the
plasma and neutral gas behaviour1. In considering the behaviour of the plasma-neutral
mixture from first principles, the model accounts for the fact that the plasma-neutral
interaction is complex and must be given a more careful treatment than it has been
aorded up until now in the literature.
The specific context for immediate application of this work, which will be devel-
oped in the next chapter, is to a diagnostic known as the Chandrasekhar-Fermi method,
used to infer magnetic flux density in astrophysical objects such as nebulae, molec-
ular clouds or galactic spiral arms. However, the description “partially-ionised” can
refer to any low-temperature plasma such as, for example, the start-up phase or the
1The notion of turbulence in this context is flawed since in the fluid limit, all random, incoherent
motion is by definition averaged out over the larger scale bulk motion.
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cooler edge regions during operation of tokamaks. Analogous situations where this
work could also have relevance include dusty plasmas and plasmas with multiple ion
populations. A general point that requires emphasis is that when dealing with a fluid
composed of a mixture of two dierent populations, the interaction between the two
populations cannot be neglected. The model developed in this chapter will address
this, and will be extendable to any such mixture given the correct choice of parameters
for computation.
2.1 Wave Modes
The fundamental principle of this model holds that as long as the conditions for magne-
tohydrodynamics (MHD) are satisfied, any partially-ionised or inhomogeneous plasma
can be modelled as a cospatial mixture of two populations: one an MHD plasma and
the other an ordinary neutral gas2. Indeed it is necessary to consider such a mixture
when modelling low-frequency perturbations such as Alfve´n wave modes since, as will
be shown, the interaction between the two populations can be quite complex.
In the 2-D linear limit, the coupling between the two populations can be modelled
by a momentum exchange operator motivated by the Boltzmann collision term (see
section 1.4.3). In a mixture of this kind the character of a propagating wave in one
population is altered by additional wave modes which it induces in the other popu-
lation. For example, sound waves in the neutral gas can indirectly induce magnetic
perturbations in the plasma, and conversely purely magnetic disturbances can cause
density perturbations in the neutral gas. Even infinite plane Alfve´n waves, which do
not cause density perturbations in the plasma3, can indirectly perturb the neutral gas
density as momentum transfers to perturb the velocity field of the neutral population.
2The same also applies to any multi-species plasma, which can be modelled as a mixture of two
populations of MHD plasma with dierent mass density.
3In this case the Alfve´n wave contributes only an oscillating velocity structure along with the char-
acteristic magnetic perturbations.
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This is significant because transverse Alfve´n waves cannot aect a population of neu-
tral gas directly, because neutral atoms are not perturbed by the variation in magnetic
field, and do not contribute to the magnetic pressure.
It is the momentum exchange between the plasma and the neutral population that
allows this mode conversion: so when the plasma moves, it collides with the neutral
gas and drags it along, and vice versa. This is proportional to density (equation 1.19)
and dierential velocity between the fluids. For the example of a transverse Alfve´n
wave, the perturbations to the plasma velocity field are accompanied by associated
perturbations to the neutral gas velocity field. This causes density perturbations to
develop in the neutral gas, which then propagate as ordinary sonic waves at the neutral
sound speed. These sonic modes can then cause new perturbations in the plasma, in the
form of more sonic or magnetosonic waves. This means the plasma can acquire further
density perturbations from the Alfve´n wave indirectly, via the neutral gas population.
In fact neither gas medium responds in a normal mode, so the neutral gas doesn’t
have perfect sound waves, and the plasma doesn’t have perfect magnetosonic modes
either. Potentially, any perturbation to either population will produce a superposition
of many dierent wave modes. This is a consequence only of the linear process of
collisional momentum exchange, rather than any nonlinear eect.
2.2 Theory
The model equations are derived as follows. The computational model was first de-
rived by Diver et al. (2006). Begin with the two-fluid partially-ionised plasma model
developed in chapter 1. Recall equations 1.20 - 1.26 to describe the plasma-neutral gas
mixture:
 Continuity Equations:
˙ =  r  (w) (2.1)
˙ˆ =  r  (ˆv) (2.2)
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where respectively  and w are the plasma density and velocity field, and ˆ and
v are the neutral gas density and velocity field.
 Momentum Equations:
w˙ + (w  r)w =  rp + J  B +  c (2.3)
ˆv˙ + ˆ(v  r)v =  r pˆ    c (2.4)
where J is the current density and B is the magnetic flux density. The plasma
pressure is p and the neutral gas pressure denoted by pˆ. The coupling term is
 c =


jw   vj (2.5)
see sections 1.4.3 and 1.4.4 for the background for this.
 Other equations: To complete the initial set of equations, the magnetic field
equation is required, and each fluid has an adiabatic equation of state:
B˙ = r  (w  B) (2.6)
p / a (2.7)
pˆ / ˆa (2.8)
The adiabatic constant a = 5=3 governs the equations of state. The usual dot
notation denotes a time derivative.
The following assumptions will be made: first, the perturbed wave modes will
have small amplitude and low frequency, so that it is reasonable to work in the linear
regime4. Furthermore, in this two-dimensional case the waves are confined to the x-z
regime. Finally, assume that the equilibrium is homogeneous, and that an equilibrium,
or “background”, magnetic flux density B0 is uniform and aligned along the positive
z-direction.
4Note that this is a computational decision; the Alfve´n wave equations are inherently non-linear but
can be solved using the linear equations.
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2.2.1 Step 1: Linearise the Equations
To linearise the equations the following substitutions are made: using the terminology
of Diver et al. (2006), each term is replaced by two components: a zeroth order (or
equilibrium) term with the subscript 0, and a first order (or perturbation) term with
subscript 1.
 7! 0 + 1
w 7! w0 + w1
p 7! p0 + p1
ˆ 7! ˆ0 + ˆ1
v 7! v0 + v1
pˆ 7! pˆ0 + pˆ1
J 7! J0 + J1
B 7! B0 + B1
Equations 2.1-2.8 can be linearised by making these substitutions and then dropping
terms that are greater than first order. First, however, it is instructive to examine the
assumptions made about the equilibrium conditions.
2.2.2 Step 2: Substitute Equilibrium Conditions
The equilibrium assumptions made can be substituted into the set of equations as
shown below.
1. The assumption of a spatially-homogeneous equilibrium density means that ˙0 =
˙ˆ0 = 0 and r0 = rˆ0 = 0.
2. It is reasonable to assume that there are initially no flows in the velocity fields,
i.e. w0 = v0 = 0.
3. The homogeneous equilibriummagnetic flux density is uniform in the z-direction
and zero elsewhere, i.e. B0 = B0zˆ.
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4. The adiabatic equations of state mean that the pressure terms can be written in
terms of density and sound speed by combining the model equations. For the
plasma this is rp = 2r and the neutral gas relation is rpˆ = c2rˆ.
5. Ideal MHD relates the current density and the magnetic flux density as follows:
0J = r  B where 0 is the permeability of free space.
Now the linearised equations with the equilibrium assumptions applied look like
this:
˙1 =  0r  w1 (2.9)
0w1 =  2r1 + (r  B1)  B0 + 0

jw1   v1j (2.10)
B˙1 = r  (w1  B0) (2.11)
˙ˆ1 =  ˆ0r  v1 (2.12)
ˆ0v1 =  c2rˆ1   0

jw1   v1j (2.13)
2.2.3 The 2D Linearised Equations
Finally, substituting the velocity and magnetic flux density vectors e.g. w1 = wxxˆ+wzzˆ
simplifies the cross product and curl terms. The coupling term  c has been replaced by
the vector K = (Kx;Kz) described below. The result is a set of five linear equations for
the plasma:
˙1 =  0(@xwx + @zwz) (2.14)
0w˙x =  2@x + B0
0
(@zBx   @xBz) + Kx (2.15)
0w˙z =  2@z + Kz (2.16)
B˙x = B0@zwx (2.17)
B˙z =  B0@xwx (2.18)
and three equations for the neutral gas complete the system:
˙ˆ =  ˆ0(@xvx + @zvz) (2.19)
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ˆ0v˙x =  c2@xˆ   Kx (2.20)
ˆ0v˙z =  c2@zˆ   Kz (2.21)
The notation @x denotes the partial derivative @=@x, and so on. The momentum
coupling terms Kx and Kz are part of the plasma and neutral gas momentum equa-
tions in such a way that the total fluid (that is, plasma plus neutral gas) momentum is
conserved. The form of the vector momentum coupling term K = (Kx;Kz) is
Kx;z = 0

jwx;z   vx;zj (2.22)
Notice that in the linearised equations, the coecient 0= includes the equilibrium
density 0. This means that 0= can be taken as a constant of proportionality; that
is, the momentum coupling is similar to a drag or friction term that operates when the
two fluids have a relative velocity. Since both fluids are adiabatic gases, kinetic energy
transferred via this momentum coupling is the only available method of energy transfer
between them5.
2.2.4 Non-dimensionalising the Equations
In order to computationally solve the system, the equations must be non-dimensionalised.
In other words, each term was substituted with a dimensionless scale factor, normalised
by some characteristic physical quantity. For example, the plasma density was writ-
ten as e = 1=0 where, as above, 1 is the density perturbation term and 0 is the
equilibrium density. The non-dimensionalisation for all terms was as follows:
d =
ˆ1
ˆ0
(2.23)
e =
1
0
(2.24)
p =
wx

(2.25)
5This is true because although the first moment equation of the distribution function is modified by
the momentum coupling term, the second moment is not adjusted, meaning that an adiabatic equation
of state still holds for each fluid.
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q =
wz

(2.26)
g =
vx

(2.27)
h =
vz

(2.28)
m =
Bx
B0
(2.29)
n =
Bz
B0
(2.30)
The density terms are normalised to the equilibrium densities  and ˆ, the velocity
terms are normalised to the Alfve´n speed of the plasma , and the magnetic flux density
terms are normalised to the equilibrium background magnetic field B0.
The basic units of distance and time also need to be written in dimensionless form,
using the characteristic length (L) and time (T ) of the physical system. The dimen-
sionless factors substituted were:
 =
t
T
(2.31)
 =
x
L
(2.32)
 =
z
L
(2.33)
 =
L
T
=
B0p
00
(2.34)
where t, x and z are the basic units of time and distance in the dimensional equations,
and to tie it all together  is chosen to be the characteristic velocity of the physical
system (recall that it was already used to non-dimensionalise the other velocity terms).
When these co-ordinate changes are substituted the derivative terms are also altered as
follows:
@x 7! 1L@
@z 7! 1L@
@t 7! 1T @
After making all of these substitutions and simplifying, the dimensionless code
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equations are:
d =  (g + h) (2.35)
e =  (p + q) (2.36)
p =  r2e + (m   n)    jp   gj (2.37)
q =  r2e    jq   hj (2.38)
g =  s2d +  

jp   gj (2.39)
h =  s2d +  

jq   hj (2.40)
m = p (2.41)
n =  q (2.42)
where the subscripts indicate a derivative in that direction, and the momentum cou-
pling coecient defined in equation 2.22 have been replaced with the normalised di-
mensionless coupling term   = T=. Notice that the density 0 no longer appears in
the coupling term, meaning that it can be treated as a constant parameter. A value of
  = 0:1 was chosen initially. The constant  = ˆ0=0 is the ratio of background neutral
gas density to background plasma density.
This system of eight equations has eight variables and two control parameters. The
parameters are the normalised sound speeds: r = = for the plasma and s = c=
for the neutral gas, where  is the Alfve´n speed in the plasma. By altering r and s,
the relative populations of plasma and neutral gas in the simulation can be controlled;
for example, in a simulation where r = s = 1, equal densities of plasma and neutral
gas are present, and the sound speeds are both equal to the Alfve´n speed. Numerically
solving the system of equations 2.35- 2.42 in this way for a 2-dimensional grid yields
full results for each of the eight variables; the density and the 2-D velocity space for
both the plasma and the neutral gas components of the mixture, as well as the 2-D
magnetic flux density.
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2.3 Lax-Wendro Method and the Computational So-
lutions
Lax-Wendro (Mitchell and Griths 1980) is a numerical method based on finite dif-
ferences, accurate to second order, which can find approximate numerical solutions to
hyperbolic partial dierential equations. Given the initial conditions for a system of
equations at time t = 0, the method solves the model equations numerically for the
next timestep. These solutions become the new starting conditions, and the method is
repeated, and so on, until the equations have been solved at every timestep in the de-
sired range. Lax-Wendro is an explicit method, meaning that there are characteristic
length and time steps (which can also be thought of as a maximum signal propagation
speed) that control the numerical stability of the solutions.
2.3.1 Deriving the Lax-WendroMethod
The derivation of the Lax-Wendro method begins with the linear advection equation,
e.g. in one dimension:
@
@t
u(x; t) + A
@
@x
u(x; t) = 0 (2.43)
where A a constant speed (the ’advection speed’). u is some well-behaved scalar func-
tion of space and time. The variables x and t and function u can be discretised into
steps like so:
uni = u(xi; t
n) (2.44)
Taylor expand equation 2.44 to second order in the usual fashion to find
un+1i = u
n
i + t
@
@t
uni +
A2t2
2
@2
@t2
uni (2.45)
where higher order terms are neglected. Now substitute the time derivatives for spatial
derivatives according to equation 2.43
un+1i = u
n
i   At
@
@x
uni +
A2t2
2
@2
@x2
uni (2.46)
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Next, replace the spatial derivatives using the central finite dierence formula
@
@x
uni =
uni+1=2   uni 1=2
x
(2.47)
 u
n
i+1   uni 1
2x
(2.48)
@2
@x2
uni =
uni+1   2uni + uni 1
x
(2.49)
which results in
un+1i = u
n
i  
At
2x
(uni+1   uni 1) +
A2t2
2x2
(uni+1   2uni + uni 1) (2.50)
= (1   2A2)uni  
1
2
A(1   A)uni+1 +
1
2
A(1 + A)uni 1 (2.51)
where  = t=x is the mesh ratio. Stability limits on  will be discussed in sec-
tion 2.3.2. Given the starting conditions u0i for all i, the method finds the next step u
1
i
(for all i). Then repeat to find the following step, and so on, until all timesteps are
calculated. The method is accurate to second order.
2.3.2 Extension to Two Dimensions
Extending the solution by starting with a two-dimensional advection equation, the
derivation starts with a hyperbolic equation with two spatial derivatives:
@
@t
u(x; z; t) + A
@
@x
u(x; z; t) + B
@
@z
u(x; z; t) = 0 (2.52)
where now u is a vector of functions that are to be solved. In this way the Lax-Wendro
method can be applied to solve systems of equations. Then A and B are constant
matrices of coecients which link the dierent equations in the system6. The system
studied here has eight equations (equations 2.35 - 2.42) so u is a vector with eight
6In general, A and B could be functions of position. This would change the derivation slightly.
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entries;
u =
266666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
d
e
g
h
m
n
p
q
377777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
(2.53)
while A and B are a pair of 8  8 matrices:
A =
266666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
s2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 r2 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
377777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
(2.54)
and
B =
266666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
s2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0  1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0  1 0 0 0
0 r2 0 0 0 0 0 0
377777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
(2.55)
As in the 1-D case, the first step in the derivation is to write out the Taylor expansion
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in time of the vector u:
un+1i; j = u
n
i; j + t
@
@t
uni; j +
A2t2
2
@2
@t2
uni; j (2.56)
where the only dierence between equation 2.56 and equation 2.45 is that eq. 2.56 is in
two spatial dimensions x and z, hence the two spatial subscripts i and j. Now substitute
the time derivatives by rearranging equation 2.52 to find the operators
@
@t
=  A @
@x
  B @
@z
(2.57)
@2
@t2
= A2
@2
@x2
+ B2
@2
@z2
+ (AB + BA)
@
@x
@
@z
(2.58)
Next, as before, substitute the spatial derivative operators for the central dierence
approximation.
@
@x
uni; j 
1
h

uni+1=2; j   uni 1=2; j

(2.59)
 1
2h

uni+1; j   uni 1; j

(2.60)
@2
@x2
uni; j =
1
h2

uni+1; j   2uni; j + uni 1; j

(2.61)
@
@z
uni; j 
1
h

uni; j+1=2   uni; j 1=2

(2.62)
 1
2h

uni; j+1   uni; j 1

(2.63)
@2
@z2
uni; j =
1
h2

uni; j+1   2uni; j + uni; j 1

(2.64)
where in this case h is the step size in both directions x and z. Now the expression for
the (n + 1)th timestep for each function in the vector u, given the nth step is:
un+1i; j =
"
I   1
2
AHx   12BHz +
1
2
2A22x +
1
2
2B22z +
1
8
2(AB + BA)HxHz
#
uni; j
(2.65)
with operators defined as
2xu
n
i; j = u
n
i+1; j   2uni; j + uni 1; j (2.66)
2zu
n
i; j = u
n
i; j+1   2uni; j + uni; j 1 (2.67)
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Hxuni; j = u
n
i+1; j   uni 1; j (2.68)
Hzuni; j = u
n
i; j+1   uni; j 1 (2.69)
and where  = th is the mesh ratio, and I is obviously an 8  8 identity matrix. Now
the algorithm for the Lax-Wendro method in two dimensions can be completed by
calculating AB, BA, A2 and B2 by multiplying the matrices to obtain:
A2 =
266666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
s2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 r2 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 s2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 r2 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 r2 + 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
377777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
(2.70)
B2 =
266666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
s2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 r2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 s2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r2
377777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
(2.71)
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AB + BA =
266666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0  1 0 0 0
0 0 0 s2 0 0 0 0
0 0 s2 0 0 0 0 0
0  r2 0 0 0  1 0 0
0 0 0 0  1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r2
0 0 0 0 0 0 r2 0
377777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
(2.72)
Now, for example, the equation for the neutral gas density d can be written out:
dn+1i; j = d
n
i; j  
1
2
Hxgni; j;  
1
2
Hyhni; j +
1
2
2s22xd
n
i; j +
1
2
2s22yd
n
i; j (2.73)
Similarly, the equations for the other eight variables are contained within the matri-
ces. Thus the eight Lax-Wendro algorithm equations are now in a form amenable to
computation.
Stability criteria of the Lax-Wendromethod
It can be shown (Mitchell and Griths 1980) that the stability criteria of a Lax-
Wendro solution to a two-dimensional hyperbolic system, where A and B are constant
matrices, is as follows:
jmj  1
2
p
2
(2.74)
m is a scalar given by the formula
jmj = max
A;B
[jAj; jBj] (2.75)
where
jA   AIj = 0 (2.76)
jB   BIj = 0 (2.77)
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Note that this limit is more strict than the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) limit,
which is jmj  1. To satisfy the stability condition, a mesh ratio of  = 0:25 was
chosen for the code.
2.3.3 The Computational Domain
A computational routine using the Lax-Wendro algorithm was written and imple-
mented using FORTRAN-77. The spatial computational domain was imax steps in the
x direction and jmax steps in the z direction, with jmax > imax. Along one short side of
the grid, the “driving wall” was the row of grid points that was consistently perturbed
to launch waves into the computational domain. With eight quantities governed by the
eight coupled equations, almost any wave mode supported by the plasma or the neutral
gas could be launched with the appropriate choice of driver. The code was written in
such a way that the background magnetic field in the system uniformly pointed in the
z-direction, i.e. along the long direction of the grid.
Boundary Conditions
On all boundaries apart from the driving wall, boundary conditions were transparent
so that there were no reflections. “Dummy” points were set on the grid outside the
computed points, extrapolated from the points immediately adjacent to the edge of the
grid. These dummy points were updated every timestep before the numerical solver
calculated the next step for each of the points in the domain. This allowed accuracy
to be preserved by ensuring that the full second-order algorithm could be applied right
up to the edges of the computational domain. As an additional benefit the extrapolated
points outside the domain meant that any perturbation encountering the boundary of
the computational domain would simply pass across it and leave the system. Therefore
the dummy points ensured the desired transparency for the boundaries.
For example, along one ‘long’ side of the domain points (i.e. the line i = 1) a set of
dummy points i = 0 was defined and calculated, and for the other long side the points
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i = imax + 1 were defined. Finally, the short side of the domain that wasn’t the driving
wall had its own set of dummy points j = jmax + 1 calculated. Each dummy point
was extrapolated from three points along a straight line perpendicular to the domain
boundary: the corresponding point on the edge of the computational domain plus the
adjacent and next-adjacent points into the domain. Equations 2.78, 2.79 and 2.80 below
show the quadratic extrapolation formulae used to define the dummy points for the
example of plasma density7:
en0; j = e
n
3; j   3en2; j + 3en1; j ;8 j (2.78)
enimax+1; j = e
n
imax 2; j   3enimax 1; j + 3enimax; j ;8 j (2.79)
eni; jmax = e
n
i; jmax 2   3eni; jmax 1 + 3eni; jmax ;8 i (2.80)
The driving wall consisted of the points described by eni;0 ;8 i.
Driving Perturbation
The driving wall was perturbed by a function primarily of cosine form, with additional
variations and spatial structure that altered depending on which wave modes it is de-
sired to induce. These perturbations propagate via the model equations as wave modes
allowed by the plasma-neutral mixture spread into the domain. The driving perturba-
tion was of the form
driver / cos!t (1 + cos kx) (2.81)
This form for the driver provides uniform perturbations along the driving wall, within
a spatial envelope shaped in cosine form, as shown in figure 2.2 in comparison with a
plane wave driving envelope. A plane wave driver8 is instructive in some situations, but
it is a very idealised condition. In reality it is likely that some of the most interesting
eects would take place “at the edges”, i.e. near parts of the wave front where the
7Note that the mesh ratio does not appear in these equations because the system is dimensionless,
therefore the dummy points are automatically scaled to the computational grid.
8In this context “plane wave” means the case where every point on the wave front has a wave vector
with a non-zero component only in the direction of travel of the wave.
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imax
jm
a
x
Figure 2.1: Schematic of the computational grid, with the driving wall shown in red. The
dummy points outside the edges of the computational domain are marked by the blue crosses.
wave vector has non-zero components in more than one direction. The spatial part of
the perturbation form can be used to study just such a situation: by spatially limiting
the extent of the driven wave front, a more realistic superposition of wave modes is
induced, and it is crucial to understand the interplay between these modes in order to
gain insight into the wider problems which will be discussed later.
The transverse Alfve´n mode is non-dispersive9, therefore a full frequency spectrum
9The transverse Alfve´n mode has dispersion relation ! = kcA with frequency !, wavenumber k and
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Comparison between plane driver and structured driver
Figure 2.2: This plot shows snapshots of the driving perturbation changing with time, over
one full cycle. The blue line shows, for comparison, a driver that would induce idealised plane
waves. The red line shows the driver used in these simulations, which adds a spatial structure
to the planar driving perturbation. The additional structure is confined to the middle of the
driving wall between x = 75 and x = 125, and has the spatial form of half a cosine (a value of
cos(2x=100) between x = 75 and x = 125 was added to the otherwise flat spatial form of the
driving perturbation).
is available for study. In other words, any choice of driving frequency within limits
would excite the transverse Alfve´n mode. The frequency was chosen to be more than
high enough for the computational timestep to resolve the waves properly, but not so
high that the total computational time became prohibitive.
speed cA, the Alfve´n speed
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2.3.4 Convergence of the Code
In addition to the stability requirements and the correct boundary conditions, it is im-
portant to check that the code is physically correct. One way to verify this is to com-
pare the results from two simulations with identical initial conditions, but with dierent
mesh ratios. A code with double the mesh ratio, but evolved for half the number of
timesteps, should produce identical results. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the results of two
such simulations for comparison. Any dierences between the figures are due to the
plotting.
2.4 The Combined Response of the Plasma-NeutralMix-
ture
Using the methods derived above and the FORTRAN-77 code that was written to nu-
merically solve the algorithms, simulations could be run to investigate the eects of
exciting dierent wave modes in partially-ionised plasmas of varying composition.
The code used in this thesis was originally written as part of the work reported in
Diver et al. (2006), but was modified in several ways:
1. Diver et al. (2006) was concerned with sonic/magnetosonic excitation; this thesis
will primarily focus on transverse Alfve´n waves as the driver.
2. The driving perturbation is provided here by one wall of the computational do-
main; Diver et al. (2006) presented results from a 2-D Gaussian driver positioned
in the centre of the domain.
3. To allow extension of the model into further parameter space, and eventually to
inhomogeneous or recombining plasmas, the third characteristic speed i.e. the
plasma Alfve´n speed was made modifiable, in addition to the two sound speeds.
The simulation results confirm the importance of the interaction between what can be
considered as the two co-spatial populations. The combined response of the plasma
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Figure 2.3: Calibration test 1: A standard example of simulation results of the form presented
in figures 2.16- 2.19. Here it is shown as an example perturbations caused by a transverse
Alfve´n wave driven in an uncoupled plasma, where the sound speed equals the Alfve´n speed
(r = u = 1). In this simulation the mesh ratio was  = 0:25 and the number of timesteps
evolved was nt = 3000, with the figure showing a snapshot of the final timestep for the eight
quantities. Note that the neutral gas plots are empty because this example is for an uncoupled
plasma, i.e. there is no neutral gas present.
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Figure 2.4: Calibration test 2: For comparison to figure 2.3, this figure shows the results of
a simulation with identical initial conditions but dierent mesh and timestep parameters. In
this simulation the mesh ratio was  = 0:5 (N.B. still within the stability limit discussed in
section 2.3.2) and the number of timesteps evolved was nt = 1500, with the figure showing a
snapshot of the final timestep for all eight quantities. Note that the neutral gas plots are empty
because this example is for an uncoupled plasma, i.e. there is no neutral gas present.
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population with the neutral gas population becomes dominant over any individual re-
sponse. To clearly illustrate this, two examples are particularly informative:
1. An Alfve´n wave excited in the plasma - showing that even purely magnetic
waves can indirectly influence the neutral gas in a coherent way.
2. A sound wave excited in the neutral gas, which demonstrates that, conversely,
purely neutral hydrodynamic waves can indirectly cause coherent magnetic per-
turbations.
This unusual connection between magnetic eects and neutral fluid is crucial to un-
derstanding the propagation of waves, and is particularly important when it comes to
diagnostic techniques based on said magnetic eects. This section will examine the
two examples in detail, leading to a discussion of constructive improvements to the
Chandrasekhar-Fermi diagnostic method in the next chapter.
Physically, the complexity of the combined response is twofold; the most apparent
diculty arises from the fact that the momentum coupling between the plasma and
neutral gas populations means that any excitation to one fluid produces a response in
both fluids. In this way for example, an initial transverse Alfve´n wave in the plasma can
indirectly induce sound waves in the gas. Such sound waves carry energy away from
the central wave isotropically and even out of the system if they cross the transparent
boundaries of the computational grid.
However, this mode conversion is only half of the story; as described above, in a
more realistic case there would be a superposition of wave modes driven in the plasma
in the first place, and the combined response to this superposition is the dominant
factor. This was taken into account by adding spatial structure to the simulation driver
in the transverse direction, to incorporate features associated with a spatially-limited
Alfve´n wave. In other words, the simulations were carried out with the assumption
that the coherence scale of the perturbations was smaller than the size of the overall
domain: a reasonable assumption given the physical scale lengths involved. Now the
additional pressure term implicated near the edges of the pencil of Alfve´n waves drives
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sonic and magnetosonic wave modes as well, and these couple with the neutral gas to
cause further feedback of sonic wave modes between the two populations.
2.4.1 Interpreting the Data
With multiple wave modes and eight variables to analyse, there is a lot of detail to
consider in the data. Features common to all figures are listed here for reference.
1. In all figures showing the computational domain, the x-axis is horizontal and
the z-axis is vertical. The background magnetic field B0 is uniform and aligned
along the z-direction.
2. “Transverse mode characteristics” are perturbations to the plasma x-velocity and
x-magnetic field in the x-direction only (i.e. in the direction parallel to the back-
ground magnetic field). All transverse Alfve´n waves have these features (ac-
cording to the dispersion relation, equation 1.72), but not all of these features are
related to transverse Alfve´n waves.
3. A plane transverse Alfve´n wave would propagate through the computational do-
main perturbing only the plasma x-velocity and x-magnetic field in a planar fash-
ion i.e. the contour plots would simply show a series of horizontal lines in these
two quantities, with no other quantity perturbed.
4. “Non-transverse characteristics” are any perturbations which are not associated
with the transverse Alfve´n mode, i.e. sonic and magnetosonic perturbations.
This includes all perturbations to the neutral gas velocity field, the plasma z-
velocity and z-magnetic field. Obviously all perturbations to the density field of
either fluid are also non-transverse.
5. The driving perturbation excites the plasma x-velocity and x-magnetic field with
equal amplitude and opposite phase in order to launch transverse Alfve´n waves
propagating only in the z-direction.
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6. The spatial structure of the driving perturbation means that some other wave
modes are also driven which have wave vector components in both the x- and
z-directions. This is caused by the fact that there are gradients in the magnitude
of the driven plasma x-velocity10. The dispersion relation (equation 1.72) along
with points 2 and 4 tell us that such modes cannot be transverse Alfve´n modes.
7. Transverse Alfve´n modes propagate at the Alfve´n speed of the plasma. Sonic
modes in each fluid propagate at the sound speed in the appropriate fluid. These
speeds are parameters set in each simulation.
8. Magnetosonic modes propagate at a speed dependent on frequency and direction,
as determined by the dispersion relation. The fast and slow magnetosonic speeds
are also functions of the Alfve´n speed and plasma sound speed (see point 7).
2.5 Example Simulations: Transverse Alfve´n Waves in
the Plasma
Consistent perturbations were made to both the plasma velocity field in the x-direction
and the magnetic field in the antiparallel direction in order to launch a pencil of trans-
verse Alfve´n waves along the direction of the background magnetic field: the positive
z-direction. The spatial structure of the driving perturbation means that other wave
modes in other directions are also induced, and this will be discussed below. It is
worth emphasising however that although the response of a plasma-neutral mixture in-
cludes many dierent wave modes, the original perturbation was always characteristic
of a transverse Alfve´n wave alone.
10Which induces a density perturbation according to equations 2.35 - 2.42.
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2.5.1 Momentum coupling o
This example shows the results of simulations which consider the plasma and neutral
gas to be decoupled, i.e. the momentum coupling constant   in equations 2.37-2.40
was set to zero. This could represent a fully-ionised plasma, but it is also how Chan-
drasekhar and Fermi (1953) treated the derivation of their diagnostic method, discussed
in chapter 3. They assumed that the neutral gas population of partially-ionised plasma
would not respond directly or indirectly to Alfve´n waves, but would instead move in-
coherently as normal gas does. Most, if not all, of the literature since 1953 makes this
assumption as well. Therefore this example could be interpreted as what the current
CF53 interpretation assumes is observed.
To illustrate the multiple wave modes that are implicated by the spatially-structured
driving perturbation for comparison to later results, figures 2.5 - 2.9 show the progress
of the superposition of waves induced by a pencil of Alfve´n waves driven in a fully-
ionised plasma. The plasma sound speed parameter r and the Alfve´n speed parameter
u were both set equal to unity. This generic calibration example allows comparisons to
be made later in this chapter when the parameters are varied.
The figures each show eight snapshots in time of the progress of the perturbations.
The axes represent the computational domain with the horizontal axis corresponding
to the x-direction and the vertical axis the z-direction. The background magnetic field
in the system is aligned along the positive z-direction, and for that reason that is also
the direction that the driving perturbation launches Alfve´n waves in.
Figure 2.5 shows the advance of perturbations to the plasma density. The fact
that this plot is not empty shows already that the spatial structure of the Alfve´n wave
driver causes other, non-Alfve´nic wave modes to be induced: for plane transverse
Alfve´n waves the plasma density would be completely unperturbed. However, these
perturbations are caused by longitudinal pressure waves, as demonstrated by the lateral
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transport of the perturbations (in the x-direction)11. This is particularly clear at early
times, i.e. the left-hand column. At later times the fact that density perturbations
spread out laterally, i.e. in the positive and negative x-direction, shows that there are
non-transverse modes propagating in all directions (see point 4).
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the plasma velocity field in the x- and z-directions respec-
tively. The x-velocity field is largely dominated by a transverse wave mode, i.e. the
Alfve´n wave mode that is characteristic of the driving perturbation. However, inspec-
tion of the plots as time advances reveals that some other structure develops, caused
by the spatial structure around the driver: notice the gaps that develop in figure 2.6 as
time progresses.
Furthermore, the z-velocity perturbations appear to be closely related to the density
perturbations in figure 2.5. This is to be expected (point 4) and is consistent with the
interpretation that these show the magnetosonic modes that are induced by the velocity
gradient in the spatial structure of the driving perturbation.
The magnetic perturbations in the x- and z-directions are shown in figures 2.8
and 2.9 respectively. The perturbations in the x-magnetic field are consistent with the
x-velocity perturbations, supporting the interpretation that it is the transverse Alfve´n
mode which is responsible for these (point 2). The additional structure (gaps in the
contour plots) in the x-velocity discussed with figure 2.6 is also seen here, because the
moving plasma induces magnetic perturbations.
The z-magnetic field perturbations are again consistent with both figures 2.5 and 2.7,
as expected. This consistency across the three quantities density, z-velocity and z-
magnetic field indicates that the perturbations are likely to have been caused by a prop-
agating magnetosonic wave (see section 2.4.1). Isotropic transport is possible for these
modes, so the perturbations propagate with components perpendicular to the magnetic
field. This can be seen by observing how the perturbations spread out laterally from
the more narrow origin as time progresses in figure 2.9.
11Recall that the driving perturbation is constrained between x = 75 and x = 125, therefore any
disturbances outside that range must have an x-component of propagation.
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The overall responses of the plasma to the driven perturbation are dominant trans-
verse Alfve´n waves propagating in the z-direction, and due to the spatial gradient in
the magnitude of the plasma velocity at the edges of the pencil of Alfve´n waves, mag-
netosonic modes are continually induced which are able to propagate isotropically.
2.5.2 Momentum coupling on
Instead of assuming that either 1) there is no neutral gas present; or 2) there is neutral
gas present but the plasma doesn’t interact with it, this model has been developed to
treat the system ab initio. As an example for direct comparison to the uncoupled case,
the following figures show the results of simulations with identical initial conditions
but for one change: the coupling constant was set to   = 0:1, in code units. The neutral
gas sound speed parameter was set to s = 1, equal to the plasma sound speed r and the
Alfve´n speed u. In percentage composition terms, this means the simulation studied a
plasma with 50% ionisation fraction i.e. equal proportions of plasma and neutral gas
in the mixture. This generic calibration example allows comparisons to be made later
in this chapter when the parameters are varied.
This time the plasma-neutral interaction is important, because the momentum cou-
pling transfers energy and momentum from the plasma to the neutral gas, and such
energy is lost to the transverse Alfve´n wave component of the superposition of wave
modes. This will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3. Perturbations to the plasma
result in the neutral gas becoming perturbed as well, and the neutral population only
supports sound waves which do not directly interact with the magnetic field. However,
such sound waves can feed back into the plasma later, inducing new wave modes. This
cycle can continue ad infinitum as the momentum coupling means the two populations
respond coherently to any stimulus.
The density perturbations are shown in figures 2.10 and 2.11. The momentum cou-
pling means that the two plots are essentially identical. The density perturbations are
small in magnitude but some interesting structure emerges: it is particularly apparent
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Figure 2.5: Snapshots in time of plasma density perturbations caused by a driven pencil of
Alfve´n waves in a pure, i.e. uncoupled plasma. The simulation parameters were r = u = 1,
i.e. the plasma sound speed was equal to the Alfve´n speed. Early times (left hand column)
show compressional wave modes propagating in horizontal and near-horizontal directions from
their origin near the edges of the spatial structure of the driving perturbation at x = 75 and
x = 125. The only wave modes capable of causing density perturbations are compressional
i.e. sonic and magnetosonic modes. The driven transverse Alfve´n wave (which itself produces
no density perturbations) induces these other wave modes due to the velocity gradients present
at the edges of the spatial structure of the driving perturbation. The similarities between this
figure and figure 2.7, along with non-transverse components present in figure 2.6 support the
compressional wave mode interpretation. Similarities between this figure and figure 2.9 suggest
that the wave mode primarily responsible is the magnetosonic mode.
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Figure 2.6: Snapshots in time of plasma x-velocity perturbations caused by a driven pencil of
Alfve´n waves in a pure, i.e. uncoupled plasma. The simulation parameters were r = u = 1, i.e.
the plasma sound speed was equal to the Alfve´n speed. The velocity structure is dominated by
the transverse Alfve´n wave mode that is characteristic of the driving perturbation (horizontal
contours indicate transverse waves i.e. with the only non-zero velocity component perpendic-
ular to the direction of propagation). This transverse motion is also seen in figure 2.8 i.e. the
only other quantity characteristic of the transverse Alfve´n wave mode. At later times a trian-
gular structure develops around the centre line x = 100, indicating the presence of waves with
non-transverse (i.e. non-Alfve´n mode) components. The fact that this structure is also seen in
figure 2.8 suggests that these are caused by magnetosonic modes with velocity components in
both directions. The magnetsonic modes are more clearly shown in figures 2.5, 2.7 and 2.9.
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Figure 2.7: Snapshots in time of plasma z-velocity perturbations caused by a driven pencil of
Alfve´n waves in a pure, i.e. uncoupled plasma. The simulation parameters were r = u = 1,
i.e. the plasma sound speed was equal to the Alfve´n speed. The z-velocity perturbations are
consistent with the density perturbations in figure 2.5. The fact that these have a velocity
component parallel to the background magnetic field means that the wave mode responsible
for them must be compressional, i.e. sonic, in nature. The correlation of these z-velocity
perturbations to the z-magnetic field perturbations in figure 2.9 supports the interpretation that
it is in fact magnetosonic modes that are dominant.
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Figure 2.8: Snapshots in time of plasma x-magnetic field perturbations caused by a driven
pencil of Alfve´n waves in a pure, i.e. uncoupled plasma. The simulation parameters were
r = u = 1, i.e. the plasma sound speed was equal to the Alfve´n speed. The plots are dominated
by the transverse Alfve´n wave mode and are consistent with the x-velocity plots in figure 2.6,
while the small laterally-propagating structures caused by magnetosonic feedback can also be
seen in figures 2.5, 2.7 and 2.9.
at later times that there are wave modes present that were not induced in the uncoupled
case. Perturbations near the edges of the domain overtake the central perturbations
indicating that the wave mode responsible has a propagation speed greater than the
Alfve´n speed, and since all characteristic speeds are set equal in this simulation, some
kind of hybrid wave must be responsible. This will be discussed later.
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Figure 2.9: Snapshots in time of plasma z-magnetic field perturbations caused by a driven
pencil of Alfve´n waves in a pure, i.e. uncoupled plasma. The simulation parameters were r =
u = 1, i.e. the plasma sound speed was equal to the Alfve´n speed. Since the transverse Alfve´n
wave mode must have zero component of magnetic field perturbation parallel to the wave
direction, these perturbations must be caused by magnetosonic modes induced by gradients in
the spatial structure of the driving perturbation. This interpretation is supported by the features
discussed in figures 2.5 and 2.7.
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Figures 2.12 and 2.13 show the plasma velocity field perturbations in the x- and
z-directions respectively. The x-velocity perturbations remain dominated by the trans-
verse wave mode just as for the uncoupled example, while the z-velocity perturbations
appear to be closely related to the density perturbations, indicating once again that lon-
gitudinal wave modes are responsible for both. The neutral gas velocity perturbations
are almost identical to these figures and are not reproduced here: due to the momentum
coupling the plasma and neutral gas move coherently together.
The magnetic field perturbations are, as always, closely related to the plasma ve-
locity perturbations. Figure 2.14 shows the x-magnetic perturbations are dominated
by the transverse Alfve´n wave mode, while figure 2.15 depicts the magnetic perturba-
tions in the z-direction and confirms the dominance of longitudinal magnetosonic wave
modes.
2.5.3 The Plasma-Neutral Interaction between Imbalanced Popu-
lations
For comparison between dierent imbalanced proportions of plasma and neutral gas,
the figures in this section depict all eight quantities at what is equivalent to the final
snapshot in time shown in the figures in section 2.5. These figures show the system
after an elapsed evolution time which is sucient for the driven Alfve´n wave to have
completely crossed the domain. Individual plots show the perturbations from equilib-
rium for the neutral gas (left-hand column, top 3 rows) and plasma (right hand column,
top 3 rows), with the bottom row showing the two magnetic field components. As be-
fore, the perturbation has propagated upwards in the positive z-direction, the simulation
driver is along the bottom (x-axis) of the simulation box.
Uncoupled calibration case
Figure 2.16 shows a snapshot in the propagation of the Alfve´n wave in the absence of
coupling, as a contrasting calibration case to which the results from the inclusion of
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Figure 2.10: Snapshots in time of plasma density perturbations caused by a driven pencil of
Alfve´n waves in an equal mixture of plasma and neutral gas. The simulation parameters were
r = s = u = 1, i.e. the plasma sound speed, neutral gas sound speed and plasma Alfve´n speed
were all equal. The plasma density perturbations are quite dierent from those in the uncoupled
case (figure 2.5). Features are visible near the edges of the domain, especially at later times,
that must be related to sound waves in the neutral gas. This conclusion is reached because the
same features are also visible in the z-velocity figure 2.13 but not in the z-magnetic field.
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Figure 2.11: Snapshots in time of neutral gas density perturbations caused by a driven pencil
of Alfve´n waves in an equal mixture of plasma and neutral gas. The simulation parameters
were r = s = u = 1, i.e. the plasma sound speed, neutral gas sound speed and plasma Alfve´n
speed were all equal. The momentum coupling means that the plasma and neutral gas density
perturbations are almost identical, therefore this figure is almost identical to figure 2.10.
gas-coupling can be compared directly. Since the coupling is zero for this case, there
is no gas perturbation. The eect of the transverse structure in the driver is clear in
the plasma density (top right) and z-components of the plasma velocity and magnetic
field; the spatial modulation can be seen in the x-velocity component of the plasma.
Given that the non-transverse magnetic field magnitude is very small compared to the
transverse, it can be concluded that the superposition is dominated by an Alfve´n wave
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Figure 2.12: Snapshots in time of plasma x-velocity field perturbations caused by a driven
pencil of Alfve´n waves in an equal mixture of plasma and neutral gas. The simulation parame-
ters were r = s = u = 1, i.e. the plasma sound speed, neutral gas sound speed an plasma Alfve´n
speed were all equal. The transverse wave structure dominates just as it does in the uncoupled
case (figure 2.6), but there are other small structures developing along the centre line of propa-
gation which indicate the presence of wave modes which have a wave vector component in the
x-direction i.e. compressional waves. These features correlate by eye to the largest magnitude
perturbations in figures 2.13 and 2.15, i.e. the wave mode responsible has components in both
directions as well as associated magnetic field perturbations. This leads to the conclusion that
it is magnetosonic modes which are responsible for the perturbations.
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Figure 2.13: Snapshots in time of plasma z-velocity field perturbations caused by a driven pen-
cil of Alfve´n waves in an equal mixture of plasma and neutral gas. The simulation parameters
were r = s = u = 1, i.e. the plasma sound speed, neutral gas sound speed an plasma Alfve´n
speed were all equal. The longitudinal nature of the wave modes responsible for these pertur-
bations is highlighted by the close resemblance of this figure to figure 2.10. Additionally, the
similarities and dierences between this figure and figure 2.15 show where the superposition is
dominated by magnetosonic modes (near the vertical centre line) and by neutral sonic modes
(away from the centre line).
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Figure 2.14: Snapshots in time of plasma x-magnetic field perturbations caused by a driven
pencil of Alfve´n waves in an equal mixture of plasma and neutral gas. The simulation param-
eters were r = s = u = 1, i.e. the plasma sound speed, neutral gas sound speed an plasma
Alfve´n speed were all equal. The transverse wave structure dominates just as it does the x-
velocity (figure 2.12), but there are other small non-transverse (i.e. not plane perpendicular to
the z-direction) developing along the centre line of propagation, corresponding to the highest
magnitude perturbations in figure 2.15, which indicate the presence of compressional wave
modes which have a wave vector component in both directions. In other words, magnetosonic
modes.
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Figure 2.15: Snapshots in time of plasma z-magnetic field perturbations caused by a driven
pencil of Alfve´n waves in an equal mixture of plasma and neutral gas. The simulation parame-
ters were r = s = u = 1, i.e. the plasma sound speed, neutral gas sound speed an plasma Alfve´n
speed were all equal. The longitudinal nature of the wave modes responsible for these pertur-
bations is highlighted by the close resemblance of this figure to figure 2.10 and figure 2.13.
However, features that are present in those two plots near the lateral edges of the domain are
clearly not present here, indicating that magnetosonic modes dominate near the centre line
while neutral sound waves are more influential further away from the driven region.
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mode, with a small associated pressure wave. The density and longitudinal velocity
component structure are both collimated parallel to the predominantly vertically prop-
agating wave, with little lateral spread.
Figures 2.17, 2.18, and 2.19 show simulation results for an identical evolution time
to the uncoupled simulation shown in figure 2.16. Notice the decrease in wavelength
and velocity as the proportions of plasma and neutral gas are altered. Three dierent
cases of coupled mixtures are presented for comparison.
Case 1: a plasma-dominated mixture.
The results for this case are shown in Figure 2.17. Now the plasma sound speed r = 1
is equal to the Alfve´n speed (u=1) but greater than the neutral gas sound speed s = 0:6.
Notice that now the neutral gas velocity and density fields are responding to the plasma
via the coupling; the influence of the reverse feedback on the transverse magnitude
of the plasma wave structure compared to the uncoupled case (Fig. 2.16) is evident
mainly in the z-components of the magnetic and velocity fields, which are each less
confined than in the uncoupled case: there is a distinct broadening of the longitudinal
magnetic structure due to the presence of an additional longitudinal velocity compo-
nent from the neutral gas. Given that the neutral gas is not directly influenced by the
underlying magnetic field, this softening of the anisotropy of the wave characteristic
is entirely consistent with the influence of the neutral gas. Notice also that the kinetic
energy density of the plasma is shared with the neutral gas, reducing the magnitude of
the longitudinal velocity field component of the plasma, and therefore the size of the
magnetic perturbation generated by it. Moreover, since the neutral gas sound speed
is dierent from any plasma wave speed, the neutral gas acts to dampen weakly the
overall perturbation, and acts as a drag on the original plasma wave.
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Figure 2.16: For calibration, a snapshot of the simulation results for the case of an Alfve´n
wave propagating in an uncoupled plasma (r = 1, u = 1). The axes for each subplot represent
the spatial domain co-ordinates - x in the horizontal direction and z in the vertical direction.
As expected, there is no influence on the neutral gas caused by the wave. The characteristic
and dominant Alfve´n wave driven in the z-direction can be seen in the plasma x-velocity and
the x-magnetic field plots. The structure in the z-velocity and z-magnetic field is caused by the
spatial structure in the driver, showing that this is not in fact a pure Alfve´n wave: there are also
sonic and magnetosonic modes present, although these are less prominent in the pure plasma.
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Figure 2.17: Now the coupling is switched on and the plasma population is dominant (r = 1,
s = 0:6). The Alfve´n speed and plasma sound speed are equal to each other and higher than
the neutral gas sound speed. The density plots show how the momentum coupling means the
neutral gas moves coherently with the plasma, while the z-magnetic field and z-velocity plots
show the evolution of structure caused by the feedback from the neutral gas. Note that the
x-axis is in the horizontal direction and the z-axis is in the vertical direction.
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Case 2: parity in plasma and gas
Now in figure 2.18 the sound speed in the gas is matched with the Alfve´n speed and
the plasma sound speed (r = 1, s = 1), and so one might expect to see more of a
resonant transfer of momentum consistent with the wave propagating at a natural speed
in both media. Careful inspection of the longitudinal velocity components show that
the expansion of the wavefront laterally is greater here than in the plasma dominated
case of Fig. 2.17, as the isotropic character of the neutral gas response comes more into
play. The coherent pencil of density and longitudinal field variations spreads out and
therefore drops in amplitude as the lateral transport of the neutral gas becomes more
important.
Case 3: gas-dominated mixture
Now the gas sound speed is faster than both the plasma sound speed and the Alfve´n
speed (r = 1, s = 1:4). The situation here, shown in figure 2.19, is significantly
dierent from the preceding cases. Now sound waves in the neutral gas propagate
much faster than any waves in the plasma, carrying energy away isotropically. The
x-component of magnetic and plasma velocity fields is imposed by the driver at the
z = 0 boundary, as before. The longitudinal variations evolve from the coupled fluid
equations, and it is clear that the neutral coupling feedback is having a marked eect,
diminishing and broadening the longitudinal plasma response, including the density
structure.
2.6 Examples: Sound Waves in the Neutral Gas
The example of a transverse Alfve´n wave shows the complexity of the combined
plasma-neutral response, beginning without any directly driven density perturbations.
The other side of the same coin is that sound waves in the neutral gas can indirectly
induce magnetic perturbations. Turning around the previous example, if the neutral
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Figure 2.18: Here the simulation was run with equal parts plasma and neutral gas - i.e. the
Alfve´n speed and plasma and gas sound speeds are all equal (r = 1, s = 1). The neutral gas
motion is not restricted by the magnetic field, so the wavefronts appear to expand laterally as
seen in the z-direction plots. Note that the x-axis is in the horizontal direction and the z-axis is
in the vertical direction.
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Figure 2.19: Now in a neutral-dominated mixture, the plasma sound speed is lower than the
neutral sound speed (r = 1, s = 1:4). The original driven waves dominate the x-velocity plots.
The energy of the Alfve´n wave is transferred by momentum coupling to the dominant gas
population where it is carried away in all directions by damped sound waves. The influence of
the neutral gas can be best seen in the two density plots, and the shape of the z-velocity plots
shows the sound waves induced in the gas travelling on faster than the original Alfve´n wave.
Note that the x-axis is in the horizontal direction and the z-axis is in the vertical direction.
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gas density, and hence velocity field, is perturbed then the plasma velocity field will
follow due to the momentum coupling. Any gradient in the plasma velocity field is
then accompanied by a magnetic perturbation. This was highlighted in several of the
figures in the previous section, but to demonstrate more clearly and show that the mag-
netic evolution can be influenced by initially purely neutral gas motion, it is useful to
show results from simulations with just such initial conditions.
Exactly as before, consistent perturbations were made along the driving wall of
the simulation, but this time the driver aected only the density field of the neutral
gas. As before, to account for the computational domain being much larger than the
initial perturbation, the driving perturbation had additional spatial structure added to
a plane perturbation by an envelope of half-cosine form, one quarter of the width of
the computational domain. This launched longitudinal sonic waves not only in the
z-direction, but also some with a wave vector component in the x-direction. This is
required to demonstrate the full scale of the complexity, just as in the previous example.
2.6.1 Momentum coupling o
It is helpful to consider the case of driven density perturbations in the neutral gas
without including any momentum-coupled plasma. The coupling constant was set
  = 0, and the characteristic sound speed s was set equal to 1. The driving perturbation
along the side of the domain z = 0 launched longitudinal sound waves mostly in the
positive z-direction.
The neutral gas density perturbations are shown in figure 2.20. The plots show
that the dominant wave mode is longitudinal with a wave vector component only in
the z-direction. Similarly to the earlier examples, there are signs of wave modes with
perpendicular components which are a result of the spatial structure of the driving
perturbation. Since this is neutral gas, the only wave mode supported is the sonic
mode.
The neutral gas velocity plots hold few surprises as well, with the z-velocity (fig-
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Figure 2.20: Snapshots in time of neutral gas density perturbations caused by a driven pencil
of sound waves in a neutral gas. The characteristic speed was s = 1. The horizontal struc-
ture of the contours and correlation with figure 2.21confirms that the plots are dominated by
longitudinal wave modes propagating in the z-direction, as expected.
ure 2.21) copying the density perturbations confirming that the dominant wave mode is
longitudinal, while the x-velocity perturbations shown in figure 2.22 demonstrate that
some wave modes with a wave vector component in the x-direction are generated and
can propagate freely in any direction.
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Figure 2.21: Snapshots in time of neutral gas z-velocity perturbations caused by a driven
pencil of sound waves in a neutral gas. The characteristic speed was s = 1. Unsurprisingly, the
dominant wave form is longitudinal sound waves, with the z-velocity matching the gas density
perturbations shown in figure 2.20.
2.6.2 Momentum coupling on
Now the momentum coupling constant   was set equal to 0:1 in code units, and the
same simulation was run again. The most noticeable result from this example is that
magnetic perturbations can arise indirectly from density perturbations to the neutral
gas. It is perhaps a self-evident fact when one considers the neutral gas and the plasma
to co-exist interdependently, but this is often overlooked in the literature.
The neutral gas density is shown in figure 2.23. No significant new features are
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Figure 2.22: Snapshots in time of neutral gas x-velocity perturbations caused by a driven
pencil of sound waves in a neutral gas. The characteristic speed was s = 1. The perturbations
propagate with sound waves which have wave vectors with components in both the x- and
z-directions.
apparent between the coupling o and coupling on cases, as the driven longitudinal
wave mode still dominates.
Once again, there are no surprises with the neutral gas z-velocity plots (figure 2.24)
which are similarly dominated by the longitudinal sound waves with wave vector com-
ponent only in the z-direction. However, the x-velocity perturbations shown in fig-
ure 2.25 show significant dierences from the uncoupled case in figure 2.22. The
lateral transport is still present, but is far more uniform. In fact it appears to be mostly
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constrained to the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field, i.e. without significant
longitudinal wave vector components in the z-direction. This is consistent with an in-
terpretation which says once the plasma is coupled in to the neutral gas, the magnetic
field can influence which wave modes are dominant. This limits the isotropy that was
available to the uncoupled neutral gas, as waves propagating in the x-direction have
access to additional magnetic pressure which modes that are more diagonal do not see.
The magnetic field plots here are perhaps the most significant: the fact that there
is anything at all in these figures is interesting, but the fact that even perturbations
only to the neutral gas density can indirectly induce coherent magnetic perturbations
is significant both for the Chandrasekhar-Fermi observational method and potentially
for wider astrophysical problems12. Though small in magnitude, all of the magnetic
perturbations induced are caused by motion of the plasma, coherently with the neutral
gas velocity field. The z-magnetic field shown in figure 2.26 shows magnetosonic wave
modes which, careful inspection reveals, corresponds to the non-uniform structure in
both the neutral gas density (figure 2.23) and z-velocity (figure 2.24) plots. Mean-
while, the x-magnetic field plots in figure 2.27 appear closely related to the x-velocity
in figure 2.25, with small dierences between the two figures accounted for by the
dierence in colourbar scales.
2.6.3 Imbalanced Populations and Neutral Sound Waves
As for the previous example in section 2.5.3, these results show the dierences between
the balanced situation shown above, and cases where one population is dominant. The
calibration case is shown in figure 2.28, where the plasma-neutral momentum coupling
was not present.
The figure shows a snapshot of the system after an evolution time which is sucient
for the driven sound wave to have completely crossed the domain. Individual plots
12An explanation of a physical method of first generating magnetic fields still eludes many areas of
astrophysics, for several reasons.
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Figure 2.23: Snapshots in time of neutral gas density perturbations caused by a driven pencil
of sound waves in the neutral gas population of a partially-ionised plasma. The characteristic
speeds were r = s = u = 1, meaning the plasma and neutral gas sound speeds and the Alfve´n
speed are all equal. The density perturbations are dominated by the original driven sound wave
but there are some small eects related to lateral transport, particularly near the central column
of the plots i.e. near the edge of the spatial structure of the driver.
show the perturbations from equilibrium for the gas (left-hand column, top 3 rows) and
plasma (right hand column, top 3 rows), with the bottom row showing the magnetic
field components. The perturbation has propagated upwards in the positive z-direction,
the driver is along the bottom (x-axis) of the simulation box.
Since the coupling is zero for this case, the plasma is not perturbed, and so there
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Figure 2.24: Snapshots in time of neutral gas z-velocity perturbations caused by a driven pencil
of sound waves in the neutral gas population of a partially-ionised plasma. The characteristic
speeds were r = s = u = 1, meaning the plasma and neutral gas sound speeds and the Alfve´n
speed are all equal. The velocity perturbations are dominated by the original driven sound wave
but there are some small eects related to lateral transport, particularly near the central column
of the plots i.e. near the edge of the spatial structure of the driver.
is no magnetic disturbance either. The dominant wave mode is the longitudinal wave
mode seen in the gas density and z-velocity plots. The eect of the transverse structure
in the driver is clear near the middle column in the x-component of the neutral gas
velocity.
Figures 2.29, 2.30, and 2.31 show simulation results for three momentum cou-
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Figure 2.25: Snapshots in time of neutral gas x-velocity perturbations caused by a driven pencil
of sound waves in the neutral gas population of a partially-ionised plasma. The characteristic
speeds were r = s = u = 1, meaning the plasma and neutral gas sound speeds and the Alfve´n
speed are all equal. Significant dierences are apparent between the uncoupled case figure 2.22
and the coupled case here. The isotropic propagation of sound waves is suppressed as the
momentum coupling to the plasma means the background magnetic field can get in on the act,
and sonic wave modes with only x-component of wave vector see the extra magnetic pressure
available while waves propagating in other directions do not. This results in what is seen here:
the velocity perturbations are more collimated, with sonic (really magnetosonic now) waves
propagating along or a small angle from the perpendicular direction.
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Figure 2.26: Snapshots in time of neutral gas z-magnetic field perturbations caused by a driven
pencil of sound waves in the neutral gas population of a partially-ionised plasma. The char-
acteristic speeds were r = s = u = 1, meaning the plasma and neutral gas sound speeds and
the Alfve´n speed are all equal. The perturbations are correlated to the structure seen in both
the neutral gas density (figure 2.23) and z-velocity (figure 2.24) plots. This confirms that mag-
netosonic modes are induced which have wave vector components in both directions, as the
background magnetic field is coupled in to the neutral gas motion via the gas-plasma interac-
tion.
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Figure 2.27: Snapshots in time of neutral gas x-magnetic field perturbations caused by a driven
pencil of sound waves in the neutral gas population of a partially-ionised plasma. The char-
acteristic speeds were r = s = u = 1, meaning the plasma and neutral gas sound speeds
and the Alfve´n speed are all equal. As before, these perturbations are directly correlated with
the x-velocity since it is the gas motion that drives the plasma motion coherently, and hence
a magnetic perturbation is induced. The wave mode responsible for these perturbations are
magnetosonic in nature and propagate along or at an angle close to the perpendicular to the
background magnetic field.
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pled cases after an identical evolution time to the uncoupled simulation shown in fig-
ure 2.28.
Case 1: a neutral-dominated mixture.
The results for this case (in which r = 0:6 and s = 1) are shown in figure 2.29. Now the
momentum coupling has a clear and important eect: tellingly now there are magnetic
perturbations which have arisen only because of the coherent combined response of the
plasma to the neutral gas being perturbed. The superposition of wave modes present is
still dominated by sound waves in the neutral gas, but sonic modes in the plasma as well
as magnetosonic waves are now also implicated as the plasma responds. The plasma
and neutral gas populations are closely tied together, but furthermore the background
magnetic field constrains the motion of both, as seen by directly comparing the x-
velocity plots in figures 2.28 and 2.29.
Case 2: parity in plasma and gas
Now in figure 2.30 the sound speed in the neutral gas is matched with the Alfve´n speed
and the plasma sound speed (r = 1, s = 1). Careful inspection of the density and z-
velocity plots shows that compared to figure 2.29, the wave front has travelled slightly
further in the same time, indicating a faster propagation speed. The only speed in the
system that has changed is the neutral gas sound speed, confirming that the dominant
mode remains sound waves in the neutral gas. Furthermore, the magnetic field plots in
figures 2.29 and 2.30 are nearly identical, indicating that the propagation speed has not
changed. This, along with the clear similarities (near the centre vertical line) between
the plasma x-velocity and x-magnetic field plots, suggest that some transverse Alfve´n
waves are being induced due to the spatial gradients in the driving perturbation.
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Figure 2.28: For comparison, a snapshot of the simulation results for the case of a sound
wave, excited by perturbing the density to launch longitudinal sound waves, propagating in an
uncoupled neutral gas (r = 1, s = 1). The driving perturbation was constrained by an envelope
with cosine form half the size of the domain. The axes for each plot represent the spatial
domain co-ordinates - x in the horizontal direction and z in the vertical direction. The plasma
is not aected by the wave since there is no momentum coupling accounted for here. The
dominant feature is the longitudinal sound wave that is prominent in the gas density (top left)
and gas z-velocity plots. The disturbances in the x-velocity plot indicate the presence of sound
waves with a component in the x-direction which were induced by the transverse structure in
the driving perturbation.
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Figure 2.29: Shows the results after the coupling is switched on and the neutral gas population
is dominant (r = 0:6, s = 1). The Alfve´n speed and plasma sound speed are higher than the
neutral gas sound speed. The density and velocity plots show how the momentum coupling
means the plasma moves coherently with the driven neutral gas. Compared to figure 2.28, the
x-velocity plots show the influence of the background magnetic field in terms of anisotropic
transport: the perturbations are concentrated along the line x = 100 and spread out far less as
z increases. The non-zero magnetic perturbations in both directions are related to the plasma
velocity field. The important point is that this clearly shows that even a perturbation to the
neutral population can have an impact on the magnetic evolution of the system. Note that the
x-axis is in the horizontal direction and the z-axis is in the vertical direction.
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Figure 2.30: This figure shows the results for a sound wave excited in the neutral gas in an
equal mixture of plasma and neutral gas (r = s = 1). The most noticeable dierence to fig-
ure 2.29 is that the sound speed is now higher. Both sound speeds are now equal to each other
and to the Alfve´n speed in the plasma. The higher sound speed also allows perturbations to
propagate more quickly in the z-direction as seen in the density and z-velocity plots. These per-
turbations are not followed by magnetic perturbations however, as there is almost no dierence
between the magnetic field plots in this figure and in figure 2.29. The magnetic perturbations
are strongest near the centre line and appear to be closely related to the spatial structure of the
driving perturbation, once again the agreement between the plasma x-velocity and x-magnetic
field plots indicates the presence of transverse Alfve´n modes, although these are overwhelm-
ingly dominated by the driven sound wave.
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Case 3: plasma-dominated mixture
Now in figure 2.31 the plasma sound speed is faster than both the neutral sound speed
and the Alfve´n speed (s = 1, r = 1:4). Not much has changed here, but there are
small dierences to look out for. The wave speed appears to have increased again
slightly when comparing the density and z-velocity plots with those in figure 2.30,
indicating that the dominant sonic mode depends on the total density of the mixture.
In the x-velocity plots, the outer sides of the wave front are further ahead of the centre
than in the earlier figures too, indicating that the isotropic momentum transfer happens
more quickly in directions not parallel to the background magnetic field. Once again
magnetic perturbations in both directions, including small bursts of transverse Alfve´n
waves (shown by the plasma x-velocity and x-magnetic field perturbations), have been
induced indirectly by a purely compressional perturbation to neutral fluid.
2.7 Discussion
In this chapter the fluid model of a partially-ionised plasma has been developed. The
model considers a momentum-coupled mixture of a magnetohydrodynamic fluid and a
neutral fluid, with the collisional aspects between the plasma and neutral gas taken into
account ab initio as extra terms similar to drag friction in the momentum equations of
each fluid. The specific examples of transverse Alfve´n waves in the plasma and sound
waves in the neutral gas demonstrate that any perturbation to either the plasma or
the neutral gas populations will necessarily aect both populations. The interaction
between the plasma and neutral gas is calculated from first principles, and therefore
avoids having to make any prior assumptions about the equipartition of energy between
coherent and incoherent gas dynamics.
The neutral gas moves coherently along with the plasma, so Alfve´n waves are mod-
ified by their interaction with the neutral population, exciting a superposition of trans-
verse Alfve´n, sonic and magnetosonic wave modes in both the plasma and the neutral
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Figure 2.31: Now the plasma is the dominant population, so sound waves are faster in the
plasma than in the neutral gas (r = 1:4, s = 1). The dominant wave speed appears to have
increased again slightly when comparing the density and z-velocity plots with those in fig-
ure 2.30, indicating that the dominant sonic mode depends on the total density of the mixture.
In the x-velocity plots, the outer sides of the wave front are further ahead of the centre than
in the earlier figures, indicating that the isotropic momentum transfer happens more quickly in
directions not parallel to the background magnetic field. Once again magnetic perturbations
in both directions have been induced indirectly by a purely longitudinal perturbation to neutral
fluid. Small bursts of transverse Alfve´n waves, shown by the plasma x-velocity and x-magnetic
field perturbations, are induced.
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gas. The sonic modes in the neutral gas also feed momentum back into the plasma
later, inducing further sonic/magnetosonic waves which cause further disruption. The
immediate observational impact of this is in the remote diagnosis of magnetic fields
in astrophysical objects. These results apply to any low-temperature, partially-ionised
plasma such as, for example, the photosphere of the Sun, or the cooler edge regions
of tokamaks. The general point for emphasis is that when dealing with a fluid that is
composed of a mixture of two dierent populations, the interaction between the two
populations cannot be neglected.
The crucial results from this chapter are as follows:
1. In a partially-ionised plasma, even purely magnetic disturbances such as trans-
verse Alfv´en waves can indirectly, and coherently, implicate wave modes in the
neutral component of the population.
2. Conversely, entirely neutral phenomena such as sound waves can induce mag-
netic perturbations in a coherent, i.e. deterministic fashion.
3. The combined response and interplay of wave modes must be taken into account
to gain a full understanding of the response of a partially-ionised plasma to per-
turbative eects.
4. Analysis predicated on assumptions about equipartition of energy between e.g.
the plasma velocity field and the magnetic field may not result in correct pre-
dictions about the behaviour of the system. Similarly, analysis that assumes the
neutral gas motion is entirely incoherent or “turbulent” may also be incorrect.
5. In order to correctly account for the physics of partially-ionised plasmas, the
coherent interaction between plasma and neutral gas wave modes must be con-
sidered.
These results apply to any partially-ionised plasma, and analogously they also apply
to complex or dusty plasmas, or plasmas with populations of more than one kind of
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positive ion. The eects discussed above of sound waves in the neutral population
inducing magnetic perturbations in the plasma may be small, but could still be signifi-
cant. For example, even a tiny magnitude magnetic field could aect the gravitational
collapse of gas and dust to form stars or galaxies. Furthermore, instabilities in fusion
plasmas can grow (sometimes rapidly) from small initial ’seed’ magnetic fields, so it
is important to consider these eects as experimental requirements become ever more
precise.
2.8 Summary
This chapter set out to build on the work carried out by Diver et al. (2006) and develop
the partially-ionised fluid plasma model to be applied in the specific astrophysical con-
text discussed in chapter 3. The computational model was modified in three ways:
to allow plane wave, as opposed to point, input perturbations; to handle the input of
transverse Alfve´n waves; and to allow the third characteristic speed to be modified,
moving towards a recombining plasma model. The driving perturbation was spatially
limited (2.2) such that it was of smaller scale than the size of the overall computational
domain. This meant that the response of the mixed plasma-neutral population was
a hybrid of the individual responses: neither perfect plasma wave modes nor perfect
neutral gas sound waves were induced, but some combination of all modes propagated
in the mixture.
It was shown (figures 2.5- 2.31) that when considering the momentum coupling
between the plasma and neutral gas populations, the combined response to perturba-
tions meant that if one of the plasma and neutral gas populations is excited coherently
then they both move together coherently. This means that even purely neutral input
in the form of sound waves in the neutral gas can induce magnetic perturbations via
the plasma. Furthermore, the multiple wave modes implicated by the interaction be-
tween the populations can happen continuously: an initial Alfve´n wave perturbation
in the plasma will induce sound waves in the neutral gas, which can then induce new
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sonic/magnetosonic waves in the plasma again, and so on. It is important to take this
interaction into account when considering, say, an observational diagnostic based on
Alfve´n waves in the plasma. This will be discussed in chapter 3.
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“The story so far: In the beginning
the Universe was created. This has
made a lot of people very angry
and been widely regarded as a bad
move.”
Douglas Adams, ‘The Restaurant
at the End of the Universe’
3
The Chandrasekhar-Fermi Method
In this chapter the MHD fluid model of partially-ionised plasmas will be applied to
study the underlying theory of one particular observational method. The results will
demonstrate that in the current era of precision polarisation measurements, the de-
tails discussed in chapter 2 must now be considered when making diagnostics of
magnetic field in astrophysical objects. Of particular interest is the diagnostic tech-
nique first formulated by Chandrasekhar and Fermi (1953), known today simply as the
Chandrasekhar-Fermi method. Henceforth it shall be referred to as the CF53 method,
or simply CF53.
3.1 History of the Chandrasekhar-Fermi Method
3.1.1 Original Motivation
The original purpose of the CF53 method was as a diagnostic to measure the mag-
netic field in a spiral arm of our galaxy. In their paper, Chandrasekhar and Fermi
proposed two potential methods to achieve this: one involving the balance of gas pres-
sure and magnetic pressure against gravitational collapse; the other method was to
relate observed velocity disturbances and polarisation dispersion. It is the second of
these methods that has endured to this day. The central assumption of CF53 is that
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long wavelength, coherent Alfve´n waves excited in an astrophysical plasma will prop-
agate at the Alfve´n speed and can be observed as velocity disturbances (by measuring
Doppler shift) and magnetic field perturbations (from polarisation dispersion measure-
ments). Combining these results, the background magnetic field in the plasma can be
calculated, within limits taking into account the direction relative to line of sight.
At the time this was work of great foresight. They realised that the first measure-
ments of polarisation of starlight aorded an opportunity to test the recent hypothesis
about galactic-scale magnetic field in our own galaxy. Indeed they were well ahead of
their time, since it is only recently that high-resolution polarisation data has become
available and the full scope of their method could finally be applied.
3.1.2 Derivation
The reasoning presented in Chandrasekhar and Fermi (1953) was that if there exists
in the spiral arms of our galaxy a magnetic field with a coherent scale length com-
parable to the radius of the galaxy, then dust particles would naturally align with the
direction of the magnetic field. As starlight passes through the dust, some of it will be
absorbed, but dierent amounts of absorption for each polarisation of light would take
place depending on the direction of light propagation relative to the magnetic field. In
other words, the light that reaches the observer on Earth would have no net polarisation
along a line of sight parallel to the magnetic field, and maximum polarisation in the
perpendicular direction. At the time of CF53, observations had just been made which
suggested that the net galactic magnetic field is aligned along the spiral arm the Earth
is located in within our galaxy. However there is slight deviation from the expected di-
rection, that is there is a dispersion of polarisation that appears to suggest the magnetic
field is “wavy”. Identifying the cause of these wavy lines of polarisation direction as
transverse Alfve´n wave modes, the CF53 derivation begins with the definition of the
Alfve´n speed:
vA =
B0p
0
(3.1)
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where B0 is the background magnetic flux density, 0 is the permeability of free space,
and  is the density of the plasma only, i.e. just the ionised material, not including any
neutral gas or dust.
In the fluid plasma theory magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), transverse Alfve´n waves
are completely analogous to waves on a string, with magnetic tension replacing the
usual physical tension of the string. Therefore the equation for transverse motion of a
wave with wavenumber kz, propagating in the z-direction is of the form
x = A cos kz (z   vAt) (3.2)
where x is the transverse direction and t is time. Next, take the derivatives with respect
to z and t:
@x
@z
=  Akz sin kz (z   vAt) (3.3)
@x
@t
= AkzvA sin kz (z   vAt) (3.4)
Combining equations 3.3 and 3.4 results in 
@x
@z
!2
=
1
v2A
 
@x
@t
!2
(3.5)
which is well known as the wave equation. Under the CF53 derivation, the transverse
speed of the plasma at each point is caused only by the component of “turbulent”
gas motion that points in the transverse direction, i.e. if v2rms is the root mean square
turbulent velocity,  
@x
@t
!2
=
1
3
v2rms (3.6)
where the factor of 1=3 comes from the fact that it is only one component of the rms
motion that counts. Meanwhile, Chandrasekhar and Fermi relate the spatial derivative
of x to the change in the polarisation direction from a straight line projected along the
direction of the background magnetic field. In other words, the change in polarisation
direction is a result of a small component of perturbed magnetic field in the direction
perpendicular to the background field. 
@x
@z
!2
= 2 (3.7)
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where  is approximately the (small) angle between the polarisation direction and the
background magnetic field direction. Substituting equations 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 into equa-
tion 3.1 returns the result:
B0 =
r
0
3
vrms

(3.8)
The result means that given observational values of vrms,  and , the background
magnetic flux density B0 can be inferred. That is, the large-scale magnetic field in the
object being observed, be it a spiral arm, molecular cloud or nebula.
3.1.3 Modern Uses
The CF53 method is used in the literature (Falceta-Gonc¸alves et al. 2008; Hildebrand
et al. 2009; Houde et al. 2009; Andersson and Potter 2005) to infer magnetic fields in
the direction perpendicular to line of sight in objects such as molecular clouds, and
does so by assuming that a linear relationship exists between the observations of line
of sight velocity, magnetic field perturbations, and dispersion of the polarisation angle
(PLANCK Science Team 2005; Novak et al. 2009). It has been used for almost 50
years and in that time improvements and refinements have been sought. For example, it
is now possible to compare predictions made by CF53 to the results of MHD turbulence
simulations as a test, before applying the results to observations made to infer magnetic
field strength in distant objects. Like every other kind of astronomical observation, all
that the observer has to go on is a small quantity of light. Therefore it is important that
the limited information gathered is interpreted properly, in order to gain the maximum
possible physical insight from the observations.
Recently several major missions commenced that will dramatically improve the
precision of available polarisation observations. The PLANCK cosmic microwave
background (CMB) explorer satellite completed its first full year of surveying in mid-
2011 (PLANCK Science Team 2005; Planck Collaboration et al. 2011b,c). The satel-
lite has been mapping the full-sky temperature anisotropies and polarisation of the
CMB. One of the primary goals of PLANCK is to study magnetic fields in the Uni-
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verse, in both cosmological and astrophysical settings (Enßlin et al. 2006; Aumont and
Macı´as-Pe´rez 2009; Baccigalupi 2010). Also in 2011, the SOFIAmission finally began
flights (Gehrz et al. 2011). SOFIA is a fascinating experiment consisting of a modified
Boeing 747 that can fly above most of the water vapour in the Earth’s atmosphere,
allowing infrared observations over a wide wavelength range, almost completely free
from absorption. Polarimetry will also be a major part of SOFIA’s studies. These mis-
sions, along with others in the future, will provide polarisation measurements allowing
unprecedented precision in the study of magnetic fields in astrophysics.
However, it is of paramount importance that this fantastic data is not misinterpreted.
There is already evidence in the literature that the CF53 method needs to be refined.
Magnetic field strength inferred using the CF53 method has been found to be out of
step with that calculated using other methods and CF53 has appeared to have overes-
timated by about a factor of 10 (Mao et al. 2010) or even by as much as a factor of 90
(Bhat and Andersson 2011). In a recent paper (Chapman et al. 2011), it was reported
that CF53 underestimated by a factor of up to 4, when compared directly to another
method (Hildebrand et al. 2009). Others such as Heitsch et al. (2001) and de Avillez
and Breitschwerdt (2004) explicitly question one of the assumptions made in CF53,
that is the assumption of equipartition of energy between the Alfve´n wave-induced
plasma motion and magnetic perturbations.
Despite the unprecedented precision in the observations now available, the current
interpretation leads to systematic errors in the inferred results. Attempts have been
made recently to improve the CF53 method; comparisons have been made between the
observed polarisation dispersion and MHD simulations in order to gain more insight
using modern methods of modelling turbulence (Zweibel 1990; Heitsch et al. 2001;
Ostriker et al. 2001). These authors seem to make the same assumption as CF53 did,
that the neutral gas velocity contribution is due only to incoherent motion. However,
Heitsch et al. (2001) in particular concluded that CF53 overestimates the true magnetic
field, and they did question some of the starting assumptions made in applying the
CF53 method.
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By modelling the plasma-neutral interaction ab initio, the assumptions made in
CF53 can be tested and this will provide insight into possible refinements for the the-
ory.
3.1.4 Areas for Refinement
Due to the complex, hybrid response of the plasma-neutral mixture discussed in the
previous chapter, the CF53 method may need to be refined and certain assumptions
may need to be re-examined. The CF53 method assumes that a pure Alfve´n wave
is observed, and that all magnetic evolution propagates at the Alfve´n speed. In fact
it is impossible to avoid a superposition of waves being excited in the plasma-neutral
mixture. This means that the magnetic evolution can progress at multiple characteristic
speeds, therefore one cannot unambiguously infer the background magnetic field from
such observations. If it is assumed that only Alfve´n waves are present then the inferred
magnetic field will be incorrect. The method will over- or under-estimate depending on
whether the true evolution speed is lower or higher than the Alfve´n speed respectively.
The CF53 method distinguishes between the plasma and neutral populations by
considering both conducting and non-conducting species velocities, with only the for-
mer entering the Alfve´n speed. The plasma-neutral interaction is considered by assum-
ing that the neutral gas motion is random and incoherent, and that only one third of the
random motion needs to be considered to deduce information about the Alfve´n speed.
However, the Alfve´n wave is not random and incoherent, and due to the collisional
momentum coupling between the two populations, the neutral gas actually follows the
plasma behaviour in a coherent way. Additionally, the motion is imposed via the fluid
limit, in which the random motion is assumed to be averaged out over the bulk be-
haviour. Since the plasma and the neutral jointly contribute equally to the magnetic
evolution (in the sense that the plasma generates the magnetic perturbation, but only
at the expense of dragging the neutrals along with it) the CF53 result will have to be
refined.
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The three specific problems in the current interpretation of CF53 to be highlighted
are:
1. It is assumed in CF53 that the speed of any wave excited in the plasma-neutral
mixture is equal to the Alfve´n speed, i.e. that the wave is just a transverse Alfve´n
wave. However, this is not the case; the combined response is not a pure mode of
either medium. This means the assumption that the magnetic structure evolves at
the Alfve´n speed may not be a good one, especially since the propagation speed
varies with direction.
2. CF53 assumes that the neutral gas contribution to the observed velocity disper-
sion is only due to turbulent, incoherent motion. In the fluid limit, the random
motion is assumed to be averaged out over the bulk behaviour. In this limit, the
neutral gas and plasma are entrained in a mutually coherent response. This might
actually clarify the interpretation of Doppler velocity measurements, since if it
can be assumed that the plasma and neutral gas are moving together then sepa-
rating the motions is not an issue.
3. Finally, the averaging of the polarisation dispersion may need to be revised to
take into account the superposition of wave modes and the dierent influence
that each mode has on the magnetic field perturbations. For example, there are
longitudinal magnetic perturbations which would not be generated without the
plasma-neutral interaction. Assuming that only a transverse Alfve´n wave caused
the magnetic structure could lead to inaccurate results.
3.2 The Partially-Ionised Fluid PlasmaModel and CF53
The fluid model developed in chapter 2 aords a way of testing the CF53 method with
a slightly dierent physical model than is normally used in the literature. Specifically,
it allows comparison between what the CF53 method expects to observe, and what
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the partially-ionised fluid plasma model expects to observe. The two main areas of
contrast are
1. CF53 assumes energy is equipartitioned between the plasma kinetic energy and
magnetic potential energy. The partially-ionised fluid model makes no such as-
sumption.
2. Modern applications of CF53 usually assume a certain turbulent, incoherent
form for the neutral gas motion and interaction with the plasma. Here no such
assumption is made, and the plasma and neutral gas motion are both treated from
first principles using the momentum coupling term.
3.2.1 The Impact of Momentum Coupling
For an incident pencil of transverse Alfve´n waves with a cosine envelope giving spa-
tial structure to the driving perturbation, exactly as described in the previous chapter,
figures 3.1 and 3.2 show a snapshot of the x-velocity and x-magnetic field along the
line x = 100 in the domain for two cases. These figures show a 1-dimensional slices
in the z-direction through the velocity and magnetic field subplots of figures 2.16 and
2.18. This represents a view of the plane perpendicular to the observer’s line of sight.
Figure 3.1 shows the results for a mixture composed of equal parts plasma and neutral
gas (the plasma sound speed, neutral gas sound speed, and Alfve´n speed are all equal
i.e. r = s = 1), but with coupling constant   = 0 i.e. no momentum coupling between
the plasma and neutral gas. Figure 3.2 shows the results for identical initial conditions,
this time with the momentum coupling between the two species taken into account
(  = 0:1).
In both figures, the dashed green line shows the magnitude of the magnetic per-
turbation in the x-direction and the solid blue line shows the magnitude of the plasma
x-velocity. For completeness, the dashed blue line shows the magnitude of the neutral
gas x-velocity.
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Figure 3.1: This plot shows a 1D slice along the line x = 100 in the velocity and magnetic field
subplots of figure 2.16 - i.e. this is the plasma x-velocity, neutral x-velocity and the magnetic
field perturbation (in the x-direction). The neutral gas velocity is zero because there is no
momentum coupling between the plasma and neutral populations. The sinusoidal form of the
perturbations indicates that, as expected, the wave mode mainly responsible for propagating
them is the transverse Alfve´n mode. This figure eectively represents what the CF53 method
assumes has been observed when it is used to infer background magnetic field magnitudes.
It is clear that the momentum coupling makes a significant dierence to the progress
of the wave. A diminished wave continues across the domain, because although the
energy in the initial Alfve´n wave is equipartitioned between the plasma kinetic energy
and magnetic potential energy, by the second half of each wave cycle some of the ki-
netic energy has been coupled and hence transferred to the neutral gas, which cannot
interact with the magnetic field. Each half cycle the kinetic energy that can be recov-
ered by the magnetic restoring force of the wave is less than in the previous half cycle.
Physically this energy can be carried away isotropically by sound waves in the neutral
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Figure 3.2: This plot shows a 1D slice along the line x = 100 in the x-velocity and x-magnetic
field subplots of figure 2.18. This plot is for otherwise identical initial conditions to figure 3.1,
the only dierence is that the momentum coupling between the plasma and neutral populations
is taken into account here. The sinusoidal form of the perturbations indicates that the wave
mode mainly responsible for propagating them is the transverse Alfve´n mode. The magni-
tude of the perturbations is damped as the wave progresses, because the momentum is shared
between the plasma and neutral gas populations meaning that less energy is recoverable as
magnetic potential energy during each subsequent wave cycle.
gas, and in the simulations energy can leave the system by crossing the transparent
boundaries.
Careful inspection of figure 3.2 reveals that (i) there is a slight phase lag between
the plasma x-velocity and neutral gas x-velocity perturbations, as expected due to the
momentum coupling, and (ii) unlike in the uncoupled case, the peak magnitudes of
the velocity terms are always noticeably less than the corresponding peak magnetic
field magnitudes. Each half cycle some of the kinetic energy gained by the plasma
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moving to sustain the wave is coupled into the neutral gas, meaning that in the next half
cycle less kinetic energy is recoverable into magnetic potential energy by the magnetic
restoring force of the wave. The “lost” energy has been mode-converted into, initially,
sound waves in the neutral gas which can propagate isotropically, inducing further
sonic and magnetosonic waves in the plasma as they move.
3.2.2 The Energy Transfer Between Wave Modes
In chapter 2 it was shown that an initially-driven Alfve´n wave will induce sonic and
magnetosonic modes in a plasma/neutral gas mixture by demonstrating that certain
quantities such as density and the velocity fields were perturbed in particular ways.
However, a more direct picture of the energy transfer between wave modes can be
shown by comparing the kinetic energy of the plasma and neutral gas motion in each
direction with the magnetic potential energy which acts as the restoring force for trans-
verse Alfve´n waves. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show that the energy associated with trans-
verse Alfve´n waves is equipartitioned in the uncoupled plasma as expected. However,
in a plasma/neutral gas mixture compressional waves in the neutral gas carry much of
the energy away, draining energy from the quantities related to the transverse Alfve´n
mode. This is for an equal mixture of plasma and neutral gas, as an example.
3.2.3 The Change in Wavelength
A direct comparison between the coupled and uncoupled cases demonstrates the change
in the wavelength of the dominant wave mode. The plasma is being driven magnet-
ically through initially static neutral gas, which exerts a pressure acting against the
plasma motion. Hence the gas pressure opposes the magnetic pressure rather than
adding to it, and so one would expect the slow magnetosonic mode to be excited. See
section 3.2.2 for a clearer depiction of this. This transfer of energy between modes is
entirely consistent with e.g. the work of Kulsrud and Pearce (1969), but it is important
to note that their formulation is in the Fokker-Planck limit, a quite dierent regime
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Figure 3.3: The time evolution of the total energy in the domain as kinetic energy and magnetic
potential energy. Driven transverse Alfve´n wave in an uncoupled plasma (r = u = 1). The
total energy rises since the driving perturbation is constantly putting energy into the system.
Eventually the total plateaus when wave modes reach the edges of the domain and propagate
through the transparent boundaries. The energy ‘stored’ in the two quantities that are related to
the transverse Alfve´n wave, x-magnetic field (Bx) and plasma x-velocity (wx), are always equal
- indicating that in this uncoupled example the CF53 assumption of equipartition of energy is
valid. The sawtooth features are a result of interference between the driving and data sampling
frequencies.
from the long-wavelength, hydromagnetic limit that we are working in here.
It can be seen in figures 3.1 and 3.2 that the wavelength drops about 30% when the
momentum coupling is taken into account, indicating that the character of the wave has
changed: The combined response can no longer be a pure transverse Alfve´n wave be-
cause the momentum coupling creates a density perturbation with a component along
the wave vector, leading to a compressible contribution. This allows the slow mag-
netosonic mode to assert itself, leading to isotropic energy transfer. Meanwhile the
density perturbations can also induce ordinary sonic waves in the plasma and the neu-
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Figure 3.4: The time evolution of the total energy in the domain as kinetic energy and magnetic
potential energy. Driven transverse Alfve´n wave in an coupled equal mixture of plasma and
neutral gas (r = s = u = 1). The total energy rises since the driving perturbation is constantly
putting energy into the system. Eventually the total plateaus when wave modes reach the edges
of the domain and propagate through the transparent boundaries. The energy ‘stored’ in the two
quantities that are related to the transverse Alfve´n wave, x-magnetic field (Bx) and plasma x-
velocity (wx), are now decoupled: only roughly half of the transverse magnetic energy is related
to Alfve´n waves (recall that transverse Alfve´n waves can only have wx and Bx components,
nothing else), while the other half must be related to compressional wave modes as shown by
the magnitude total neutral gas kinetic energy (v2x + v
2
z ). The coupling between the plasma
and neutral gas quite clearly breaks the equipartition of energy between transverse magnetic
energy and transverse plasma kinetic energy. The sawtooth features are a result of interference
between the driving and data sampling frequencies.
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tral gas. A superposition of dierent plasma and neutral wave modes is excited because
of the interaction between the two populations.
To illustrate the wavelength change clearly, figure 3.5 directly compares the x-
component of the magnetic field for the same two cases as in figure 3.1 and figure 3.2.
It is clear that in the coupled case, the dominant magnetic structure evolves at a speed
about 25% slower than the Alfve´n speed (indicated by the uncoupled example which
remains dominated by the original transverse Alfve´n wave). See figures 3.7 and 3.6
later for further examples of the changing propagation speed of magnetic perturbations.
3.2.4 The Change in Magnetic Evolution Speed
With momentum coupling between the plasma and neutral gas populations, magnetic
perturbations do not necessarily propagate at the Alfve´n speed. A key assumption in
CF53 is that all magnetic evolution happens at that speed. This assumption could lead
to incorrect results when inferring the background magnetic field.
In the following figures the results from several simulation runs are shown. In
all cases, the input driving perturbation was the same as for the simulation runs in
the previous section, i.e. a pencil of transverse Alfve´n waves generated by consistent
perturbations to the plasma x-velocity field with equal and opposite perturbations to
the x-magnetic field. Once again a cosine form spatial envelope was applied to the
driving perturbation as shown in figure 2.2.
The propagation speed of transverse magnetic perturbations in simulations with
dierent parameters can be compared by considering the number of timesteps it takes
for x-magnetic perturbations to reach a single point of reference. The timestep that
perturbations to bx were first detected at the point (x = 100; z = 300) was recorded
for each case studied. To eliminate noise, perturbations were considered to be detected
when a minimum gradient magnitude of 10 5 was present at the point1. Similarly, the
1The Lax-Wendro solver provides the dominant accuracy limit and is accurate to second order (h2
for step size h), so any fluctuations smaller than 10 5 are considered to be random noise.
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Figure 3.5: This plot shows the dierence in the dominant wave mode (with a wave vector
component only in the z-direction) brought about just by momentum coupling the plasma and
neutrals together. CF53 assumes the magnetic evolution happens at the Alfve´n speed but this
isn’t the case in the momentum-coupled mixture studied here. Predominantly the magnetic
structure evolves at a speed 25% slower than the Alfve´n speed. The CF53 method could be
slightly modified to take this into account and also account for the fact that dispersive mag-
netosonic modes propagate at dierent speeds in dierent directions, eliminating systematic
errors that might arise from assuming the speed is greater, or indeed less, than it actually is.
timestep that bz perturbations are first detected at the same point (x = 100; z = 300)
can be recorded as an indication of the speed of propagation of longitudinal magnetic
perturbations. Results showing the propagation speeds for magnetic perturbations in
both directions are presented below.
Recall that the control parameters of the simulations are r and s, which are the
plasma sound speed and neutral gas sound speed respectively, normalised to some
initial Alfve´n speed. The third characteristic parameter is u, which is the plasma Alfve´n
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speed normalised to the same initial Alfve´n speed, i.e. u = 1 for most static (i.e.
homogeneous) cases. The parameters r and s act as handles to eectively alter the
plasma and neutral gas densities. Varying u can be interpreted as changing the plasma
density or the background magnetic field. On each of figures 3.6 and 3.7, the bold line
y = 1 shows the normalising Alfve´n speed: i.e. it shows the propagation speed for a
driven Alfve´n wave in an uncoupled plasma in which the sound speed is equal to the
Alfve´n speed.
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the results of several simulations. The four subplots in
figure 3.6 show the change in transverse and longitudinal magnetic propagation speeds
for a range of parameter s, for four fixed values of r. Eectively each subplot shows
the eect of adding more neutral gas in to a mixture. The plasma density is fixed,
with two subplots showing two cases of magnetically-dominated plasma (r < u), one
hydrostatically-dominated (r > u), and one balanced (r = u). Figure 3.7 shows the
same parameter range, but with s fixed and r varying. This shows the eect of adding
more plasma into a mixture with constant neutral gas density, while increasing the
background magnetic field accordingly.
It can be seen in all but one subplot that increasing the neutral gas density results
in a linear increase in longitudinal velocity. This shows that the neutral gas density
plays an active role in the dominant longitudinal wave mode in each case, contributing
via the plasma-neutral momentum coupling in the cases dominated by plasma sonic
or magnetosonic modes. The transverse velocity is a little more complicated. In all
but the most hydrostatically-dominated cases, there is a discontinuity in the other-
wise monotonic trend. Most of these discontinuities are accompanied by a noticeable
change in gradient, for those cases with approximately linear dependence on the input
variable parameter. An interpretation of this is that there is a possible switchover from
transverse wave mode dominance aecting the transverse magnetic field (Bx perturba-
tions) which happens at a tipping point near where the mixture becomes hydrostatically
dominated. Longitudinal wave modes may have non-zero wave vector components in
the x- and z-directions, unlike transverse waves which are confined to x-perturbations
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only. It could be that the shift in dependence shown in six of the eight subplots in the
two figures is caused by a change to the dominant source of Bx perturbations i.e. after
the gradient switch, it is fast-moving diagonal longitudinal wave modes contributing
to the perturbations rather than transverse modes only.
3.3 Comparing the Eect of Coupling on Neutral Sound
Waves
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show, for an incident sound wave in the neutral gas with a cosine
envelope, a snapshot of the x-velocity and x-magnetic field along the line x = 100 in
the domain for two cases. These figures show a 1-dimensional slices in the z-direction
through figures 2.28 and 2.30. This represents a view of the plane perpendicular to
the observer’s line of sight. Figure 3.8 shows the results for a mixture composed of
equal parts plasma and neutral gas (i.e. r = s = 1), but crucially there is no momentum
coupling between the plasma and neutral gas. Figure 3.9 shows the results for identical
initial conditions, but taking into account the momentum coupling between the two
populations.
In both figures, the dashed green line shows the magnitude of the magnetic per-
turbation in the x-direcion and the solid blue line shows the magnitude of the plasma
x-velocity. For completeness, the dashed blue line shows the magnitude of the neutral
gas x-velocity.
3.3.1 Neutral Sound Waves Generating Magnetic Perturbations
A direct coupling on/o comparison showing the indirect magnetic influence of the
neutral gas is shown in figure 3.10. With no momentum coupling (green line) between
the plasma and neutral gas, perturbing the neutral population has no magnetic eect.
However, when the populations are coupled, movement of the neutral gas causes the
plasma to move with it, resulting in a non-zero plasma velocity field that induces an
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Figure 3.6: The change in transverse and longitudinal magnetic propagation speeds for a range
of parameter s between 0:1 and 1:4, for four fixed values of r. The blue points show the mag-
netic perturbations in the x-direction, while the red points show the z-perturbations. Perturba-
tions in the z-direction can only be provided by longitudinal wave modes, while x-perturbations
are primarily caused by transverse wave modes but could also have a longitudinal mode contri-
bution. The discontinuity in the Bx dependence is interpreted as a possible indication that the
dominant contribution to Bx perturbations comes from longitudinal modes with components in
both directions while the mixture is hydrostatically-dominated (i.e. when r > 1 and s > 1). Bz
is not usually discontinuous because it contributions to it are always hydrostatically-dominated,
except in the very low-density cases where the Alfve´n speed dominates both sound speeds. See
section 3.2.4 for a detailed explanation of this interpretation.
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Figure 3.7: The change in transverse and longitudinal magnetic propagation speeds for a range
of parameter r between 0:1 and 1:4, for four fixed values of s. The blue points show the mag-
netic perturbations in the x-direction, while the red points show the z-perturbations. Perturba-
tions in the z-direction can only be provided by longitudinal wave modes, while x-perturbations
are primarily caused by transverse wave modes but could also have a longitudinal mode contri-
bution. The discontinuity in the Bx dependence is interpreted as a possible indication that the
dominant contribution to Bx perturbations comes from longitudinal modes with components in
both directions while the mixture is hydrostatically-dominated (i.e. when r > 1 and s > 1).
i.e. to the left of the discontinuity, the dominant Bx contribution comes from the transverse
Alfve´n mode, but once the mixture becomes hydrostatically dominated the main contribution
to Bx comes from compressional waves. See section 3.2.4 for a detailed explanation of this
interpretation.
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Figure 3.8: This plot shows a 1D slice along the line x = 100 in figure 2.28 - i.e. this is the
plasma x-velocity, neutral x-velocity and the magnetic field perturbation (in the x-direction).
The driving perturbation in this simulation was a sound wave in the neutral gas. The plasma
velocity and magnetic perturbation are zero because there is no momentum coupling between
the plasma and neutral populations.
associated magnetic perturbation (red line on the plot).
3.4 Discussion
One approach used in the literature (discussed in section 3.1.3) for refining the CF53
method is to compare “expected” polarisation dispersion from MHD turbulence simu-
lations with the observed data. However, these simulations make the same assumptions
about the plasma-neutral interaction that CF53 makes. A particular form of turbulent
power spectrum is assumed for the neutral gas motion, and the data is interpreted as
in CF53, i.e. that any neutral gas motion aligned with the plasma motion is coinciden-
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Figure 3.9: This plot also shows a 1D slice along the line x = 100, this time in figure 2.30.
This plot is for identical initial conditions to figure 3.8, the only dierence is that the coupling
between the plasma and neutral populations was taken into account. Now a response is forced
in the plasma population, as the moving neutral gas collides with it and drags it along. The
moving plasma causes magnetic perturbations. It is through only the plasma-neutral interaction
that an initially neutral process can produce such a magnetic response.
tal and, therefore, neutral gas motion in other directions can be ignored as incoherent
motion. In fact, as has been shown above, that kind of analysis will result in inaccu-
rate results for the background magnetic field, because the combined response of the
plasma-neutral mixture is more complicated than expected. Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.5
show the change in wavelength and wave speed when a population of neutral gas is
added to the plasma. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the relationship between the density of
plasma and neutral gas and the magnetic evolution speed: the dominant wave modes
almost always have a propagation speed of less than the expected Alfve´n speed. Fig-
ures 3.3 and 3.4 show that the equipartition of energy assumption needs to be carefully
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Figure 3.10: A direct comparison between momentum coupling on and o shows that the
plasma-neutral interaction is responsible for magnetic perturbations induced indirectly by
sound waves in the neutral gas. The combined response of the plasma-neutral mixture induces
a non-zero curl in the magnetic field of the plasma.
handled.
At the beginning of this chapter, three issues with the Chandrasekhar-Fermi method
were highlighted:
1. It is assumed in CF53 that the speed of any wave excited in the plasma-neutral
mixture is equal to the Alfve´n speed, i.e. that the wave is just a transverse Alfve´n
wave. However, this is not the case; the combined response is not a pure mode of
either medium. This means the assumption that the magnetic structure evolves at
the Alfve´n speed may not be a good one, especially since the propagation speed
varies with direction.
2. CF53 assumes that the neutral gas contribution to the observed velocity disper-
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sion is only due to turbulent, incoherent motion. In the fluid limit, the random
motion is assumed to be averaged out over the bulk behaviour. In this limit, the
neutral gas and plasma are entrained in a mutually coherent response. This might
actually clarify the interpretation of Doppler velocity measurements, since if it
can be assumed that the plasma and neutral gas are moving together then sepa-
rating the motions is not an issue.
3. Finally, the averaging of the polarisation dispersion may need to be revised to
take into account the superposition of wave modes and the dierent influence
that each mode has on the magnetic field perturbations. For example, there are
longitudinal magnetic perturbations which would not be generated without the
plasma-neutral interaction. Assuming that only a transverse Alfve´n wave caused
the magnetic structure could lead to inaccurate results.
Simulations modelling the plasma-neutral interaction ab initio, as opposed to as-
suming zero plasma motion but a particular turbulent form for the neutral gas, have
highlighted all three issues. Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.5 show that the magnetic perturba-
tions induced by the combined response is in fact unlikely to propagate at the Alfve´n
speed, and depending on the ionisation fraction of the plasma the actual propagation
speed will be slower2. All figures in this chapter show that the neutral gas, rather than
moving incoherently and minding its own business, actually moves coherently along
with coherent plasma motion.
Finally, the fact that a perturbation to the neutral gas can indirectly induce magnetic
field perturbations via the plasma, as shown in figures 3.8- 3.10 is potentially impor-
tant. This could have an impact on the third item in the list above, contradicting the
assumption that magnetic perturbations are generated only by transverse Alfve´n wave
modes, although this is a small eect.
However, small eect or not, the induction of magnetic perturbations by neutral
sound waves could be significant, especially in the context of stellar or large scale
2or possibly faster in some cases
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structure formation: even a magnetic field of tiny magnitude could have an influence
over the exact dynamics of gravitational collapse. This eect could also contribute to
the development of persistent magnetic fields in the early post-decoupling Universe.
Many theories postulate that large-scale magnetic fields observed today at galaxy or
even at galaxy cluster scale grew from very small magnitude “seed” fields, but it re-
mains a major challenge of astrophysics to find both a viable theory and observa-
tional evidence for this. It is possible that the eect of sound waves inducing magnetic
perturbations seen in the simulations here could have some application towards that
discussion. Another implication of this is the fact that while Alfve´n waves are sta-
ble3, magnetosonic modes are compressional and therefore can become unstable: if
their amplitude becomes too large, shocks can form or the waves can break. Even
though the simulations presented here are linear, they show that magnetosonic modes
are unavoidable. In a higher-order simulation with turbulence, compressional mode
instability could become significant.
The model presented here is linear, and as such the parameter range covered by it
may not include examples expected of certain real-life astrophysical plasmas. Rather,
this study is intended to motivate a more detailed investigation of the issues highlighted
here, and to encourage more careful consideration of the assumptions employed in the
interpretation of data, especially polarisation data, for the purposes of astrophysical
magnetic field diagnostics. Results presented here show the impact of neutral gas with
a ratio of density to plasma density of ten to one: consider the trends demonstrated e.g.
in figures 3.6 and 3.7 of the change in propagation speed of magnetic perturbations
caused by increasing the density proportion of neutral gas. Consider the dierences
between figures 2.16 -2.19 in the wave modes induced for small density ratios, and the
magnetic perturbations shown in figures 2.28-2.31 that are induced by plasma motion
as momentum is transferred from the neutral gas.
Realistic examples of ionisation fractions include:
3Unless the pressure balance is such that the firehose instability is implicated.
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1. The interstellar medium4 (ISM): Chemical abundance calculations put a lower
limit on ionisation fraction of order 10 4, though the average measured using
pulsar dispersion data measured 10 2 5.
2. The warm ionised medium (WIM) of the galaxy, i.e. the medium near stars, has
been measured to have ionisation fractions of over 0:9.
3. HII regions, very hot galactic locations containing mostly ionised Hydrogen, are
almost fully-ionised to within 1 part in 105.
For the example of the ISM, plasma with an ionisation fraction of 10 4 (in a single-
element mixture, i.e. a neutral gas to plasma density ratio of 105 to 1) still behaves
like a plasma, yet assuming as current analysis does that only transverse Alfve´n waves
propagate coherently neglects the considerable influence that the neutral gas can exert.
The linear model presented in this thesis is capable of modelling ionisation fractions
consistent with the WIM, and developing a more detailed model will allow the inves-
tigation of the more extreme parameter ranges discussed.
For actively and practically refining the CF53 method, the simulations detailed
here pave the way for the next generation of simulations to compare observed data to.
Simulating turbulence is missing the point. Applying the physics developed above,
there will remain an uncertainty about the exact value of the magnetic field that is
to be measured while the ionisation fraction of the plasma is unknown. The current
CF53 equations should be treated as an approximation - i.e. as returning an estimate
of magnetic field assuming that the observed magnetic structure evolves at the Alfve´n
speed. The true evolution speed is likely to be slower than this, but depending on
the proportion of neutral gas it could actually be faster than the Alfve´n speed. This
uncertainty in the observed evolution speed is reflected in uncertainty in the diagnosed
magnetic field. The refined version of the method outlined here will be able to provide
upper and lower limits to the observed background magnetic field.
4For which Chandrasekhar and Fermi originally formulated their observational method.
5http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/ pogge/Ast871/Notes/Intro.pdf
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3.5 Summary
In this chapter refinements to the Chandrasekhar-Fermi observational method were
tested. It was demonstrated that some of the current assumptions may have to be re-
examined: the assumption of energy equipartition (figures 3.3- 3.4); the speed of mag-
netic evolution (figures 3.6 and 3.7); and the assumption that the neutral gas moves
randomly and incoherently (figure 3.2, figure 3.9). The simulation results demonstrate
possible future considerations which could be made, and also suggest a possible com-
putational model for comparison to observation, in a similar way to what is already
done with MHD turbulence simulations. The results from this linear model motivate
more complex simulations capable of modelling all parameter ranges for comparison
with observations.
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“Baldrick, I would advise you to
make the explanation you are about
to give...
phenomenally good.”
Edmund Blackadder4
Computational Model of Particles and
Fields
This chapter will develop the numerical model used to simulate the motion of charged
particles accelerated by the transient electric and magnetic fields induced in a rapidly-
evolving magnetised plasma. In particular, the model is designed to consider the eect
that a decaying magnetic flux has on the acceleration of particles via the transient
induced electric field. This is applicable to any magnetised plasma where recombi-
nation is a significant process, such as in pulsed devices, or in the decoupling era
(also called the “epoch of recombination”) of the early Universe. Since the residual
charged-particle number density is small as a result of the recombination, the model
will consider the magnetic and electric fields essentially to be imposed, neglecting the
feedback from any minority accelerated population.
The purpose of the general model developed in this chapter is to provide simula-
tions of the motion of charged particles in potentially unusual configurations of electric
and magnetic fields. This chapter will derive the model equations and computational
solutions, and as a test will also show some examples of charge motion solved by the
model under simple field configurations. In chapter 5, much more complex electric
and magnetic field configurations will be derived before the model is put to use in
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predicting high-energy electrons accelerated by magnetic collapse during the epoch of
recombination in the early Universe.
4.1 Deriving the Model Equations
The two-dimensional equations of motion for a charge moving under the influence
of electric and magnetic fields are as follows, where x = (x; y) is the position vector,
v = (vx; vy) is the velocity vector, t is the time, E = (Ex; Ey) and B = zˆBz are the electric
and magnetic field vectors, and qe and me are the particle charge and mass respectively.
dx
dt
= vx (4.1)
dy
dt
= vy (4.2)
dvx
dt
=
qe
me
(Ex + vyBz) (4.3)
dvy
dt
=
qe
me
(Ey   vxBz) (4.4)
These equations can be non-dimensionalised by splitting each of the variable parame-
ters into a dimensional and a non-dimensional part. The substitutions are as follows:
x = x0 (4.5)
y = x0 (4.6)
vx = v0u (4.7)
vy = v0u (4.8)
t = t0 (4.9)
Ex = E0e (4.10)
Ey = E0e (4.11)
Bz = B0b (4.12)
where e.g.  is the dimensionless scaling part of x which ranges, say, between zero and
one, and x0 is a dimensional factor, in this case the characteristic length of the physical
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system. Substituting into equations 4.1- 4.4 and rearranging:
d
d
=
v0t0
x0
u (4.13)
d
d
=
v0t0
x0
u (4.14)
du
d
=
qet0E0
mev0
e +
qeB0t0
me
ub (4.15)
du
d
=
qet0E0
mev0
e +
qeB0t0
me
ub (4.16)
Rewriting these equations slightly, three dimensionless control parameters emerge:
P1, P2 and P3.
d
d
= P1u (4.17)
d
d
= P1u (4.18)
du
d
= P2e + P3ub (4.19)
du
d
= P2e + P3ub (4.20)
where
P1 =
v0t0
x0
(4.21)
P2 =
qeE0t0
mev0
(4.22)
P3 =
qeB0t0
me
(4.23)
P1 can be set to unity by identifying that the characteristic speed of the system v0
is related to the characteristic length (x0) and time (t0) scales as follows:
v0 =
x0
t0
(4.24)
Simplifying further, P3 can also be set to unity since the electron cyclotron period
tc (the time taken for an electron with mass me and charge qe to execute one gyro-orbit
in a magnetic field B0) is given by
tc =
me
qeB0
(4.25)
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Thus identifying the characteristic time t0 to be equal to tc, the system of equations
reduces to the following:
d
d
= u (4.26)
d
d
= u (4.27)
du
d
= P2e + ub (4.28)
du
d
= P2e + ub (4.29)
The free parameter P2 is only partly constrained by the choice of P1 = P3 = 1. P2 can
be set to unity as well, in the first instance, and changed to study dierent parameter
choices.
4.2 The Runge-Kutta Solver
These model equations were solved numerically using a 4th-order Runge-Kutta method
(Press et al. 1992). This is an iterative numerical technique which closely approximates
exact solutions to systems of dierential equations. Runge-Kutta (RK) methods basi-
cally match the first n terms of the Taylor series expansion to the function that is the
solution, where n is the order required for the solution. The technique is such that low
order errors cancel each other out, meaning that for the fourth order method, each step
h has an error of order O(h5). The overall solutions are accurate to O(h4).
The RK method can be illustrated as follows. Consider a simple example of an
ordinary dierential equation of the form
dy
dx
= f (x; y) (4.30)
where f is some arbitrary, well-behaved function of x and y(x), with the initial values
x = x0 and y(x0) = y0 specified in the problem. Then one fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method for finding iterative solutions is the following:
yn+1 = yn +
1
6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4) (4.31)
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where k1 = h f (xn; yn)
k2 = h f (xn +
h
2
; yn +
k1
2
)
k3 = h f (xn +
h
2
; yn +
k2
2
)
k4 = h f (xn + h; yn + k3) (4.32)
where h is the step size of each numerical iteration, xn is the value of the input variable x
at each step n, and yn denotes the value of function y at step n (yn = y(xn)). Starting with
the boundary values at n = 0, the solution cascades forwards as the method is applied
at each step, and eventually the numerical solutions for all steps yn are computed.
Runge-Kutta and Systems of ODEs
In this case numerical solutions are required for each timestep of a system of four
equations, i.e. the dimensionless charged particle equations of motion shown in equa-
tions 4.26 - 4.29. Expressed in the form of equation 4.30 these equations are
d
d
(; ) = u() (4.33)
d
d
(; ) = u() (4.34)
du
d
(; u) = P2e(; ; ) + u()b(; ; ) (4.35)
du
d
(; u) = P2e(; ; ) + u()b(; ; ) (4.36)
where ((); ()) is the particle position, (u(); u()) are the components of velocity
in each direction. e(; ; ) is the electric field and b(; ; ) is the magnetic field; both
are functions of the two-dimensional position and time. At each iterative step n dur-
ing the Runge-Kutta solution, these four derivative equations are called several times
during the calculation of the (n + 1)-th step. For example, given the initial conditions
0; 0; u;0; u;0 the solutions n for all n can be found using the iteration:
n+1 = n +
1
6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4) (4.37)
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where k1 = h
d
d
 
n +
h
2
; n +
h
2
d
d
(n; n)
!
k2 = h
d
d
 
n +
h
2
; n +
1
2
k1
!
k3 = h
d
d
 
n +
h
2
; n +
1
2
k2
!
k4 = h
d
d
(n + h; n + k3)
The step size h is the step between n and n+1.
The functions e(; ; ) and b(; ; ) in equation array 4.33 for electric and mag-
netic field are specified depending on the problem at hand. They could have a very sim-
ple form as for the test cases below in section 4.3, or they could be very complex such
as in the detailed study in chapter 5. There is scope to extend the model by defining
the functions to take account of the position and velocity of charges, meaning it would
become a fully self-consistent plasma model, but this would dramatically increase the
computational workload and will be an interesting part of the future development of
this work.
4.2.1 The Algorithm
A code was written in FORTRAN-77 for solving the system of equations with the
following structure:
1. Using the analytic forms (equations 5.41 and 5.42), construct lookup tables that
contain the electric and magnetic field values for each spatial position.
2. Establish the initial conditions (in this case the initial position and velocity of
each particle).
3. Calculate the electric and magnetic field at the position of each particle using the
lookup tables.
4. Apply Runge-Kutta method to the model equations to find the particle positions
and velocities at the next timestep.
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5. Update the initial conditions to instead hold the solutions for this step at the start
of the next loop.
6. Go to step 3.
7. Continue looping until all values for the desired range of timesteps have been
solved for.
The results for particle position and velocity and values of the electric and magnetic
fields were periodically written to file. The analytic forms of the electric and magnetic
fields were passed to the code at the start. Since it would be computationally inecient
to analytically compute the field values multiple times per timestep, lookup tables were
calculated during initialisation. The tables held 1; 000 discretised values for the spatial
positions of each field, meaning the only calculation required during step 3 was the
linear interpolation1 between table values. The time variation was obviously taken
into account at each timestep, and again used field forms that had been solved for
analytically before computation.
Since the code considered electric and magnetic fields imposed from the current
density decay that were many orders of magnitude higher than the self-fields induced
by electrons moving with 10keV kinetic energy, the fields from moving particles are
neglected for now. This is consistent with the test-particle concept. This will be dis-
cussed in more detail in the next chapter.
4.3 Test Study of the Solver
As a test, the code evolved the dynamics of a single electron in imposed electric and
magnetic fields. Several simple configurations were studied to make sure the simu-
lations worked as expected, before the full solutions were implemented. In all cases,
1In the cases studied here, the linear interpolation was a good approximation since the spatial vari-
ation was slow. For more spatially-structured cases the interpolation could easily be changed to higher
order.
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fields constant in time were applied to a single electron. In all cases, the electron
behaved exactly as expected.
4.3.1 Constant z-Magnetic Field, Zero Electric Field
This simplest possible case considered an electron moving in the x-y plane with non-
zero initial velocity in the y-direction only encountering a uniform magnetic field with
a non-zero component in the z-direction only. In the non-dimensional form of equa-
tions 4.35 and 4.36 the electron equations of motion are:
du
d
= ub (4.38)
du
d
=  ub (4.39)
Rearranging and taking the time derivative (where now a dot above a quantity repre-
sents the derivative d=d):
u¨ =  b2u (4.40)
u¨ =  b2u (4.41)
In the units the electron cyclotron frequency is !c = b, meaning solutions to these
equations are given by
u() = A1 cos!c + B1 sin!c (4.42)
u() = A2 cos!c + B2 sin!c (4.43)
Applying the initial conditions u = u0; u = 0 at time  = 0, we find that the coe-
cients are A1 = 0, B1 = u0, A2 = u0, and B2 = 0:
u() = u0 sin!c (4.44)
u() = u0 cos!c (4.45)
These equations describe circular motion, i.e. the electron gyro motion in the magnetic
field. Figure 4.1 shows the results of the simple simulation for this case. The velocity
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plots show clearly that the initial velocity u0 was equal to 1. Note that for easy com-
parison, the axes of the three velocity plots as well as the x-position plot are identical
to the axes of the same plots in figure 4.2.
4.3.2 Constant z-Magnetic Field, Non-zero x-Electric Field
Now consider a second well-understood situation: an electron moving in crossed elec-
tric and magnetic fields. Consider a constant, uniform electric field in the x-direction
and constant, uniform magnetic field in the z-direction.
du
d
= e + ub (4.46)
du
d
=  ub (4.47)
where the form of equations 4.35 and 4.36 is used again, and the parameter P2 in
equation 4.35 is set equal to unity. Rearranging and taking the time derivative:
u¨ =  b2u (4.48)
u¨ =  b2

u   eb

(4.49)
The electron cyclotron frequency is !c = b in these units, and we define a drift speed
uD = e=b so that
u¨ =  !2cu (4.50)
u¨ =  !2c(u + uD) (4.51)
solutions to these equations are given by
u() = A1 cos!c + B1 sin!c (4.52)
u() = A2 cos!c + B2 sin!c   uD (4.53)
Applying the same initial conditions as in the previous example: u = u0; u = 0 at
time  = 0, we find that the coecients are A1 = 0, B1 = u0, A2 = u0 + uD, and B2 = 0,
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meaning the solutions are
u() = u0 sin!c (4.54)
u() = (u0 + uD) sin!c   uD (4.55)
So the electron is accelerated by the electric field, and orbits in the magnetic field
in gyro motion. Meanwhile the guiding centre drifts in the direction perpendicular to
both the electric and magnetic field, i.e. in the y-direction2. Simulation results for this
case are shown in figure 4.2.
4.3.3 Collapsing z-Magnetic Field
As a final pathway to the full problem, it is instructive to show the case of a constant
uniform axial (z-) magnetic field decaying exponentially in magnitude. The electro-
magnetic response to such an example will be fully derived in chapter 5 and results
in an azimuthal3 electric field being induced. Since the magnetic field is forced to de-
cay exponentially by imposing such a decay on the current density sustaining it, the
induced electric field also decays exponentially at the same rate. The equations are
solved in detail in chapter 5.
Analysing the equations of motion predicts a very similar result to the previous
example, i.e. gyro motion with a guiding-centre drift. In fact, mathematically the
only dierence from the previous case is a coordinate transform. By the usual sign
conventions we expect the electron to drift radially outwards from the starting point
(1,1). Figure 4.3 shows that this is indeed the case.
4.3.4 Energy Conservation
A crucial requirement of any computational work is that the simulations obey the law
of energy conservation. Figure 4.4 shows the change in total energy4 of an electron
2In this example the drift is in the negative y-direction.
3-direction, i.e. with components in both the x- and y-directions
4Kinetic energy plus potential energy.
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moving in crossed electric and magnetic fields, the exact electron shown earlier in
figure 4.2.
This was calculated by considering the equation for the scalar field electric poten-
tial V , which is related to the electric field e in dimensionless code units as follows:
e =  rV (4.56)
Since the case described in section 4.3.2 has a uniform non-zero component of electric
field only in the -direction, equation 4.56 simplifies to
e =  dVd (4.57)
The electron potential energy U is related to the electric potential by:
U = qeV (4.58)
where qe is the electron charge. In dimensionless code units (i.e. scaling out the
constant qe), equations 4.56 and 4.58 combine to find
dU
d
=  e (4.59)
Since the electric field is uniform and constant, as a function of time the change in
potential energy U for a small change in electron -position  can be calculated as
follows:
U() =  e() (4.60)
Therefore at each timestep the dierence in potential energy between the electron’s
current position and its position at the previous timestep could be calculated.
The change in kinetic energy K as a function of time for small changes in velocity
u and u (also functions of time), scaled in dimensionless code units, is calculated
by
K() =
1
2

u()2 + u()2

(4.61)
Figure 4.4 shows the plot of the sum K + U for each timestep. Each point on
the plot shows the change in total energy compared to the previous timestep. Energy
is conserved to within rounding errors, indicating that the simulations are working as
required.
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4.4 Discussion
This chapter developed the computational model for solving the motion of charged par-
ticles under the influence of imposed arbitrary electric and magnetic fields. A Runge-
Kutta solver method was used to numerically solve the system of equations of motion.
Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 show three test studies of the solver which are consistent with
theoretical predictions, confirming its accuracy. Figure 4.4 shows that energy is con-
served by the solver. The purpose of the model is to allow scope for the study of much
more complex configurations of electric and magnetic fields. This will be exploited in
the next chapter, where a transient case with rapidly-changing fields which has partic-
ular relevance to an interesting cosmological problem will be considered.
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Constant z−Magnetic Field, Zero Electric Field
Figure 4.1: Solver test of a single electron with starting position (1,1) and initial velocity (0,1)
moving in a uniform constant magnetic field. The left subplots show the electron position data,
with the top two plots depicting the x- and y-positions as a function of time and the bottom plot
showing the entire position space. The right hand subplots show the velocity data in the same
arrangement. The motion in both dimensions is simple harmonic, characteristic of a gyro orbit
centred on the plot origin, and the position and velocity space plots confirm that the electron
moves in a circular orbit as described by equations 4.44 and 4.45.
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Figure 4.2: Simulation test of a single electron with starting position (1,1) and initial velocity
(0,1) moving in constant, uniform, crossed electric (magnitude = 2) and magnetic (magnitude =
1) fields. The magnetic field points out of the page, while the electric field points in the positive
x-direction. The left subplots show the electron position data, with the top two plots depicting
the x- and y-positions as a function of time and the bottom plot showing the entire position
space. The right hand subplots show the velocity data in the same arrangement. The motion
is simple harmonic, with a component of drift in the y-direction. The drift component has
magnitude 2, consistent with the E  B drift speed derived in chapter 1, and is well understood
from the equations of motion. Notice that for comparison the plot axes of the three velocity
plots and the x-position plot are identical to those of figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: Final simulation test example, showing the motion of a test electron with starting
position (1,1) and initial velocity (0,1) in a collapsing magnetic field. The magnetic field was
uniform and decreased in magnitude exponentially, inducing an electromagnetic response in the
form of an azimuthal electric field. This resulted in the electron acquiring an EB drift radially
outwards, as seen clearly in the position space subplot. Note that although B is decaying
exponentially, the magnitude of E also decays at the same rate, meaning the drift velocity is
constant.
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Figure 4.4: The total of the change in kinetic energy and potential energy of an electron moving
in crossed electric and magnetic fields, exactly as for figure 4.2. Each point shows the total
energy dierence between the current timestep and the previous timestep. All points are zero
to within small rounding errors.
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“Well, my time of not taking you
seriously is certainly coming to a
middle.“
Malcolm Reynolds5
Magnetic Collapse at the Epoch of
Recombination
This chapter will seek to address an often-overlooked question related to the early
Universe; what happens to an inhomogeneously-magnetised plasma when it is rapidly
neutralised? The setting for this question is primarily during the cosmological epoch
of recombination, but it also has relevance to terrestrial plasmas such as those found in
pulsed devices or the cooler edge regions of tokamaks.
5.1 Unplugging the Universe
In this chapter the model first developed by Diver and Teodoro (2008) will be ex-
panded, using the theoretical magnetic structures described in section 1.3.2. To recap:
if the Universe did indeed contain large-scale coherent magnetic fields before the re-
combination era, then it must have been pseudo-stochastically arranged such that the
total field summed to zero (Moatt 1978; Rusbridge 1991; Ichiki et al. 2006; Durrer
2007). This assumption preserves the cosmological principles of isotropy and homo-
geneity, i.e. that there can be no preferred direction and no “special places” in the
Universe. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that if large-scale magnetic fields did
exist at this epoch, the Universe was divided into magnetic domains, each coherent and
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with dierent direction. The boundary between domains must have been provided by
conduction currents in the high-conductivity plasma, although this would change after
the start of global recombination.
The question is: what happens to these magnetic domains as the Universe un-
dergoes the phase change during decoupling, from fully-ionised to just 1 part in 105
ionised (Padmanabhan 1993). The large-scale neutralisation will remove charges from
the current-carrying parts of the plasma (as it does globally from the entire plasma),
causing the conduction current density to decrease, meaning the magnetic field sus-
tained by the conduction current will also decrease. During such a transition, the dis-
placement current asserts itself to restore the balance and sustain the magnetic field
structure, according to Lenz’s law. The energy stored in the magnetic field has to go
somewhere, and accordingly the time-varying electric field of the displacement current
acts to transfer this energy by accelerating any remaining free charges1. This electric
field perturbation, accompanied by a small magnetic field perturbation, propagates at
the speed of light into the domain from the edge. Hence remaining free charges are
accelerated throughout the domain by the electromagnetic disturbance.
This idea was developed by Diver and Teodoro (2008) in their paper “Unplugging
the Universe: the neglected electromagnetic consequence of decoupling”. They posed
the question; what is the correct physical model that encompasses the critical physics?
The paper constructed the model by identifying the appropriate timescales that have
to be considered. There are three such timescales: the time for changes to commu-
nicate electromagnetically across the domain, which propagate at the speed of light;
the timescale over which the magnetic domains recombine, which is fast because it
is governed by atomic processes; and finally the timescale for this process to happen
all over the Universe, which is the slowest. In order to accurately model the physics
of this epoch, the crucial, fastest timescale is the first one: electromagnetic changes
communicated at the speed of light. In other words, the standard cosmological models
1Here free charges means those charges in the domain that are not part of the conduction current
density
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that use a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) plasma (Durrer et al. 1998; Subramanian and
Barrow 1998a,b; Jedamzik et al. 2000), which is limited by the fact that it only works
for slow, fluid timescales, is fundamentally compromised. Diver and Teodoro (2008)
concluded that the only model that takes account of the appropriate physics timescales
is a fully-electromagnetic model.
An overview of their model reveals that they have discovered a physical process
whereby a small but non-zero population of charges, that are close to but not taking
part in the current density region between two magnetic domains, are accelerated by
the time-varying electric field induced by the displacement current when the conduc-
tion current rapidly decays. The simple example they use to illustrate made an estimate
of the maximum kinetic energy electrons can obtain is around  7 keV, roughly equiv-
alent to about 1:4% of their rest mass energy. The important point is that this is a direct
result of the large-scale neutralisation of an inhomogeneously-magnetised plasma. It is
a physical consequence of the recombination during the epoch of decoupling. The re-
sulting small population of energetic charges has a very small cross-section so many of
the charges will persist into the early Universe, where they will be well out of thermal
equilibrium with the rest of the baryonic matter. This has the possibility of providing a
(tiny) contribution to an ultra-low-frequency non-thermal component of the microwave
background. Perhaps more interestingly, however, is the potential eect this popula-
tion could have on large-scale structure formation, since a charge imbalance of just 1
part in 1039 could bias the gravitational collapse of gas and dust.
5.1.1 Numerically Simulating the Acceleration of Charges byMag-
netic Collapse
As described in section 1.3.2, the magnetic domains are assumed to be sustained by a
tiny proportion of the charges in the plasma dierentially orbiting around the domain
edges, with the magnetic field coherent over a scale length greater than the radius of
the domain. This must be true since in order to refract the coherent magnetic field i.e.
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to change the direction of it at the boundary between two domains, there must either
be a material change or a current density located at the boundary. In the cosmological
context, the latter case must be true, and the current density located at the boundary
of a domain sustains the coherent magnetic field within it. A single domain can be
approximated initially as an infinite solenoid.
The conduction current at the domain boundaries consists of a tiny minority of the
charged particles in the domain, which would also recombine into neutral atoms just as
the vast majority of “free” charges2 within the domain would. Removing charges from
the current density in this way would make the conduction current decrease, which
induces an electromagnetic response. The magnetic field sustained by the conduction
current would also decrease, but this would be opposed by an induced displacement
current. The displacement current is a time-varying electric field, which will propagate
into the domain along with a magnetic perturbation (and the background magnetic
collapse), aecting and accelerating the remaining free charges3.
In the following section, the electromagnetic response to current collapse in an
infinite solenoid will be derived, and the analytic form of the induced electric and
magnetic fields will be applied to the computational model developed in chapter 4.
Diver and Teodoro (2008) predicted that electrons could reach energies of s 7keV
when accelerated by magnetic collapse. These simulations will test their predictions,
and the model will be expanded and generalised such that more complex systems and
arrangements of magnetic field can be studied.
The simulations track the response of a number of test electrons to the electric
and magnetic fields which are essentially imposed. The electron population is sparse
enough, especially towards the end of global recombination, such that the electron-
electron field interaction is utterly negligible compared to the imposed background
and induced fields. The electromagnetic feedback on charges in the current-carrying
region (the narrow ring at the boundary where the imposed current density is located)
2Free in this context means the general charges that are not taking part in the conduction current.
3Around 1 in 105 of the initial number.
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is not considered in this simple model for now, but should be a priority in future work.
5.2 Electromagnetic Evolution
To study the electromagnetic evolution of any system, Maxwell’s equations are always
the best starting point. From there a second-order partial dierential equation can
be derived that describes the electric field evolution. Solving this equation yields the
analytic form of the electric field as a function of both space and time. The analytic
form of the magnetic field evolution follows by combining this solution with Faraday’s
law.
The simplest case of magnetic domain that we can study is the form of a single
solenoid. The solenoid can be considered to have infinite length since its radius is
much less than the scale length of any significant changes along its axis. Solutions of
this kind can also be used as building blocks to construct solutions to more complex
systems, and this will be discussed later.
Consider an infinite solenoid 5.1with the axis pointing in the axial (z-) direction of
a cylindrical polar co-ordinate system. The current density J is entirely confined to a
narrow band in the azimuthal (-) direction, and accordingly the magnetic field sus-
tained by the conduction current is uniform in the axial direction inside the solenoid,
and zero everywhere outside it. This geometry means that when the current density de-
creases with time, the resultant induced electric field is azimuthal only, and the induced
magnetic perturbation is confined to the z-direction.
5.2.1 The Electric Field Evolution
To derive the equation describing the electric field evolution, begin with Faraday’s law
and the complete form of Ampere’s law:
r  E =  @B
@t
(5.1)
r  B = 0J + 1c2
@E
@t
(5.2)
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of an infinite solenoid. The top picture (a) shows the coils of radius ro
carrying current density J in the phi-direction only, resulting in a uniform magnetic field B
inside the coil. For clarity, picture (b) shows the same solenoid from the perspective along the
antiparallel direction to the magnetic field.
where E = Eˆ is the electric field, B = Bzzˆ is the total magnetic field, J = Jˆ is
the current density, 0 is the permeability of free space and c is the speed of light in
vacuum.
Write the components explicitly in cylindrical polar co-ordinates (rˆ; ˆ; zˆ), taking
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the curl of equation 5.1 and the time-derivative of equation 5.2:
r  (r  E) =  ˆ
 
@2E
@r2
+
1
r
@E
@r
  1
r2
E
!
(5.3)
=   @
@t
r  B (5.4)
@
@t
(r  B) = 0ˆ
 
@J
@t
+
1
c2
@2E
@t2
!
(5.5)
Now by combining equations 5.4 and 5.5 to eliminate Bz, a second-order hyperbolic
dierential equation in E emerges:
1
c2
@2E
@t2
  @
2E
@r2
  1
r
@E
@r
+
1
r2
E =  0@J
@t
(5.6)
Since this is for a computational model, all quantities must be dimensionless. The
following substitutions were made in order to non-dimensionalise the equations. In
each case the quantity with subscript 0 is the dimensional part, and the Greek letter is
the dimensionless variable to cast the equations in. First substitute the main variables:
r = r0 (5.7)
t = t0 (5.8)
This means the derivatives are now
d
dr
=
1
r0
d
d
(5.9)
d
dt
=
1
t0
d
d
(5.10)
Now, recognising that if the current density is constant then there will be no electric
field, the variables are separable as follows:
J(; ) = J0 f ()T () (5.11)
E(; ) = E0g()@T () (5.12)
Bz(; ) = B0h()T () (5.13)
where f () is a dimensionless function representing the spatial form of the current
density which will be specified according to the physical problem studied, and g()
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and h() are the spatial forms of the electric and magnetic fields respectively, and are
to be solved for. The simplest form of f () that can be chosen is f () = (    j), i.e.
a Dirac delta function centred on  =  j, where  j is the radius of the solenoid. The
delta function can act as a building block and superpositions of multiple delta functions
can be substituted to study more complex current densities. T () is the dimensionless
function describing the decay of the current density with time. J0, E0 and B0 are the
dimensional parts of the current density and fields.
Substituting equations 5.7 - 5.13 into equation 5.6 and simplifying:
@g()@T ()+
1

@g()@T ()  1
2
g()@T () r0
2
t02
1
c2
g()@T () =
0r20J0
t0E0
f ()@T ()
(5.14)
where in the usual fashion a @ symbol denotes a derivative, with the subscript indi-
cating in which dimension, i.e. the derivatives with respect to our new dimensionless
variables  (space) and  (time). Now assume that
@T ()
@T
= 2 (5.15)
where  is a constant. This gives the form of T () as
T () = exp[( )] (5.16)
and if  is defined as
 =
r0
ct0
(5.17)
then equation 5.14 now looks like this:
@g() +
@g()

 
 
1
2
+ 2
!
g() =
0r02J0
t0E0
f () (5.18)
The Homogeneous Solution
Examining the homogeneous form of equation 5.18 (i.e. setting the right hand side to
zero, see equation 5.19 below), it is clearly a form of the Modified Bessel equation,
which has solutions of the form of modified Bessel functions of the first and second
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kinds. These are special functions normally associated with cylindrically-symmetric
systems.
@g() +
@g()

 
 
1
2
+ 2
!
g() = 0 (5.19)
The two linearly-independent homogeneous solutions to equation 5.19 are as follows:
g1() = I1() (5.20)
g2() = K1() (5.21)
where I1 is the first order modified Bessel function of the first kind, and K1 is the
first order modified Bessel function of the second kind, sometimes known as the first
Hankel function. The factor  is related to the rate of decay of the current density
during recombination.
The Inhomogeneous Solution
Now use the variation of parameters technique can be used to find the inhomogeneous
solution. The technique yields the solution g() from the two linearly-independent
homogeneous solutions g1() and g2() like so:
g() = g2()
Z
g1()F()d
W(g1; g2)
  g1()
Z
g2()F()d
W(g1; g2)
(5.22)
where F() is the right hand side of the inhomogeneous equation, and W(g1; g2) is the
usual Wronskian, defined as
W(u1(x); u2(x)) =
du1(x)
dx
u2(x)   u1(x)du2(x)dx (5.23)
TheWronskians of I and K functions are well known, and are (Abramowitz and Stegun
1965)
W(I1();K1()) =
1

(5.24)
The equation for g(), the spatial distribution of the electric field, can now be written
g() = K1()
Z
I1(0)0F(0)d0   I1()
Z
K1(0)0F(0)d0 (5.25)
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Applying boundary conditions, we can neglect the second part of this solution since it
is the region of the domain inside the solenoid that will be studied, i.e. between r = 0
and r = r j. Since K1(r) ! 1 as r ! 0, including this term would be unphysical.
Finally, the electric field can be expressed fully as
E(; ) =
0r02J0
ct0E0
 jK1( j)I1() exp ( ) (5.26)
5.2.2 The Magnetic Field Evolution
Now the electric field evolution is known, the evolution in the total magnetic field can
be found using Faraday’s law (which must always hold)
r  E =  @tB (5.27)
In cylindrical coordinates with components written explicitly this is
1
r
@r(rE) =  @tBz (5.28)
Now substitute equations 5.12 and 5.13 and change to dimensionless variables using
equations 5.7, 5.8 and 5.16:
E0
r0
1

@(g())T () =
B0
t0
h()T () (5.29)
After rearranging and taking the derivatives with respect to :
@h() =
E0t0
B0r0
 
@g() +
1

@g()   1
2
g()
!
(5.30)
Now after combining equation 5.30 with equation 5.18 and simplifying:
@h() =
r00J0
E0
f () +
r400J0
c3t30B0
3 jK1( j)I1() (5.31)
and integrate over  to find the final form of the magnetic field equation:
Bz(; ) = B0 exp ( )
 
r00J0
B0
+
r300J0
c2t20B0
2 jK1() jI0()
!
(5.32)
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5.2.3 Identifying the Control Parameters
Examining equations 5.26 and 5.32, there are three groups of dimensional quantities.
Each of these groups can be identified as an overall non-dimensional control parameter
that can be used to vary the simulations. These are
Q1 =
r300J0
ct20E0
(5.33)
Q2 =
r00J0
B0
(5.34)
Q3 =
r300J0
c2t20B0
(5.35)
Recognising that r0 and t0 represent the physical size of space- and time-steps, the
characteristic velocity is v0 = r0=t0. Furthermore, this velocity can be related to the
magnitude of the drift velocity acquired by a charge in the presence of crossed electric
and magnetic fields. The drift velocity is given by
vd =
E  B
jBj2 (5.36)
therefore the magnitude is given by jvdj = jEjjBj . This is the characteristic velocity of the
system.
v0 = jvdj = E0B0 (5.37)
Finally, identifying B0 as the characteristic magnetic field sustained by a current den-
sity of J0 over a scale length of r0, at the onset of global recombination, Q2 can be
set to be equal to unity. Then substituting equations 5.17 and 5.37 and simplifying the
three dimensionless control parameters are now
Q1 =


(5.38)
Q2 = 1 (5.39)
Q3 =
2
2
= Q21 (5.40)
The two constants  and  are related to the spatial scale of the system and the
decay constant in the exponential current collapse respectively. These aect the time
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an electron spends under the influence of the induced field perturbation. For example,
if  is small then a test electron will experience stronger electric field perturbations over
a longer time than if  was large. Now the full, dimensionless analytic expressions for
the electric and magnetic fields can be written:
E(; ) = Q1 jK1( j)I1() exp ( ) (5.41)
Bz(; ) =

1 + Q21
2 jK1() jI0()

exp ( ) (5.42)
5.3 The Full Simulations
With the full analytic form of the electric and magnetic field equations, there are just
two final stages that must be accounted for. First, the special functions need to be
approximated numerically. This can be done very well using a standard approxima-
tion. Second, the co-ordinate systems are dierent; for computational convenience, the
Runge-Kutta solver is in Cartesian co-ordinates, but the model equations for the elec-
tric and magnetic fields are in cylindrical polar co-ordinates. It is simple to transform
between the two however, as long as care is taken.
5.3.1 The Modified Bessel Functions
The solutions for the electric and magnetic field contain special functions known as
modified Bessel functions of the first (I for the function of order ) and second (K)
kind. These are related to the more well-known Bessel functions and are actually a
special case of those, where normal Bessel functions have a purely imaginary argu-
ment. However the modified Bessel functions are functions in their own right with real
or complex arguments. They can be written as
I(x) = { J({x) (5.43)
=
1X
m=0
1
m! (m +  + 1)
 x
2
2m+
(5.44)
K(x) =

2
I (x)   I(x)
sin 
(5.45)
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Figure 5.2: The modified Bessel function I0. This plot shows both the numerical approxima-
tion used in the code (blue line), and the comparison to the function built in to MATLAB (red
line). There is a noticeable dierence of about 2% between the values at one end, but for most
of the domain the two are indistiguishable.
where J(x) is the normal Bessel function of the first kind, of order . Rather than
oscillating as periodic functions, the modified Bessel functions I and K are expo-
nentially growing and decaying respectively. Some programming packages such as
MATLAB have these special functions built in, but since the main code was written in
FORTRAN-77 a numerical approximation found in Press et al. (1992) was used.
Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show a comparison of the numerical approximations with
the special functions built into MATLAB. The two are indistinguishable for the func-
tions I1 and K1, and only a maximum of around 2% dierent for the function I0.
During startup, the FORTRAN-77 code generated lookup tables for each of the three
functions over 1; 000 steps covering the range studied. At each timestep during the
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Figure 5.3: The modified Bessel function I1. This plot shows both the numerical approxima-
tion used in the code (blue line), and the comparison to the function built in to MATLAB (red
line). The two lines are almost indistinguishable, indicating that the numerical approximation
is at least as valid over this range as the MATLAB function.
solution, the electron position was used to look up the value of each function while
calculating the electric and magnetic fields at that location. To look up the table, the
radial position  of the electron was calculated and this was scaled to between 0 and
1 by multiplying by , which is a scaling factor. Then multiplying by 1; 000 returns
which entry is required from the lookup tables. Of course, it is only as simple as that
if an integer value is returned. If not, then a simple linear interpolation method was
used to find the correct value of the special functions, e.g. for function I1, lookup value
lookbi1:
table =     1000 (5.46)
round = floor(table) (5.47)
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then (5.48)
lookbi1 = bbi1(table) + (bbi1(round + 1)   bbi1(round)) (table   round) (5.49)
where floor(x) is a function that rounds x down to the nearest integer, bbi1(n) refers to
the n-th entry of the table bbi1, for looking up values of I1.
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Figure 5.4: The modified Bessel function K1. This plot shows both the numerical approxima-
tion used in the code (blue line), and the comparison to the function built in to MATLAB (red
line).
5.3.2 Computing the Full Solutions
Now that it has been established that the simulations are working correctly, and the
full analytic field solutions have been derived, the simulations can be used to study the
complete system. To recap, the full expression for the electric field induced when the
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current density in an infinite solenoid decays exponentially with time is (equation 5.26)
E(; ) =
0r02J0
ct0E0
 jK1( j)I1() exp ( ) (5.50)
and the equation for the magnetic field in the system was given in equation 5.32:
Bz(; ) = B0 exp ( )
 
r00J0
B0
+
r300J0
c2t20B0
2 jK1( jI0()
!
(5.51)
The code equations for the electron dynamics were given in equations 4.26 - 4.29:
d
d
= u
d
d
= u
du
d
= P2e + ub
du
d
= P2e + ub
where P2 is a dimensionless control parameter, set equal to unity in the first instance.
The code equations for the electric and magnetic fields were given in equations 5.41
and 5.42. In order to use them with the solver in Cartesian co-ordinates, the electron’s
position must be transformed into cylindrical polar co-ordinates, then the -component
of electric field found, and finally the component is transformed back into x  and
y components (e and e respectively).
 =
p
2 + 2 (5.52)
 = arctan
 


!
(5.53)
e(; ) = cos Q1 jK1( j)I1() exp ( ) (5.54)
e(; ) = sin Q1 jK1( j)I1() exp ( ) (5.55)
b(; ) =

1 + Q21
2 jK1( jI0()

exp ( ) (5.56)
and Q1 is another dimensionless control parameter, again set to unity in the first in-
stance.
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5.3.3 Electric and Magnetic Fields
Figure 5.5 shows an example of how the magnitude and spatial form of the electric
and magnetic fields inside an infinite solenoid change over time as the magnitude of
the current density decreases. The six plots each show a snapshot in time evolution,
beginning with the instant an exponential current density decay was first imposed. The
blue axes and lines show the magnitude of the z-magnetic field, while the red axes and
lines display the total magnitude (i.e. in the -direction) of the electric field.
5.4 Results
The simulations studied the dynamics of a single electron in the imposed electric and
magnetic fields, but hundreds or even thousands of electrons could be studied by loop-
ing the main algorithm. As a first approximation it was assumed that modelling hun-
dreds of electrons spaced relatively far apart would mean that the imposed electric field
from the current collapse seen by each electron would overwhelmingly dominate over
the fields from other electrons, so particle-particle interaction has been neglected for
the moment. The electron density is sparse, especially away from the current-carrying
region and as global recombination progresses. Additionally, since the electrons ac-
celerate to relatively high energy rather quickly, the collisional cross section rapidly
becomes very small indeed. The number density of electrons is low enough, especially
as recombination proceeds, such that this is a reasonable first approximation. There-
fore for now it is only the influence of the ‘global’ electric and magnetic fields that is
considered.
The electromagnetic feedback on charges in the current-carrying region was ne-
glected for now, because like the free charges, the influence of individual electrons is
very small compared to the wider fields imposed. By Lenz’s law one would expect the
system to oppose the current density decay which should slow the decay, details such
as this will be considered as future work.
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The data was written to files and then plotted using MATLAB. The code usually
evolved 105 timesteps in order to achieve the desired resolution, and the data sampled
103 of these steps for each electron. These data included full position and velocity data.
Additionally, the full data for one randomly-chosen electron was recorded for detailed
analysis. The value of the decay constant kappa was chosen such that the final current
density value was 10 5 of the initial current density value, in line with the assumption
that the ionisation fraction of the plasma changed from 1 to 10 5 during the process of
global recombination in the early Universe.
5.4.1 Mean Final Energy of 100 Electrons
The simulation was carried out for 100 electrons, evenly spaced throughout the domain
from the centre of the solenoid to just short of the location of the current density. If
an electron ever reached the location of the current density, it was treated as having
escaped and played no further part in the simulation. Physically this is reasonable,
since either the electron would be absorbed into the current density and make a neg-
ligible extra contribution, or it would escape through into a neighbouring magnetic
domain which is not being considered at the moment. Only electrons that start very
close (< 5% of the size of the computational domain) to the location of the current
density move near enough to escape during the evolution time studied.
To turn the numbers given out by the code into physical units certain scale lengths
must be set, that were earlier substituted out to make all quantities dimensionless. By
setting the magnetic field scale the gyro-frequency equation can be used to set the time
scale. Then setting either the velocity scale or the length scale will ensure that all scale
lengths are defined.
For example, if the initial value of the background magnetic field, sustained by the
current density of the circulating charges, is chosen to be B0  10 12 T (Ichiki et al.
2006; Barrow et al. 1997; Jedamzik et al. 2000; Chen et al. 2004), then the timescale
t0 is set as follows:
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t0 =
1
!c
(5.57)
!c =
qeB0
me
(5.58)
=
1:6  10 19  10 12
9:11  10 31 (5.59)
) t0 = 5 seconds (5.60)
Figure 5.6 shows results for simulations using the parameters P1 = P2 = P3 = 1.
This can be interpreted as a system with a background magnetic field of 10 12 T, a
characteristic speed of 108 ms 1, and characteristic length scale of 5  108m. The
speed scale is of an order of magnitude consistent with what is commonly assumed in
the literature to be the sound speed at the onset of global recombination (usually c=
p
3
4). This is reasonable, since it can be expected that the sound speed could be very
important for the progress of global recombination because temperature fluctuations
would spread throughout the plasma at the sound speed. The length scale is simply
the Larmor radius for an electron moving at speed 108 ms 1 in a background magnetic
field of 10 12 T.
In the plot, the points show the mean final velocity (i.e. the gyro motion is averaged
out over ten or so cycles leaving only the drift component of motion) while the error
bars show the deviation from the mean. The usual standard deviation formula was
used to calculate this. Large error bars indicate that the gyro motion is still significant,
while small error bars show that the drift motion completely dominates. The final
mean kinetic energy of electrons spaced throughout the domain ranges from  0 keV
for those far from the current density all the way up to  9 keV for those nearest the
domain edge. This is consistent with the calculations presented by Diver and Teodoro
(2008) who suggested that a kinetic energy of around 7 keV could be achievable for
a free electron accelerated by the electromagnetic response to recombination. In the
context that the “thermal” energy is around 0:3 eV, a possible increase in kinetic energy
4For a cosmological model consistent with current observations.
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of four orders of magnitude above the background means that even a tiny proportion
of these energetic electrons could have an eect in the post-decoupling Universe.
5.5 Discussion
The aim of this chapter was to derive a self-consistent model of magnetic collapse dur-
ing large-scale neutralisation of an inhomogeneously-magnetised plasma. The plasma
was considered to be split into large magnetic domains, each with its own local, roughly
uniform background magnetic field sustained by conduction current i.e. charges cir-
culating around the edge of the domain. This initial study considered only a single
magnetic domain, but it is straightforward to build more complex examples within the
framework presented here.
In deriving the electromagnetic equations, it was assumed that the plasma density
could essentially be imposed. This allows the consideration of dierent models for the
plasma behaviour during neutralisation - linking the current density to the plasma (i.e.
ion) density means that it is the plasma density evolution which is imposed, with the
conduction current density and hence the magnetic field sustained by it aected accord-
ingly. In the case presented here an exponential fall-o in ion density was assumed, as
the transition from fully-ionised to almost-neutral progressed globally. There is scope
to try out alternative models for the progress of global neutralisation, for example a
propagating neutralisation front travelling at the sound speed, or a spotty domain with
localised hot-spots of neutralisation that spread outwards until the domain is fully neu-
tral.
The single infinite solenoid magnetic domain is the simplest possible example,
but it is eective in making the point that regardless of how the magnetic fields were
first induced, if one assumes that the Universe was magnetized pre-Decoupling, there
are electromagnetic consequences to consider during the epoch of Decoupling. Any
more complex examples can be described by a superposition of many solenoids. One
such example would be to consider two adjacent magnetic domains with anti-aligned
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uniform magnetic fields inside them. Picture two solenoids next to each other, at their
plane of intersection there would be a “hot spot” of current density that experienced
contributions from both solenoids. This hot spot would result in slightly dierent field
solutions in the two domains due to dierences in the function describing the current
density. This also allows the tantalising possibility of remote eects between magnetic
domains, if one could construct a model where only one of the two magnetic domains
is experiencing significant recombination. Such a model may be pathological, but
in this case the current density hot spot in the non-recombining domain would, over
time, relax to the same magnitude as the conduction current density for the rest of that
domain. The electromagnetic response for that localised collapse would be limited,
but could still aect charges in the domain without the domain itself being aected by
neutralisation. This is an example of the sort of study that is entirely within the abilities
of the model.
For physical scale lengths consistent with much of the literature, the order of mag-
nitude ( 10keV, compared with a thermal energy of 0:3eV) of kinetic energy gained
by the electrons in these simulations are consistent with those predicted by the sim-
ple calculation in Diver and Teodoro (2008). The agreement of the results from this
simple computational model with the earlier prediction motivates the development of
a more detailed model, for example one that includes electromagnetic feedback from
the accelerated charges and models the current-carrying region to higher resolution.
Once the electrons are accelerated to such energies, around four orders of mag-
nitude greater than the thermal energy, their collisional cross section is tiny and so
generally the accelerated electrons would carry on uninterrupted into the otherwise
cool, dark Universe. Further work that this study leads into includes finding out how
an energetic population of electrons could aect the post-recombination Universe on
large scales, such as contributing a Coulomb interaction to gravitational collapse mod-
els. Even a very small charge density could contribute to biasing large scale structure
formation. Consider for example the forces exerted by a population of 103 hydrogen
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atoms on a passing free electron: the gravitational force FG is
FG =
GMm
r2
(5.61)
where G is the gravitational constant, M = 103  (me +mp) is the total mass of the en-
semble5, m is the mass of the single electron and r is the distance between the electron
and the ensemble of atoms. Meanwhile the electrostatic force FE is given by:
FE =
Ee
40r2
(5.62)
where E is any unbalanced charge in the ensemble, e is the charge of the free electron,
r is the separation distance, and 0 is the permittivity of free space. Then if there is
even a single unbalanced charge in the ensemble of atoms, the ratio of FE to FG is
FE
FG
=
e2
40GMm
=
(1:6  10 19)2
4  8:854  10 12  6:673  10 11  1:673  10 24  9:11  10 31
= 2:3  1036 (5.63)
i.e. it would require an ensemble of 2:3  1039 atoms to gravitationally overcome the
electrostatic force between a single free electron and an single unbalanced unit of elec-
tric charge within the ensemble. The converse of this is that a charge imbalance of
just three parts in 1039 is enough for the electrostatic force to dominate over the grav-
itational attraction between groups of neutral atoms. Over long distances this will not
happen due to charge shielding as discussed in section 1.5.1, but small perturbations
could bias the initial gravitational collapse of gas and dust during the earliest structure
or star formation.
5.6 Summary
This chapter used the solver developed in chapter 4 to study the motion of free charged
particles responding to the magnetic collapse of a solenoidal magnetic field. The mean
5where me and mp are the mass of the electron and proton respectively
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final energy of electrons evenly spaced throughout the solenoidal magnetic domain
was found to reach a maximum of around 9 keV in figure 5.6. Parameter choices were
consistent with those used in the literature. A simple example was shown to elucidate
how these energetic electrons could play a potential, and neglected, role in the early
post-decoupling Universe by biasing the earliest gravitational collapses for first stars
and large scale structure formation.
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Collapsing Magnetic Field and Induced Electric Field
Figure 5.5: Snapshots of the magnitude of magnetic field (blue lines and axes) and electric field
(red lines and axes) as a function of radius inside an infinite solenoid (see figure 5.1). Radius
= 1 corresponds to the conduction current-carrying part of the solenoid. The conduction current
density in the solenoid is decreasing exponentially, with the decrease beginning at the instant
Time = 0 as shown in the top-left plot. Subsequent plots show snapshots as time advances. The
magnetic field remains approximately uniform as it decays along with the current that sustained
it. A small perturbation related to the collapse is dominated by the background field. The
electric field induced has the form of the modified Bessel function I1 and has higher magnitude
closer to the current-carrying region. It too decays as the rate of current decay decreases with
time.
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Figure 5.6: Each point denotes the final mean kinetic energy of a single electron, in keV. The
error bars essentially show the gyro motion, calculated by standard deviation from the mean
kinetic energy. The electrons were initially stationary, and evenly spaced along the radius of
the domain. Therefore the x-axis can be considered to show the electron starting positions,
with x = 0 being the centre of the solenoid and x = 100 as the location of the current density.
The simulations are fully two-dimensional, but due to the cylindrical symmetry of this example
the results can be presented in this one-dimensional fashion.
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“There is, though I do not know
how there is or why there is, a
sense of infinite peace and
protection in the glittering hosts of
heaven. There it must be, I think, in
the vast and eternal laws of matter,
and not in the daily cares and sins
and troubles of men, that whatever
is more than animal within us must
find its solace and its hope.”
H. G. Wells, ‘The Island of Dr
Moreau’
6.1 The Past
In the Beginning...
Like any research project, the primary objective of this thesis changed considerably
over its course as it progressed, though the final result is pleasingly relevant to both
the original vision and to a range of alternative applications. At the outset in Oc-
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tober 2008, the plan was to bring some understanding of plasma physics to cosmol-
ogy, a field where there is the requirement for but not an abundance of plasma- and
electromagnetism-related theoretical work. There were three strands to the initial
project plan: of these the first one, developing the theoretical and computational model
for electron acceleration during the cosmological epoch of recombination, survives
here intact. However, it turns out that the model may have important relevance closer
to home in pulsed plasma devices. Another interesting area to explore would be to
investigate the possibility of using modulated magnetic fields as an acceleration tech-
nique.
The second strand of the project originally began as an investigation into the vi-
ability of observing the polarisation signatures of Alfve´n waves embedded in the mi-
crowave background. When it became clear that an Alfve´n wave propagating during
the global recombination of the Universe would in fact be engaged in a race to see
which instability destroyed it first, and that furthermore the precision of polarisation
observations required will not be available in the near future, the focus shifted some-
what. As a result, the investigation of the observational method first proposed by
Chandrasekhar and Fermi (1953) has shown some very interesting conclusions. The
initial narrowly targeted study has turned out to be much more widely relevant than
expected, a great positive of this project.
The third and final topic that was initially expected to form a part of this thesis
was unfortunately eclipsed by the the other two developments, and for this reason
it is considered to be a priority for future work. This strand essentially studied the
thermodynamics of the epoch of recombination, prompted by questioning whether or
not the microwave background could possibly be a physically perfect black body. The
black body assumption depends on the electrons (dominant in terms of aecting the
measurable black body temperature): specifically, on the electron energy distribution
being a Maxwellian. The process of recombination, taking 100; 000 years, would
preferentially remove electrons within a narrow energy range from the population,
thus altering the velocity distribution. The distribution would rapidly re-equilibrate
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to a thermal signature, but it would be unlikely to return to the initial temperature.
This is a runaway eect which early calculations show could lead to something similar
to a noise “floor” in microwave background observations of around 1 part in 106 -
coincidentally the expected precision of PLANCK satellite observations.
6.2 The Present
The thesis itself can be split into two parts - the part investigating wave modes in
partially-ionised plasmas in the fluid limit, explored in chapters 2 and 3; and the part
consisting of chapters 4 and 5, which specifically studied recombining plasmas.
Wave Modes in Partially-Ionised Plasmas
In chapter 2, the theoretical model of a partially-ionised plasma as a momentum-
coupled mixture of a neutral fluid and an MHD plasma was further developed from
that first described by Diver et al. (2006). The motivation was for a model from first
principles, that made no assumption about the nature of the interaction between the
plasma and neutral gas other than that the collisional momentum exchange took the
Boltzmann form. A computational model of wave modes induced in such a mixture
was written, and examples of the complex, hybrid response were shown. The inevitable
superposition of dierent wave modes resulting from excitation to either the plasma or
the neutral gas was demonstrated. In particular, it was clear that the neutral gas could
be perturbed indirectly even by purely magnetic wave modes (i.e. transverse Alfve´n
waves), while conversely it was seen that sonic waves in the neutral gas could indirectly
induce coherent magnetic perturbations via the plasma. This is despite the neutral fluid
neither exerting nor experiencing any magnetic influence.
Chapter 3 put the computational model to use, in order to test it with the predictions
made by the widely-used Chandrasekhar-Fermi observational method (Chandrasekhar
and Fermi (1953), abbreviated to CF53). The method combines observations of veloc-
ity and polarisation dispersion to estimate the magnetic flux density in astrophysical
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objects such as molecular clouds or nebulae. The CF53 method was tested on three key
assumptions, and for all of them it was found that some refinement might be necessary
to avoid systematic errors when interpreting the new generation of high-precision po-
larisation data.
Electron Acceleration by Magnetic Collapse
Chapter 5 developed a theoretical and computational method for modelling the motion
of charged particles in a generalised configuration of electric and magnetic fields. The
method was tested with some very simple examples and was found to work correctly,
with the test electrons behaving as predicted by theory. The computational model was
then used in chapter 6 to study a much more complex field configuration, derived from
first principles. The specific study was of a single magnetic domain in the early Uni-
verse undergoing recombination. Assuming that, as observations suggest, there were
magnetic fields coherent over long scale-lengths at this epoch, then the sustaining con-
duction current in the plasma would be reduced as recombination progressed. The un-
avoidable electromagnetic consequences of such a current collapse were derived, with
induced electric field aecting remaining charges in the domain. The computational
model found that electrons aected by the induced fields were found to be acceler-
ated to energies of around 9 keV, consistent with the theoretical prediction made by
Diver and Teodoro (2008). This would mean the Universe would have been seeded
with a very sparse population of relatively high-energy electrons just as the evolution
became truly dominated by gravitational forces. These charged particles could have an
influence on localised gravitational collapse, providing a bias for early structure for-
mation. It was shown that a charge imbalance of around one part in 1039 could make
the electrostatic force dominant over gravitational attraction.
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6.3 The Future
As it should, this thesis leaves some very interesting avenues to be explored further in
future work. The various aspects are applicable to a range of fields, from cosmology
and astrophysics to lab plasma experiments and fusion.
Refining the Chandrasekhar-Fermi Method
It is all very well providing theoretical results showing that the CF53 method needs
to be refined, but actually improving the interpretation of observations should be the
next step. Currently the CF53 method is checked by comparing observations to pre-
dicted polarisation spectrums taken from simulations of MHD turbulence (Zweibel
1990; Heitsch et al. 2001; Ostriker et al. 2001). However, these methods make the
same assumptions as CF53 itself, and those same assumptions are challenged by the
results presented in chapter 3. For this reason a priority for future work should be to
develop the computational model to the point where it can make predictions that can be
compared to observations in the same way as the MHD turbulence simulations. This
would give an indication of how to proceed in improving the interpretation of the CF53
method.
Computational Models for Inhomogeneous and Recombining Plasmas
An interesting alternative method that was explored for this work was the possibility
of finding analytic solutions to the rate equations of reaction and carrying this over into
the other equations. Essentially this would allow full study of the microphysics of the
system rather than imposing quantity changes on it, and lead to a more natural physical
model overall. In this case, unlike the other models described, it is the temperature of
the plasma that is the crucial quantity for starting the overall reaction. It is possible
to make reasonable assumptions about the temperature evolution up until the onset of
global recombination. A plasma undergoing the process of global neutralisation is by
definition not in equilibrium. However, it is also possible to consider the plasma as
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evolving through a series of quasi-equilibria throughout the reaction. The total energy
in the system must always be conserved, therefore an energy equation can be used to
close the system.
Rate equations are a useful technique that cleverly take account of physics acting
on fast timescales while working in a slower-timescale fluid model overall. It can be
thought of as applying an average of the faster eects over a slower timescale. The
use of rate equations is well-understood, especially when it comes to studying e.g.
temperature-dependent atomic processes in a fluid context.
The step that will be employed here is to recognise that there is an energy transfer
along with the transfer of density between two populations. In the recombining plasma
case the direction of density transfer is from the ionised population to the neutral one.
Since electrons formally do not exist in MHD one cannot think about them specifi-
cally. However, one can consider the indirect impact that the electron population has.
Electrons are more maneuverable than ions, therefore they are far more responsive to
temperature changes. Conversely, if the electron population changes, this has a more
rapid eect on the temperature than would simply changing the ion population. It will
be possible to develop a model taking account of the impact of the electron population,
but without explicitly modelling electrons because that would be invalid in MHD.
Consider the atomic reactions governing the ionisation and neutralisation of plasma,
the simplest of which is shown as a two-way chemical reaction in equation 6.1:
H +  
 e  + p+ (6.1)
where H represents a neutral Hydrogen atom,  an energetic photon, e  an electron
and p+ a proton. The forwards reaction of ionisation depletes the neutral population
and increases the ion population, and vice versa for the reverse reaction (neutralisa-
tion). For this system, equilibrium is defined as the condition where the forward and
reverse reactions are balanced, resulting in zero net change in the number density of
any single species. Obviously mass conservation dictates that there can be no net
change in the total number density (neutrals plus ions). Global recombination will be-
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gin when the temperature falls low enough such that the neutralisation reaction dom-
inates the ionisation, in other words when the forwards reaction happens much more
frequently than the reverse reaction, unbalancing the system.
The basic algorithm to be used in developing simulations is as follows, e.g. for the
case of a recombining plasma:
1. Initial Conditions: The temperature is such that the system is just out of equilib-
rium in favour of recombination. The driving wall produces consistent perturba-
tions of choice that propagate into the computational domain, just as in the static
case.
2. Fluid Equations: These are evolved forward one timestep as for the Lax-Wendro
solver used in the static model. A dierent solver method may need to be used
for this stage since Lax-Wendro is diusive and may not conserve energy with
100% accuracy.
3. Rate Coecients: The thermal perturbation associated with density perturba-
tions at each point in the computational domain can be calculated using the
equations of state: a new temperature can be found that reasonably assumes
thermal equilibrium is reached more quickly than the fluid timescale. Hence the
new rate coecients, in Arrhenius form, can be calculated.
4. Rate Equations: With the new coecients calculated, the equilibrium rate equa-
tions for the next timestep can be computed using the rate equations.
5. Energy Balance: Finally, energy conservation can be used to find the energy bal-
ance at the beginning of the next timestep. ‘Ionisation’ (an increase in plasma
density with a corresponding decrease in neutral gas density) and ‘recombina-
tion’ (vice versa) transfers energy between kinetic energy and latent neutral gas
energy.
6. Repeat from step 2.
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A major advantage is that in this method, the large-scale changes of e.g. global
recombination do not have to be externally imposed, and the reactions progress natu-
rally. Given the generality of the derivation, there would be scope to use this method to
investigate a wide range of physical phenomena, including wave modes in inhomoge-
neous plasmas, the overall reaction progress for recombination or ionisation, and the
temperature evolution of a recombining plasma. The latter study in particular holds
great relevance to cosmic microwave background observations. It would also be pos-
sible to use the model to study the cooler edge regions of tokamaks.
Temperature Drift of Recombining Plasmas
The brief work that was carried out on this topic suggested that a detailed theoretical
model is not too far away.
Energetic Electrons in the Early Neutral Universe
Possibly the most cosmological in context of all potential future work, it would be
very interesting to study the eects a sparse population of 10 keV electrons would have
on gravitational collapse and early structure formation. There may also be an aspect
involving magnetic fields and the first stars. Furthermore, since a charge imbalance
of just 1 part in 1039 would be enough for electrostatic forces to be comparable to
gravity, there is scope to investigate the contribution of this population to large-scale
dynamics possibly including the expansion of the Universe. Electromagnetism has
been neglected up until now in most, if not all, aspects of cosmology, and there is
certainly a niche to be explored for a wide-ranging investigation of the impact it could
have.
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